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General introduction

Every day, people speak or listen while they are doing something else. For instance, people talk when cooking dinner, or listen to the radio when driving.
Despite the ease with which we do these two tasks, a lot of evidence suggests
that carrying out two demanding tasks at once hinders at least one of the tasks
(for review, see Fischer & Plessow, 2015; Pashler, 1994).
We already know that this happens with a language task and a non-language
task, like speaking when driving (Strayer & Johnston, 2001). However, what happens if the two tasks are language-related? For example, how does a person plan
what they want to say while they listen to someone else? Can these two tasks –
speech planning and comprehension – be carried out together? This thesis seeks
to investigate this question, specifically investigating constraints on simultaneous word production and comprehension with simple linguistic tasks.
Despite conversation being one of the most common ways people communicate (Levinson, 2016), little work has investigated how people manage to have
such smooth conversations. Times between turns are about 200ms in many languages around the world (Heldner & Edlund, 2010; Stivers et al., 2009), yet estimates on how long it takes to produce a word from thinking of the word to uttering it are at least 600ms (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; Indefrey, 2011). This suggests
that people start planning speech while still comprehending incoming speech
from their interlocutor. Experimental evidence also suggests there is overlap
between planning speech and comprehending speech, with some studies finding that speech planning begins during the preceding turn (Bögels, Magyari, &
Levinson, 2015; Bögels, Casillas, & Levinson, 2018; Barthel, Sauppe, Levinson, &
Meyer, 2016), and others finding that it begins late in the preceding turn, but
still in overlap with incoming speech (Boiteau, Malone, Peters, & Almor, 2014;
Sjerps & Meyer, 2015). Recent theories of conversation also model overlap in
these two tasks (Levinson & Torreira, 2015). Taken together, there is evidence
that at a broad level speech planning processes and comprehension processes
can occur in overlap.
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Despite the evidence that shows broad overlap of planning and comprehension processes, how these processes are coordinated at a micro level is unclear.
Specific processes in planning and comprehension could be carried out in parallel, or there could be rapid switching between planning processes and comprehension processes. It is also possible that there is a combination of these two
strategies, such that some planning and comprehension processes can be performed in parallel and some serially. These kinds of strategies are investigated
in this thesis, where participants are forced to carry out planning and comprehension processes in a dual-task, to determine which processes can be carried
out in parallel and which serially.
A separate strand of psychological research has modelled how people carry
out two tasks at the same time. Typically, the two tasks are quite simple. There
are three main theories of dual-tasking: the structural bottleneck theory (Pashler,
1984, 1994, 1998), the capacity sharing theory (Kahneman, 1973; Navon & Miller,
2002; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003) , and the strategic bottleneck theory (D. E. Meyer
& Kieras, 1997). The structural bottleneck and capacity sharing theories are described in more detail in Chapter 2. All theories describe tasks as being composed of three separate stages: a perception stage, a central task processing stage,
and a response execution stage. The perception and execution stages can run in
parallel with any other stage. However, the central stage requires capacity1 and
as such cannot be easily combined with other stages. Under the structural bottleneck theory, there is a bottleneck at this central stage, so only one task can
occupy this stage at a time. This means that central task processes are only carried out on one task at a time, and hence task processing is serial. Under the
capacity sharing theory, both tasks share capacity for task processing. Because
capacity is limited, the central stages of two tasks can be carried out in parallel
but with less capacity assigned to each task, and so processing in both tasks will
be slower. Under the strategic bottleneck theory, any stage can run alongside any
other stage. However, due to task demands or for strategic reasons, tasks may be
scheduled in a serial way.
In order to test how people carry out two tasks simultaneously, and whether
the central stages of tasks can run in parallel, much work makes use of the psychological refractory period (PRP) paradigm (Telford, 1931). This paradigm is also
used in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 in this thesis. Under this paradigm, two different
tasks are given to participants. The task 1 and task 2 stimuli are presented with
1

I define capacity as a form of attention (e.g., Roelofs & Piai, 2011), but make no claims about
what kind of attention is used. The dual-tasking literature is often vague in what ‘capacity’ actually
is.
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different stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) to force overlap between the tasks,
or to allow the tasks to be executed serially. Participants are told to respond as
quickly as possible to both tasks, and to respond to task 1 before task 2. This
paradigm tests whether there is interference between tasks, and which aspects
of the tasks are part of the ‘central’ stage of processing.
The dual-tasking theories described above relate to language processing because some research has investigated whether different language processes require capacity, using the PRP paradigm. The evidence shows that in production, most stages require capacity. This includes conceptual to lemma information flow (Mädebach, Jescheniak, Oppermann, & Schriefers, 2011), lemma selection (V. S. Ferreira & Pashler, 2002; Piai, Roelofs, & Schriefers, 2014), word
form activation (V. S. Ferreira & Pashler, 2002), and phonemic encoding (Cook &
Meyer, 2008). In comprehension, phonemic encoding does not require capacity (Gaskell, Quinlan, Tamminen, & Cleland, 2008), but word form activation and
semantic activation do (Cleland, Tamminen, Quinlan, & Gaskell, 2012; Relander,
Rämä, & Kujala, 2009). Therefore, I ask whether all production stages and some
comprehension stages would be part of the ‘central’ stages described in dualtasking theories. This question is explored more in Chapter 2.
If these processes require capacity, they should be unable to run in parallel. Thus, dual-tasking models predict that production and comprehension processes should either run serially, or run in parallel but in a hindered way. This
would suggest that speaking and listening in conversation would not overlap.
Yet, as described above, there is evidence that they do so. Thus, I ask how production and comprehension processes work together. If the two tasks are languagerelated, do I find the same patterns of interference that are found in a typical
dual-task (not involving two language tasks)? These questions are experimentally tested in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
Research into dual-tasking has already found two factors which can influence
dual-task performance: practice effects and cross-talk effects. Both of these factors may play a role when coordinating speech planning and comprehension
processes. Practice effects refer to the fact that when people have a lot of practice
with two tasks, coordination of the tasks becomes streamlined. This results in
extremely reduced, or even eliminated, dual-task interference (Allen, Ruthruff,
Elicker, & Lien, 2009; Kamienkowski, Pashler, Dehaene, & Sigman, 2011; Logan,
Miller, & Strayer, 2011; Strobach, Frensch, Müller, & Schubert, 2012; Strobach,
Liepelt, Pashler, Frensch, & Schubert, 2013; Strobach, Salminen, Karbach, & Schubert, 2014; Van Selst, Ruthruff, & Johnston, 1999). Practice effects can even trans-
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fer to other tasks (e.g., Liepelt, Strobach, Frensch, & Schubert, 2011; Strobach,
Frensch, & Schubert, 2012). Practice effects may play a role in language because
every day people speak and listen to thousands of words. Carrying out production and comprehension in parallel every day would give people a lot of practice
with coordinating these tasks. Because of this extensive practice, carrying out
two linguistic tasks together may be much easier than carrying out other kinds
of dual tasks.
The other factor is cross-talk. Cross-talk arises when two tasks are similar
and influence one another (Alards-Tomalin, Walker, Nepon, & Leboe-McGowan,
2017; Fargier & Laganaro, 2016; Hommel, 1998; Logan & Schulkind, 2000; Navon
& Miller, 1987; Wickens, 2008), and hence ‘talk’ to each other. Because stages in
language production and comprehension may be shared, these shared representations may influence one another. This would result in the representations
for production and comprehension affecting one another, which may cause problems with speaking or listening. Thus, we may expect that the two representations are affected, which would lead to greater interference between the tasks.
An alternate prediction is that the cognitive system tries to keep these representations separated so that they cannot ‘talk’ to each other, which may result
in a more serial processing strategy such that planning and comprehension are
sequential processes.
In summary, we see that people are able to plan and comprehend speech at
the same time. However, research investigating dual-tasking would suggest that
there are limitations on how people are able to coordinate language production
and comprehension at a micro level, where there may be serial or parallel processing of planning and comprehension. Thus, I ask: what are the constraints on
how people produce and comprehend language in a dual-task?
In Chapter 2 I present a review of the research field, drawing together ideas
from dual-tasking theories and language processing theories to create a working
model of how production and comprehension could be coordinated in parallel. I
discuss evidence of capacity constraints in psycholinguistic processing, and how
these inform coordinated production and comprehension. Many of the ideas
touched on in this introduction are explored in greater depth in this chapter. This
review also generates predictions for constraints on the concurrent processing
of production and comprehension, some of which are tested in later chapters.
In Chapter 3 I tested whether carrying out two linguistic tasks concurrently results in greater (because of cross-talk), lesser (because of practice), or the same
level of interference as carrying out one linguistic and one non-linguistic task. In
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Experiment 1, participants carried out two dual-tasks consisting of picture naming and syllable or tone identification. I tested whether there would be additional linguistic interference on top of normal dual-task interference in the picture naming + syllable identification condition. In Experiment 2, I tested whether
any linguistic effects were truly linguistic or based on acoustic complexity differences between syllables and tones. In this experiment, I kept the auditory sound
the same but manipulated the knowledge of whether the sound was linguistic or
not. Participants again carried out a picture naming + sound identification task,
with the linguistic instruction a between-participant variable.
In Chapter 4 I again tested the linguistic interference hypotheses while keeping acoustic complexity constant, but in a within-participant design. Participants
listened to acoustically matched auditory stimuli – synthesised vowels as the linguistic stimuli and musical rain versions of these vowels as the non-linguistic
stimuli (Uppenkamp, Johnsrude, Norris, Marslen-Wilson, & Patterson, 2006). In
two sessions participants combined identification of these sounds with a nonlinguistic size judgement task or a linguistic picture naming task. I aimed to determine whether the linguistic interference effect was still found when acoustic
complexity was kept constant.
In Chapter 5, I investigated how a different language process, lexical access, is
affected in a dual-task. I tested whether lexical access could be carried out in
parallel with another linguistic task, and whether the type of task affected dualtask interference. Participants carried out two different types of dual-task. One
was a typical dual-tasking experiment where responses were given to both stimuli, and the other was a task choice experiment (Besner & Care, 2003), where a
decision made on the auditory stimulus (task 1) determined what response to
give to the visual stimulus (task 2). Participants heard the same syllables and
tones as in Chapter 3, and carried out picture naming with visual distractors. I
measured semantic interference in picture naming latencies to determine whether
lexical access was carried out at the same time as the other task. I asked whether
the semantic interference effect would be affected in any way by carrying out a
concurrent linguistic task compared to a non-linguistic task.
In Chapter 6 I tested linguistic dual-tasking in an MEG experiment. Participants carried out the dual-task of syllable identification and picture naming
while the magnetic activity in their brain was measured. I wanted to determine
the cognitive dynamics of dual-tasking with two linguistic tasks compared to
carrying out only one of the tasks, inspired by recent work by Marti, King, and
Dehaene (2015). The evidence from that study suggests that the two prominent
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dual-tasking theories (the structural bottleneck theory and the capacity sharing
theory) cannot account for the cognitive behaviour in a dual-task. As the behavioural evidence from previous chapters suggests that there is some interference between two linguistic tasks, I wished to discover the cognitive dynamics of
this type of dual-task, and whether the patterns were similar to Marti et al. (2015).
I used a machine learning technique, temporally-generalised multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA), generalised across condition, and applied this to the data.
This technique meant that I was able to train a classifier to discriminate between
no task and syllable identification, another classifier to discriminate between no
task and picture naming, and then I tested both of these classifiers on their ability to determine activity in the dual-task condition. I asked whether classifiers
were able to decode activity in the dual-task and how this activity pattern was
different in comparison to when the tasks were carried out as single tasks.
In the final chapter of this thesis, I bring together all results and discuss how
these findings relate to the wider literature of coordinating production and comprehension. I relate the findings to the model proposed in Chapter 2, and to theories of dual-tasking. I also discuss methodological implications arising from the
thesis and suggest future research directions.

2 |

Towards a working model of linguistic dual-tasking

Abstract
During conversation, interlocutors converse quickly with short gaps between
turns. Evidence from corpus and experimental studies suggests that people are
able to plan their response while they are listening to their interlocutor, and thus
coordinate planning and comprehension with close temporal overlap. However,
a different vein of linguistic research shows that multiple processes in word production and comprehension require processing capacity, and evidence from the
wider dual-tasking literature indicates that capacity-demanding tasks are difficult to carry out in overlap. In this review, I aim to bring together the scarce evidence on the temporal coordination of speech planning and comprehension,
theoretical contributions from the dual-task literature, and evidence of capacity
demands in word production and comprehension to discuss a working model of
linguistic dual-tasking. Constraints on how word production and comprehension are discussed with reference to this working model, and predictions the
model generates, are presented.
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Conversation is the ecological niche of language use (Levinson & Torreira, 2015).
During conversation, interlocutors plan what to say to their partner, while listening to their partner’s speech stream and mapping these sounds to meaning. Despite the fact that language is used for this dynamic purpose, very little research
has investigated the coordination and temporal overlap of both planning speech
(language production) and understanding speech (language comprehension).
Here, I review and bring together relevant language and dual-tasking theories and evidence to create a working model describing how word production
and comprehension could be coordinated. I begin with research which has investigated the temporal overlap of language production and comprehension in
conversation. I then introduce a theory of concurrent word production and
comprehension, and review dual-tasking theories relevant to temporal overlap of tasks. Psycholinguistic research investigating capacity allocation to language processes are discussed, and I describe how linguistic dual-tasking may
be different from non-linguistic dual-tasking. I end by expanding the production
and comprehension model, and generate predictions from this model to help us
better understand how production and comprehension may be coordinated. I
focus throughout on the possible constraints on simultaneous production and
comprehension, and how to align dual-tasking and psycholinguistic theories.

Temporal overlap: When do people start planning
speech?
The temporal overlap of production and comprehension arose as an area of interest based on reconciling findings concerning how long word planning takes
versus how long gaps between turns are. Evidence suggests that it takes approximately 600ms from conceptual activation to word articulation (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; Indefrey, 2011)1 . However, the modal timing between turns is around
200ms (Heldner & Edlund, 2010; Stivers et al., 2009)2 . This suggests that planning must overlap with comprehension, to ensure that the speech plan can be
launched around 200ms after the end of a turn (see Levinson, 2016).
1

The studies which have generated these timings are almost all picture naming experiments,
where single images or simple events are described. How well the timings generalise out to
planning in conversation, where there is often a rich contextual history and setting to the conversation, and multi-modal input, is unclear.
2
Studies which have investigated between-turn timing have focused on responses to yes/no
questions, with speech and non-speech responses and body language classed as turn-initiating
behaviour (Stivers et al., 2009). These findings may generalise differently to complex conversation.
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Recent studies have addressed the question of when in a turn people start to
plan speech. There are two possibilities: as early in the turn as possible (‘early
planning’), or at a later point in the turn (‘late planning’). Both planning types
result in overlap between production and comprehension, but this overlap is
greater with early planning. Early planning is illustrated and discussed in detail
by Levinson and Torreira (2015).
To test whether planning begins as early as possible, Bögels et al. (2015) manipulated in an EEG study when in a turn speakers could begin planning. Participants were asked quiz-style questions containing critical words, from which
the answer would be known. These words were at early or late points in the
questions. Bögels et al. (2015) tested whether people would begin planning at
this early point.
Bögels et al. (2015) found a large positivity in the EEG signal, which occurred
approximately 500ms after the onset of the critical word. Importantly, the positivities were similar in the early and late planning conditions, but they were
shifted in time, demonstrating that participants began planning early when they
could. The positivity was localised to the middle and superior temporal gyrus,
and the inferior frontal gyrus. These areas have been shown to be part of the language production network (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004). Participants also responded
earlier in the early planning condition (M = 640ms) compared to the late planning condition (M = 950ms). This study provides evidence that people can plan in
overlap with comprehending. Similar behavioural results have also been found
by Barthel et al. (2016).
There is also evidence of late planning. Boiteau et al. (2014) had participants
engage in normal conversation while tracking a ball on screen using a mouse.
Boiteau and colleagues found that towards the end of natural speech turns, participants were less accurate at tracking the ball on screen. This was especially
true with a fast-moving ball. Lower accuracy occurred at the end of a listening turn, indicating that in this case participants planned their upcoming speech
fairly late in the turn. One of the strengths of this study is that participants were
engaged in normal conversation, lending high ecological validity. A similar result was also found by Sjerps and Meyer (2015) in a more controlled experimental paradigm. These studies demonstrate that speech planning does not always
begin as early as possible.
If planning and comprehension overlap, does comprehension suffer? Bögels
et al. (2018) tested this question in an EEG study where participants described
pictures in response to a question. Similarly to Bögels et al. (2015), answers to
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questions could be planned early or late. The partner’s speech also contained
an expected or unexpected final noun. Bögels et al. (2018) investigated whether
the N400 effect was reduced in the early planning compared to the late planning condition, hypothesising that comprehension may suffer if attention is devoted to planning (resulting in a smaller N400 effect). They found that in participants who planned early, as indexed by an early positivity and early speech onset latencies, there was a reduced N400 compared to participants who planned
later. This suggests that resources used for comprehension were reduced, as
they were allocated to planning.
Together, these studies indicate flexibility in when people begin planning, and
suggest planning and comprehension may share resources. However, these studies have not looked at the fine-grained planning of speech at different levels of
production and comprehension. How these levels may be coordinated in the
dual-task of planning and comprehension is unknown.

Model of word production and comprehension
I take the WEAVER++/ARC model of production and comprehension as a working model (Roelofs, 2014). The model accounts for word production and comprehension in normal speech use. This model builds on previous versions of
the WEAVER++ model (Roelofs, 1992, 1997, 2003, 2008b, 2008a), which is also
assumed by Indefrey and Levelt (2004). It captures many processes assumed
by other theories of production (Dell, 1986; W. J. M. Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer,
1999) and comprehension (McClelland & Elman, 1986; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson,
1997, 2002). The production process follows a chain of lexical concepts, lemmas, output forms, and output phonemes. The comprehension process follows
a chain of input phonemes, input forms, lemmas and lexical concepts (see Figure
2.1). Lexical concepts and lemmas are shared between production and comprehension, but word forms and phonemes are distinct. These separate form and
phoneme levels are linked.

Shared and distinct representations in production and
comprehension
At the lexical concept and lemma selection levels studies suggest that representations are shared between production and comprehension (Cutting, 1997;
Humphreys, Mirković, & Gennari, 2016; Van Assche, Duyck, & Gollan, 2016). This
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Figure 2.1: Simplified version of WEAVER++/ARC model. Note that lexical concepts and lemmas are shared between production and comprehension, whereas there are separate input and output word forms and
phonemes. For the full model see Roelofs, 2014.
has also been found at the neural level (Menenti, Gierhan, Segaert, & Hagoort,
2011; Silbert, Honey, Simony, Poeppel, & Hasson, 2014), where similar brain regions have been found to be activated for semantic processing in production and
comprehension. This suggests that at a semantic level the same representations
are used in production and comprehension.
A large body of work has also investigated this question using the pictureword interference paradigm. Here, participants name a picture in the context
of an auditory or visually presented distractor word (Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984;
Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990). Most research has found that when naming
a picture with a distractor which is categorically related (for example, a picture
of a DOG with the distractor word CAT), naming RTs are slower compared to an
unrelated distractor (distractor TABLE; e.g., Damian & Martin, 1999; Schriefers et
al., 1990). Explanations of how this effect arises are that at the level of lemma
selection, the distractor word activates its conceptual and lemma information,
and this competes with the picture name (Roelofs, 1992, 2003). This suggests that
these levels are shared between production and comprehension. Note however
that the picture name and distractor must be presented almost simultaneously
for this effect to occur; longer intervals lead to no effect.
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In contrast, phonological representations are argued to be distinct from one
another, though still loosely coupled (Kittredge & Dell, 2016; Mitterer & Ernestus, 2008; Shallice, McLeod, & Lewis, 1985). Neural evidence has also suggested
that lower-level articulatory regions are distinct (Silbert et al., 2014). Evidence
for distinct phonological and phonetic forms comes from developmental studies (e.g., Vihman, 2013, 2017; Werker & Tees, 1984) and second language learners
(e.g., Best & Tyler, 2007; Van Leussen & Escudero, 2015), showing infants and
learners can often perceive phonological and phonetic differences before producing them. However, there is also evidence of motor cortex involvement in
both production and comprehension (e.g., Scott, McGettigan, & Eisner, 2009),
which suggests that articulatory and/or phonetic representations in production
and comprehension are not entirely separable.
Theories intertwining production and comprehension (Hickok & Poeppel, 2004,
2007; Pickering & Garrod, 2004, 2013) also assume parity of representations.
Other theories posit a strong relationship between production and comprehension (MacDonald, 2013), and indeed, there is evidence suggesting that the production system is used during comprehension (Martin, Branzi, & Bar, 2018). While
the majority of research has shown comprehension affecting production, there
is also work demonstrating that production can affect comprehension (Hopman
& MacDonald, 2018). Altogether, the experimental and theoretical evidence support shared lexical concept and lemma representations, and distinct form and
output representations.

Theories of dual-tasking
A large body of literature has investigated how people dual-task, typically using the psychological refractory period (PRP) paradigm (Telford, 1931). In this
paradigm, participants give speeded responses to two tasks in a specified order.
Often, the tasks are separated by varying stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) allowing different amounts of task overlap. This allows researchers to test which
aspects of a task are affected when dual-tasking. I now discuss theories of dualtasking and the claims they make regarding task processing.
The literature is dominated by two main theories: the response selection bottleneck theory (Pashler, 1994), and the capacity-sharing theory (Navon & Miller,
2002; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003). These theories are discussed below.
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Response Selection Bottleneck theory (RSB)
Pashler (1994; see also Pashler, 1984, 1998) describes task processing in three
stages: the perceptual stage, where the task stimulus is perceived; the central
stage (also called ‘response selection’; note this stage may be further subdivided
into response activation and response selection; Hommel, 1998; Lien & Proctor,
2002), where the task is processed; and the execution stage, where the response
is given.
Of these stages, only the central stage is subject to a bottleneck, meaning that
central processing can only proceed for one task at a time. Perception and execution can proceed in parallel with any other stage. This is visualised in Figure
2.2.
The RSB theory makes three predictions. Firstly, central processing is serial,
meaning that task 2 processing will be delayed until central processing in task 1
is finished. The time for task 2 processing is extended by the amount of time the
task waits for the bottleneck (until task 1 is finished with central processing).
Secondly, because task 1 proceeds unhindered, there should be no SOA effects
in task 1. In fact, task 1 processing should proceed as it does when carrying out
task 1 alone. Only task 2 should show SOA effects.
Thirdly, any effects at the central or execution stages of task 2 should remain
detectable, but an effect at the perception stage will not be measured with task
overlap. This is due to the ‘locus of slack’ logic: because the perceptual stage
of any task can run alongside another stage, the perceptual stage of task 2 can
run in parallel with task 1 central processes. Task 2 central processing must wait
until task 1 central processing is finished. Thus, any perceptual-level effect is
not detected because extended perceptual processing is carried out in the ‘slack’
(greyed area of Figure 2.2) while task 2 is waiting for bottleneck access.

Capacity-Sharing theory
In contrast to the RSB theory, capacity-sharing theories (Kahneman, 1973; Navon
& Miller, 1987, 2002; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003; Wickens, Vidulich, & SandryGarza, 1984; Wickens, 2008) argue that there is no central bottleneck. Rather, a
finite amount of capacity is shared across parallel central processing in task 1 and
task 2. If all capacity is assigned to task 1, the same predictions as the RSB theory
hold. However, sharing capacity results in extended central stages (see Figure
2.2). Perception and execution of a task are not subject to capacity limitations.
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Figure 2.2: Depiction of dual-task processing of the three stages under the RSB
theory (top panel) and the capacity-sharing theory (bottom panel).
See main text for explanation.
One critically different prediction made by the capacity-sharing theory compared to the RSB theory is that task 1 will be affected by an SOA manipulation
if capacity is shared between tasks. Because the central stage of task 1 does not
proceed at full capacity, its duration will be extended. Therefore, task 1 and task
2 are affected by overlap of the tasks, not only task 2.
Capacity-sharing theories differ as to whether they posit one form of general
capacity (Kahneman, 1973; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003) or multiple sources (Navon
& Miller, 2002; Wickens, 2008). One form of general capacity could be used
by multiple tasks, but is limited. Multiple sources are also resource-limited, but
they are used by different tasks or processes (see Wickens, 2008). If two tasks
do not share resources, they could have perfect time-sharing. Many tasks do
share resources however, so realistically the interpretation is that the smaller
the overlap in resources, the better the time-sharing.
Capacity-sharing theories also make explicit predictions about cross-talk, referring to when the tasks interfere with one another (see e.g., Hommel, 1998).
Under the RSB theory cross-talk is not possible (Navon & Miller, 2002) because
of the serial nature of processing. In contrast, under the capacity-sharing theory,
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tasks which share resources will affect one another because the task representations are simultaneously active. Research investigating cross-talk has mostly
focused on similarities in input or output modalities (Alards-Tomalin et al., 2017;
Eder, Pfister, Dignath, & Hommel, 2017; Hommel, 1998; Janczyk, Pfister, Hommel, & Kunde, 2014; Janczyk, 2016; Lehle & Hübner, 2009; Lien, Ruthruff, Hsieh,
& Yu, 2007; Miller, 2006; Röttger & Haider, 2017; Stelzel & Schubert, 2011). Little research has tested similarity in the central stage. I believe this is for two
reasons. Firstly, the central stage of task processing tends to be considered an
amodal system. Central representations are separated from perception and execution (Hazeltine, Ruthruff, & Remington, 2006). Secondly, most research on
dual-tasking uses simple stimulus-response tasks, whereas a language task appears to have many processes involved in the central stage (this is discussed further later). It seems that maybe less thought has been given to complex central stages and how they would interact between tasks. Therefore, while central
cross-talk is predicted, the evidence for it is lacking.
However, the difference between multitasking and multiplexing has been made
(Feng, Schwemmer, Gershman, & Cohen, 2014). Multiplexing refers to holding
multiple representations in mind, whereas multitasking refers to the processing pathways used to act on those representations in parallel. Feng and colleagues argue that keeping multiple representations active simultaneously results in cross-talk between these representations. Their computational results
suggest multiplexing has a much stronger effect on dual-tasking behaviour than
multitasking. This work would suggest cross-talk in representations, not in processes.

Extensions of the theories
Sigman and Dehaene (2006) extended the RSB model by adding top down control into the task scheduling system. Their results (Sigman & Dehaene, 2005,
2006, 2008) suggest that top down control, which may reflect central executive
processing time, contributes to dual-task costs. Additionally, active processes of
planning task actions and disengaging from a task contribute to dual-task costs.
In their model, these additional processes capture response times and distributions in dual-task behaviour.
Marti et al. (2015) additionally found, in an MEG study with a novel analysis
technique, that neither the RSB theory nor the capacity-sharing theory could
fully account for their data. In the first 200-350ms of task processing task 1 and
task 2 were processed in parallel. After 350ms task 1 processes were shortened
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and task 2 processes slightly hindered, and after 450-500ms task 2 processes
were fully delayed. This suggests that the tasks competed for capacity in order
to be carried out, which is not in line with the RSB model where tasks passively
queue for capacity, or in line with the capacity-sharing theory where tasks share
capacity.

Dual-tasking with linguistic tasks
How do linguistic processes fit into the stages described by dual-task theories?
One reason this question is difficult to answer is that the majority of dual-tasking
research uses simple tasks, such as tone identification or numerical judgements.
However, language processing involves multiple component processes. It is not
only that a stimulus is perceived and directly mapped to a response; there are
multiple linguistic stages in order to have a complete phonological and semantic
representation of a word. One question which arises is whether the processes in
production and comprehension are best ascribed to perceptual, central, or execution stages? And, how are these tasks carried out simultaneously if processes
or representations are shared between tasks?
I now discuss the evidence determining which linguistic stages or processes
require capacity. This is important as it allows us to make predictions about
which processes could occur in parallel. To test whether a process requires capacity, a linguistic process is combined with a non-linguistic process in a PRP
experiment. The process being tested is manipulated to make this process either
easier or more difficult, and this typically results in longer response times. When
this linguistic task is combined with a non-linguistic task, researchers investigate
whether the manipulation is still measured in the response. If the manipulation
is no longer measured, this indicates that the linguistic process can be carried
out in parallel with another task, which would ascribe this process to the perceptual stage of dual-task theories. However, if the manipulation is measured,
this indicates that the linguistic process was delayed until sufficient capacity was
available, suggesting that the linguistic process is either ascribed to the central or
execution stage of dual-tasking. The majority of experiments discussed below
use this logic.
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Language production
Conceptual selection
Research investigating whether conceptual selection requires capacity suggests
that it does. A study by Mädebach, Jescheniak, et al. (2011; see also Wagner,
Jescheniak, & Schriefers, 2010) tested processing ease in a series of picture-word
interference experiments. Two images were presented simultaneously, with one
to-be-named object and one distractor context object. Participants heard auditory distractors, which were phonologically related or unrelated to the context
image. This allowed testing of whether the context object names were retrieved,
as related distractors would speed picture naming. Processing ease was manipulated by varying how strongly degraded the images were.
Faster naming RTs (comparing related vs unrelated distractors) were only found
when both images were non-degraded. This shows that difficulties in visual processing affected selection in the conceptual system, as when the images were
harder to process, the phonological form of the distractor word was not activated. Importantly, this study demonstrates that very early in the production
system resources are needed.
Lemma selection
In a seminal dual-tasking study which investigated linguistic capacity constraints,
V. S. Ferreira and Pashler (2002) tested whether lemma selection, word form selection and phoneme selection require capacity in two experiments. All manipulations are described here but the word form and phoneme manipulation
results are discussed in later sections. In Experiment 1, participants carried out
the dual-task of picture naming after reading cloze sentences (task 1) and tone
identification (task 2), with SOAs of 50, 150 and 900ms. To manipulate the duration of lemma selection, high or low cloze constraint sentences were presented.
To manipulate the duration of word form selection, high and low frequency pictures were displayed.
V. S. Ferreira and Pashler (2002) found effects of the lemma selection manipulation. High cloze pictures were named faster than low cloze pictures, and importantly this effect propagated through to task 2 RTs. This suggests lemma selection requires capacity, as if no capacity were required then the longer lemma
selection process in task 1 would be carried out in parallel with processing in
task 2, and would not affect any central task 2 stages.
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In Experiment 2, the same design was used with a different set of manipulations. To manipulate lemma selection participants named images while written distractor words were displayed. Distractors appeared simultaneously with
the image or 1000ms after. The distractors were either conceptually related (to
manipulate the duration of lemma selection), phonologically related (to manipulate the duration of phoneme selection), or unrelated to the picture name (as
in Damian & Martin, 1999). Ferriera and Pashler again found longer naming latencies with conceptually-related distractors compared to unrelated distractors,
and this effect propagated to task 2 RTs. This again demonstrates capacity demands of lemma selection.
In a different series of studies, lemma selection has also been shown to require
capacity (Ayora, Janssen, Dell’Acqua, & Alario, 2009; Kleinman, 2013; Piai et al.,
2014; Schnur & Martin, 2012). Piai et al. (2014) carried out six experiments testing
a dual-task of tone identification (task 1) and picture naming with visual distractors (task 2), with SOAs of 0ms and 1000ms. The distractors were conceptually
related or unrelated to the images. The authors were interested in whether semantic interference (i.e. slower naming RTs to pictures with conceptually related
versus unrelated distractors) would be found at both SOAs. They found semantic
interference in all experiments, even while the experiments differed on various
dimensions, such as the SOAs, number of named images, types of stimuli, and
tone frequency and duration. These results provide compelling evidence that
lemma selection requires capacity. However, other studies have found no effects of semantic interference at short SOAs using similar paradigms (Ayora et
al., 2011; Dell’Acqua, Job, Peressotti, & Pascali, 2007). This suggests that under
certain conditions, lemma selection can occur concurrently with another task.
Phonological word form
Studies testing whether word form selection, including phonemic manipulations, have found mixed evidence about whether this stage requires capacity
(e.g., Fargier & Laganaro, 2016; Klaus, Mädebach, Oppermann, & Jescheniak, 2017;
Roelofs, 2008a; Sasisekaran & Donohue, 2016).
As previously described, V. S. Ferreira and Pashler (2002) carried out two dual
task studies. In Experiment 1 they manipulated the level of word form selection
by presenting high and low frequency images. They found that task 1 naming RTs
were slower to low frequency than high frequency images, and that this effect
percolated to task 2 tone identification RTs. This indicates that word form selection requires capacity. In Experiment 2 they manipulated phoneme selection
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by presenting images with phonologically related or unrelated written distractor words. In this experiment, only task 1 RTs showed an effect of the phonological manipulation, as naming RTs were faster to phonologically related versus
unrelated images. This effect did not carry over to task 2 RTs. This suggests that
phoneme selection – selecting phonemes based on the phonological word form
– is not subject to capacity limitations.
Alternate results were found by Cook and Meyer (2008). In a series of dual-task
experiments, they tested picture naming (task 1) and tone identification (task 2),
presented with SOAs of 50, 150 and 900ms. In Experiment 1, participants named
pictures (drawn in green) with pictorial distractors (drawn in red), which were
phonologically related, unrelated, or identical to the picture. Cook and Meyer
found that task 1 RTs were faster with identical and phonologically related distractors (compared to unrelated distractors), and this effect percolated to task
2 RTs. This suggests that phoneme selection demands capacity, contrary to the
results of V. S. Ferreira and Pashler (2002).
In Experiment 2, the pictorial distractors were replaced with written word distractors, to more closely approximate the study by Ferreira and Pashler. The
same pattern of results as Ferreira and Pashler was found: faster task 1 RTs to
phonologically related versus unrelated distractors in task 1, and no propagation to task 2 RTs. In Experiment 3, Cook and Meyer tested why only pictorial distractors showed propagation effects. They hypothesised that distractor
words slowed down speech monitoring processes, but distractor images did not.
Therefore, pictorial and written distractors which were related to the image had
the same facilitatory effect on phoneme selection, but written distractors additionally slowed speech monitoring processes, which would cancel out the measurement of propagation. Therefore, in Experiment 3 the same paradigm was
used but with masked written primes. Task 1 RTs were faster when primes were
phonologically related versus unrelated to the image, and importantly this effect
percolated through to task 2 RTs. This finding is important as it demonstrates
that phoneme selection is capacity demanding (see also Ayora et al., 2011).
A further study by Dent, Johnston, and Humphreys (2008) tested whether the
effects of age of acquisition and word frequency occur at stages requiring capacity. In two experiments participants named images which varied on only age
of acquisition or word frequency (task 1), and carried out tone identification (task
2), presented with SOAs of 50, 150 and 900ms. Dent and colleagues found that
only frequency effects percolated to task 2 RTs. This suggests that processes corresponding to age of acquisition effects do not require capacity, whereas pro-
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cesses corresponding to frequency effects do. Dent et al. (2008) place the age of
acquisition effect at lemma retrieval (providing diverging evidence from that discussed in the section Lemma Selection), and the word frequency effect at word
form retrieval (in line with evidence from Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994).
Phonetic encoding
There is little research investigating whether phonetic encoding requires capacity, but available evidence suggests that it does. While previous research suggested that language processes including lemma selection and word form selection require capacity (for review see Roelofs & Piai, 2011), Jongman, Roelofs,
and Meyer (2015) demonstrated that sustained attention was most important after word form selection. This suggests that these later stages also require capacity. In Experiment 1, participants named pictures, either with a determiner-noun
phrase or with a longer determiner-adjective-noun phrase (task 1), and carried
out an arrow discrimination task (task 2). Task stimuli were presented simultaneously, and RTs and eye movements were measured. Jongman et al. (2015)
exploited the fact than participants tend to look at an image to be named until
the word form is encoded, and then shift their gaze shortly before speech onset
to the next experimental item (A. S. Meyer & Van der Meulen, 2000). Participants’ sustained attention ability was also measured. Jongman et al. (2015) found
that sustained attention ability correlated with task 1 naming RTs, but not with
gaze durations. The fact that sustained attention ability correlated with RTs suggests that sustained attention is required during the entire timecourse of naming,
and not only up to word form encoding, as a correlation between naming RTs
and gaze durations would have suggested. This pattern of results suggests that
sustained attention is especially important for phonetic encoding, which occurs
after word form encoding.
In Experiment 2, Jongman et al. (2015) tested whether sustained attention is
required in typical picture naming or only on more taxing dual-task trials. Participants named single images, and carried out a dual-task of picture naming (task
1) and arrow identification (task 2) with simultaneous presentation. Sustained attention abilities were again measured. Jongman et al. (2015) found that sustained
attention ability correlated with naming RTs in both tasks, but with a higher correlation in the dual-task. This suggests that sustained attention is important in
general for phonetic encoding, but is relied on more heavily in a dual-task.
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Language comprehension
Phoneme selection
Gaskell et al. (2008) investigated whether phoneme selection in spoken word
recognition requires capacity. Three experiments were carried out, with the
dual-task of colour categorisation (task 1), and phonemic categorisation (task 2),
presented with SOAs of 100, 200 and 1000ms. For the phonemic categorisation
task, participants would hear a spoken word and determine whether the final
consonant was one of two letters displayed on screen. In all experiments a difficulty manipulation was applied to task 2, and Gaskell and colleagues investigated
whether this difficulty manipulation would be present in task 2 RTs.
In all experiments, no phonemic difficulty manipulations were measured in
task 2 RTs. These results indicate that difficulty in phonemic processing was resolved concurrently with task 1 processing, and thus phoneme selection does
not require capacity. This suggests that phoneme selection in comprehension
can proceed at the same time as processes in other tasks.
Word form selection
There are conflicting results on whether word form selection in comprehension
requires capacity. Cleland, Gaskell, Quinlan, and Tamminen (2006) tested a dualtask of colour categorisation (task 1) and lexical decision (task 2), presented with
SOAs of 100, 200 and 800ms. The frequency of the task 2 words was manipulated as a measure of word form selection. Task 2 was an auditory (Experiment
1) or visual (Experiment 2) lexical decision task.
In both experiments no frequency effect was measured in task 2 RTs with short
SOAs, but was present at long SOAs. This suggests that word form selection,
manipulated here using frequency, does not require capacity.
However, Lien, Ruthruff, Cornett, Goodin, and Allen (2008) found a different
pattern of results, albeit with a different experimental design. They tested dualtasking in an EEG study and asked whether the P3 component would differ between low and high frequency words. The P3 component has previously been
found to be sensitive to word frequency, such that frequent words have a larger
P3 amplitude and shorter P3 latency (Polich & Donchin, 1988). Participants in
Lien et al. (2008) carried out a dual-task of tone identification (task 1) and visual
lexical decision, where the words varied on frequency (task 2), presented with
SOAs of 100, 300 and 900ms. Lien and colleagues tested whether the P3 ampli-
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tude and latency would be different to high versus low frequency words in the
lexical decision task.
The behavioural results showed a difference between high and low frequency
word responses, regardless of SOA. However, with shorter SOAs the effect was
smaller. These behavioural results are not entirely consistent with those found
by Cleland et al. (2006). The ERP effects also showed a similar pattern. With more
task overlap, the difference in amplitude between the high and low frequency
words was greatly reduced, compared to with less overlap. This indicates that
some processing of word forms requires capacity, but other processes can proceed in parallel with task 1.
In a further study, Cleland et al. (2012) tested whether word form selection
requires capacity using a different paradigm. Participants listened to a spoken
word through headphones (task 1; note this task required no response), and carried out visual lexical decision (task 2), with SOAs of 0 and 100ms. Participants
were told that there would be a memory test for the task 1 words. The spoken
words were manipulated by uniqueness point; some words had early uniqueness points and some late. Cleland and colleagues tested whether the effect of
uniqueness point (i.e. the point in the word when that word becomes distinguishable from all other words) would be present in task 2 RTs. Indeed, they
found longer task 2 RTs when the task 1 words had later uniqueness points.
In a second experiment, Cleland et al. (2012) demonstrated that this effect was
not due to intentional encoding of the spoken words for the memory test, and
tested whether similarity between tasks would have an effect. Participants carried out two dual-tasking conditions: listening to a spoken word through headphones (task 1) with visual lexical decision (task 2), or listening to a spoken word
(task 1) with colour judgement (task 2). The SOAs tested were 0 and 100ms. A
uniqueness point effect was found in task 2 RTs, confirming that this effect is
not only attributable to intentionally remembering the spoken word. Additionally, in words with late uniqueness points, the uniqueness point effect was larger
in lexical decision RTs compared to colour judgement RTs. A third experiment
found the same pattern. These results suggest that word form selection requires
capacity, and they hint that similarity in tasks (with two linguistic tasks) may result in larger effects.
In general, these results suggest that at least some aspects of word form selection in comprehension can proceed in parallel with another task. However,
percolation of effects also shows that some aspects of word form selection re-
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quire capacity. This suggests that word form selection is composed of multiple
processes, some of which are resource-demanding.
Semantic activation
Hohlfeld, Sangals, and Sommer (2004) tested whether semantic activation requires capacity by investigating, in an EEG study, whether the N400 component
was attenuated during dual-tasking. Participants heard prime words. They then
carried out letter judgement (task 1) and heard a target word (task 2, but note no
response is given), presented with SOAs of 100, 400 and 700ms. The primetarget pair were either synonymous or non-synonymous. A smaller N400 component was expected to the target word in a synonymous pair compared to a
non-synonymous pair. They tested whether the amplitude and latency of the
N400 would be affected by overlap between task 1 and presentation of the target word.
Hohlfeld et al. (2004) found that the N400 effect was delayed when task 1 and
the target word overlapped, but the amplitude of the effect was not affected by
task overlap. These results suggest that semantic activation requires capacity,
and was delayed during dual-tasking, but as with word form selection some semantic processing occurred in parallel with task 1 processing.
In Experiment 2, Hohlfeld et al. (2004) tested two different task 1 tasks: a spatial response task or letter judgement. In all other respects the paradigm was
the same as Experiment 1. This experiment was designed to rule out that the
delay in the N400 in Experiment 1 was due to dual-tasking with two linguistic tasks. They found consistent effects: the N400 effect was delayed when the
tasks overlapped, but the delay was larger with two linguistic tasks compared to
one linguistic and one non-linguistic task. Again, the amplitude did not differ.
This suggests that semantic activation requires capacity, but the delay in semantic access is greater when the two tasks are linguistic. However, some semantic
access occurred in parallel with the first task.
Other studies using very similar paradigms have found the same patterns of
results; namely that the N400 is attenuated by dual-tasking, indicating that semantic access requires capacity but does not demand full capacity (Hohlfeld &
Sommer, 2005; Lien et al., 2008; Relander et al., 2009; Vachon & Jolicœur, 2012).
This suggests that semantic activation in comprehension requires a graded amount
of capacity.
Using a different paradigm, Logan and Schulkind (2000) tested whether semantic information in two separate tasks can be retrieved in parallel. Both tasks
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were visual lexical decision tasks and the words for each task were presented
simultaneously. They found evidence that semantic information for both words
was retrieved in parallel, because both responses were faster if they were congruent. These results provide corroborating evidence that semantic activation
is possible in parallel with another task, and thus that semantic access does not
require full capacity.
Conceptual selection
Very little research has investigated whether conceptual selection in comprehension requires capacity. Halin, Marsh, and Sörqvist (2015) carried out a dualtasking study using an n-back task (n = 1 or 2; task 1), which manipulated cognitive
load. Task 2 was to listen to an auditory story. Participants were told to ignore
the story, but a surprise memory test involving questions about the concepts
in the story was given afterwards. Halin et al. (2015) found that memory task
performance was worse in participants who had the 2-back task compared to
participants who had the 1-back task. This suggests that while engaged in a task
with high cognitive load requirements, conceptual selection is affected, indicating that conceptual selection requires some capacity.

Drawing together production and comprehension
capacity demands
Capacity is not required to the same extent in production and comprehension.
In production, phonemic and phonetic encoding require capacity. However, in
comprehension, these processes do not place strong demands on capacity, evidenced by phoneme selection in comprehension being carried out in parallel with a concurrent task. The processes of lemma selection and phonological
word form selection in production require capacity. In comprehension, these
processes do not require full capacity; effects of frequency and lexical selection require some capacity, but some processing is also carried out in parallel
with another task. Accessing semantic information in comprehension similarly
requires a graded amount of capacity, such that some semantic processing is serial and some parallel. In both production and comprehension lexical concept
selection requires capacity. Thus, in general, production processes are capacity
demanding and comprehension processes require no or graded capacity.
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Why are capacity demands smaller in comprehension than in production?
This is especially puzzling considering some processes, such as lexical selection, are assumed to be shared between tasks (see section Shared and distinct
representations in production and comprehension).
One possibility is that comprehension may be able to cope with less capacity
allocation than production without being noticeably hindered. One theory of
comprehension – the good enough theory (F. Ferreira, Bailey, & Ferraro, 2002;
Karimi & Ferreira, 2016) – argues that comprehension only needs to be good
enough for the task at hand. Compensatory mechanisms in the comprehension
system may compensate for any errors. In contrast, production must be accurate
so that the speaker can say the words they want to say, in the correct order and
with the sounds in their correct place. This may place greater demands on capacity. A second speculative possibility is that the difference in capacity demands
reflects different underlying processes in production and comprehension.
While the above-reviewed studies show that production and comprehension
have different capacity demands, they do not address the question of how two
linguistic tasks would be carried out concurrently. Aside from some dual-task
studies which used two linguistic tasks in comprehension (such as Cleland et
al., 2012; Hohlfeld et al., 2004, though note these studies did not specifically test
dual-tasking with two linguistic tasks; their studies were designed to rule out linguistic reasons for their effects), there is scant evidence for how production and
comprehension are carried out in parallel. This is the main question underlying
the temporal coordination of speech planning and comprehension, and thus I
ask how processing works when the two tasks are combined. Here I review two
studies which have combined word production with word comprehension3 .

Fargier and Laganaro, 2016
Fargier and Laganaro (2016) carried out a dual-tasking EEG study with picture
naming (task 1) and tone or syllable identification (task 2). Participants saw a picture and after a fixed SOA of 300ms heard one of five tones or syllables. A go/nogo task was used; participants responded to only one tone/syllable. Participants
always named the picture. Only no-go responses were analysed (80% data). Additionally, in a passive condition participants ignored the sound, and in a single naming condition, no auditory stimuli were presented. Fargier and Laganaro
3

Note that some studies have combined two linguistic tasks testing at the level of sentence
processing (Chipunza & Mandeya, 2005; Klaus et al., 2017; Moisala et al., 2015). As we focus on
word production and comprehension we do not review these here, but we direct the interested
reader to these studies to learn how people dual-task with higher linguistic units.
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tested whether neural modulations would be different in an active dual-task of
two linguistic tasks versus one linguistic and one non-linguistic.
Behaviourally, naming RTs were longer when syllables were the secondary
task (953ms) compared to tones (887ms) in the active dual-task. The EEG results showed a modulation of the EEG signal starting approximately 400ms after
trial onset in the syllable condition, which was not present in the tone condition. Fargier and Laganaro (2016) argue that this is a phonological level effect,
because this effect was present only when the secondary task was linguistic, and
the time course is consistent with the phonological encoding stage in production (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; Indefrey, 2011). This suggests that only the syllable
interfered with phonological encoding of the picture name. Interestingly, there
were also modulations in the EEG signal in both tone and syllable conditions
between 200 and 300ms, compared to single naming. At this time, the auditory
distractor had not been presented, so any modulations could not be due to the
auditory stimulus. The authors suggest that this effect is due to the dual-task:
participants know a sound will soon be presented and dedicate some attention
to processing the incoming sound. The timing of this effect is consistent with
an effect at the level of lexical selection (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004). Therefore, if
attention is reserved for secondary task processing, it may be that lexical access
in picture naming is affected.
In general, these results demonstrate that a concurrent syllable (which is also
an existing word in the native language of the participants) affects phonological
encoding of the picture name more than a concurrent tone. Carrying out two
linguistic tasks almost simultaneously results in interference in at least one task
(picture naming; no syllable response was measured).

Paucke, Oppermann, Koch and Jescheniak, 2015
Paucke, Oppermann, Koch, and Jescheniak (2015) carried out a dual task involving two different picture stimuli, with a different task to be performed on each
picture. The two tasks were either both linguistic, or one linguistic and one nonlinguistic. Participants named the first picture, and carried out either a phoneme
detection task (does the name of this picture contain a X?; linguistic task) or a
size decision task (does this fit in a shoebox?; non-linguistic task) on the second
picture. In Experiment 1 pictures were presented simultaneously, and in Experiment 2 they were presented with SOAs of 0, 150, 300 and 1200ms. The first
picture also varied by frequency and recognisability (by degrading the image),
to investigate if these effects propagated to task 2 RTs. Paucke et al. (2015) asked
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whether task similarity would increase dual-task interference, and whether there
would be cross-talk between tasks.
Paucke and colleagues found that naming RTs to the first picture were longer
when the tasks were similar (task 2 phoneme decision) compared to less similar.
Additionally, the frequency and degradation effects propagated through to task
2 RTs with simultaneous task presentation, but the frequency effect was larger
when the two tasks were more similar. These results show cross-talk between
similar tasks and suggest that shared resources were involved.
In general, these results show that concurrent processing of two linguistic
tasks results in cross-talk between tasks. However, both tasks tested are ‘production’ tasks; both responses are based on production-like behaviour. The same
pattern of results may not generalise to a production-comprehension dual-task.
Despite this, these results are highly informative because, if production and comprehension are tightly linked, cross-talk is predicted.

A working model of temporal overlap in production and
comprehension
Research by Fargier and Laganaro (2016) and Paucke et al. (2015) show us that
when carrying out two linguistic tasks, there is greater interference than when
carrying out one linguistic and one non-linguistic task. Additionally, two linguistic tasks affect one another more than one linguistic and one non-linguistic task.
Taken together with the evidence from capacity limitation studies, a proposal for
how to reconcile word production and comprehension theories with dual-task
theories is described. The core question here is how to map the stages in word
production and comprehension to the stages in dual-task theories. More concretely, I ask: which stages in production and comprehension are central stages
in dual-tasking?
Evidence suggests that each level of production is a central stage, as each stage
is shown to require capacity. This would imply that in a picture naming task,
only visual perception of the image and motor execution of the response are
capacity-free processes; every process in between requires capacity. Specifically
based on the WEAVER++/ARC model (Roelofs, 2014), this suggests that lexical
concepts, lemmas, output forms and output phonemes are all central stages in
a dual-task framework.
In comprehension, only some processes require full capacity. Taking the model
of WEAVER++/ARC, the stage of input phonemes is not central. Input forms re-
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quire some capacity, and thus can be considered a central stage. Lemma selection (lexical selection) and lexical concepts require capacity, and thus are central
processes. However, there is a caveat that these two final stages can run a little in
parallel with other stages. This would suggest that the final two stages are made
up of some processes which require capacity and some which do not.
Based on the WEAVER++/ARC model, the working model also suggests some
linguistic levels are shared between production and comprehension, and some
levels are distinct. Taken with the capacity demand evidence, the working model
argues that lexical concept and lemma selection cannot be carried out concurrently in production and comprehension, but form and phoneme selection can.
I argue that selection of representations at these levels is capacity-demanding,
and not necessarily the activation of representations. Figure 2.3 shows a box and
arrow depiction of this working model. This provides constraints on the temporal overlap of word production and comprehension, which addresses a central
question of this review.

Figure 2.3: Diagram of the working model. Lexical concepts and lemmas are
shared between production and comprehension. Input and output
forms and phonemes are distinct but linked. Note that input and output forms also have bidirectional links, along with input and output
phonemes.
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Before discussing the working model in more detail, I address how this model
fits with dual-task theories. The working model fits most strongly with capacitysharing theories, where stages which require capacity share this capacity. However, the model makes the prediction that two stages - lexical concept selection
and lemma selection - cannot be carried out concurrently, even with capacitysharing. Thus, one prediction from this model is that these stages require a large
amount of capacity to be carried out, and there is not enough capacity in reserve
for the other task. This may be because a stage requires a minimum amount of
capacity to run. Alternatively, it may be that with such a small amount of capacity left for the second task, central stages of the second task are either not run,
or have such a small amount of capacity dedicated to them that this allocation is
negligible. In contrast, the stages of form and phoneme selection can run in parallel sharing capacity. Predictions from the working model are not in line with
the RSB theory because this theory predicts that capacity-demanding stages of
different tasks should run sequentially. Figure 2.4 shows hypothesised capacity
requirements of word production, illustrating the capacity needed for the stages.
The capacity demands of lexical concept and lemma selection are almost at ceiling, leaving very little remaining capacity for another task. Form and phoneme
selection require smaller amounts of capacity, leaving capacity available for a
second task to be combined with these stages.
Altogether, this suggests that dual-task theories are not adequate to apply directly to language processing (or likely other complex tasks with multiple central
stages), and adjustments to predictions made by the theories is most appropriate
when thinking about the temporal overlap of production and comprehension.
It is not as simple as taking any processes which require capacity and mapping
these processes to a dual-tasking central stage.
I now discuss the working model of the temporal overlap of word production
and comprehension in more detail, describe how the different processes may
or may not run in parallel, and derive predictions from this model.
As demonstrated in Figure 2.3, I posit that lexical concept selection and lemma
selection in production and comprehension cannot run in parallel; the processes at these levels must run serially. In contrast, form and phoneme selection in production and comprehension can run in parallel. However, due to the
capacity demands which arise at these stages (especially in production), these
stages do not run as efficiently when running in parallel compared to when running serially. This is partially due to capacity limitations, and partially due to the
links between the stages; the representations can ‘talk’ to one another. From
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Figure 2.4: Hypothetical depiction of capacity demands across processing stages.
The y axis shows capacity with an arbitrary hypothesised span of 0
to 100 (with 100 being maximum capacity). The x axis shows the
processing stages of word production according to hypothesised capacity demands. Lexical concept and lemma selection require large
amounts of capacity, rendering them almost uncombinable with another task. In contrast, form and phoneme selection require less capacity and can be combined with a separate task.
this model, it follows that different amounts of overlap will result in different
amounts of interference between tasks.
If we take as an example a word to be produced, such as caterpillar, and a
word to be comprehended, such as watermelon, then we can walk through the
overlap in processes. If a speaker initiates planning of the word caterpillar then
this word must go through the stages of lexical concept selection and lemma selection. While these processes are acting on the caterpillar representation, they
cannot be used by the watermelon representation because capacity demands
are too high. Thus the watermelon representation must wait until these stages
are available. After these stages, caterpillar goes through form selection and
phoneme selection. These stages can run in parallel with other stages, such that
form and phoneme selection of caterpillar or lemma selection or lexical concept
selection of watermelon can run in parallel. The same pattern holds in reverse;
if watermelon is accessing lexical concept and lemma selection processes then
caterpillar must wait.
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If we assume that production and comprehension processes begin at the same
time on caterpillar and watermelon then there may be little occasion for overlap of shared stages. While initial lexical concept selection and lemma selection
processes are acting on caterpillar, phonemic and form selection is acting on watermelon. Watermelon likely activates a cohort of words (e.g., Gaskell & MarslenWilson, 1997, 2002), but this process can be accounted for under phoneme and
form activation processes. Depending on the length of these processes, lexical
concept selection and lemma selection may be free stages when watermelon
requires them, as the caterpillar representation may already be ‘finished’ with
these stages.
There is some support for this proposal based on the timings of component
stages. In single picture naming, conceptual activation is estimated to take around
200ms, and lemma selection an additional 75ms, meaning both processes are
accessed4 by around 275ms after picture presentation (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004;
Indefrey, 2011). An average picture naming latency is around 600ms. In comprehension, form, lexical and semantic information is assumed to be available after
approximately 200ms from the uniqueness point of the word (Egorova, Shtyrov,
& Pulvermuller, 2013; MacGregor, Pulvermüller, Van Casteren, & Shtyrov, 2012;
Penolazzi, Hauk, & Pulvermüller, 2007; Pulvermüller, 1999; Pulvermüller, Shtyrov, & Ilmoniemi, 2005; Pulvermüller, Shtyrov, Ilmoniemi, & Marslen-Wilson,
2006). Thus, depending on the words (and surely other factors), simultaneous
onsets of production and comprehension may be possible with minimal overlap of shared stages.
However, if production and comprehension do not occur with simultaneous onsets, certain processes must queue. If production processes begin before comprehension processes then there will be minimal overlap. If production processes begin after comprehension processes have started then there
will be more overlap between stages. Specifically, if lemma selection and lexical concept selection are required for comprehending watermelon, then these
processes cannot begin for producing caterpillar. This is a true bottleneck in the
system. This bottleneck may be resolved in two ways: either caterpillar waits for
access to these stages, or caterpillar has priority for these stages and watermelon
must halt processing and resume after caterpillar is finished. Either possibility is
4

I do not wish to imply that these stages are complete by this time point, as information
can cascade through the production system such that downstream processes begin before upstream stages are complete (e.g., Dell, 1986; Dell & O’Seaghdha, 1992). In comprehension, access
to different levels of linguistic information may be rapid but may also continue through time
(Pulvermüller, 1999; Strijkers, Costa, & Pulvermüller, 2017). I merely take these timings as rough
estimations of access to production and comprehension stages.
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plausible, but I hypothesise that it is simplest for a representation already being
processed at that stage to ‘lock’ the stage until it is finished, such that if lexical
concept and/or lemma selection is in process for watermelon, caterpillar must
wait. This could change depending on task demands placing heavier demands
on aspects of executive control (Miyake et al., 2000). Executive control has been
shown to be needed in object and action naming (Shao, Roelofs, & Meyer, 2012).
For example, research investigating the role of inhibition in word production has
found that speakers who are selectively able to inhibit competing words take less
time to carry out lemma selection, evidenced by smaller semantic interference
effects in a PWI paradigm (Shao, Meyer, & Roelofs, 2013). Additionally, speakers with greater non-selective inhibition ability, referring to the ability to suppress any unwanted response, were faster at naming images (Shao et al., 2013).
This suggests that general inhibition skill may speed up some decision processes.
These results suggest that the speed or scheduling of some stages in the working
model could be affected by factors external to these linguistic stages.
Relationships between words may also affect how they are simultaneously
processed. Research using PWI paradigms shows that categorically related words
presented simultaneously with a picture interfere with naming, resulting in longer
naming responses (e.g., Damian & Martin, 1999; Roelofs & Piai, 2017; Schriefers
et al., 1990). However, associatively related words can speed naming responses
(see Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009). Words phonologically related to a picture name can also speed naming responses (e.g., A. S. Meyer & Schriefers, 1991;
Schriefers et al., 1990). These relationships will likely also hold when coordinating word production and comprehension. The facilitatory or inhibitory effects have their origin when selecting representations at these different stages.
Therefore, categorically related words will slow down lemma selection, which
will slow processing in both the planned word (e.g. caterpillar) and the comprehended word (e.g. butterfly). Associatively related words will speed lemma selection, leading to faster processing in the planned word (e.g. caterpillar) and the
comprehended word (e.g. metamorphosis). Phonologically related words will
speed form selection, leading to faster form selection for the planned word (e.g.
caterpillar) and comprehended word (e.g. catamaran). Thus, representational
similarity could help or hinder selection when coordinating word production
and comprehension.
Considering that there is evidence that informs us about how relationships between words can affect naming, one may wonder why there is a need to discuss
the overlap between production and comprehension at all. Why do the results
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from PWI studies not already address the temporal overlap question? One limitation with applying knowledge from PWI studies to coordinating production
and comprehension is that typically only one output response is measured (the
naming RT). With only one response, we do not know how the distractor word
was affected by concurrent picture naming. Discovering how both the produced
and comprehended words are affected in a dual-task is one step to determining
how production and comprehension are carried out with temporal overlap.
What are the predictions that this model makes? Firstly, lexical concept selection and lemma selection are stages which cannot be carried out in parallel
in the two tasks. Therefore, the model predicts that lemma selection and lexical concept selection would be delayed in either production or comprehension
while the other task is occupying one of the stages. This would be measurable
in RTs in these tasks; if one task has to wait for the bottleneck, that task will take
longer. This would only be predicted when there is overlap in the stages, as without temporal overlap there is no queuing. Another test for this is to investigate
whether neural signatures associated with lemma selection or lexical concept
selection are delayed with increased overlap (cf. Fargier & Laganaro, 2016).
This model also predicts that form and phoneme selection stages can run in
parallel, though they may ‘talk’ to one another. As stated above, the model predicts that with phonological overlap between production and comprehension,
processing will be faster than if there is no overlap. This effect should be largest
(i.e. fastest) when the stages are simultaneously active. There would be slower
responses if the words are not phonologically related. However, due to capacity
demands, simultaneous activation of stages will also result in slower responses
than if the stages are not simultaneously active. This would be measured in RTs
to the tasks, and again could be tested with an EEG study to determine whether
neural signatures of phonological encoding are shifted in latency or show amplitude changes depending on overlap.
A further more general prediction is that it is possible to carry out form and
phoneme stages in parallel. It is possible that there are harder restrictions on coordinating word production and comprehension, such that stages which require
capacity are carried out serially. For instance, entirely serial processing would
predict that all capacity demanding stages in producing caterpillar are carried
out before any capacity demanding stages of comprehending watermelon, or
vice versa. Specifically for the working model, this would predict that form and
phoneme stages in production cannot be combined with other stages. The result
would be that processing in either production or comprehension (whichever is
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deemed task 1) would be carried out in much the same way as when performed
alone. A serial processing hypothesis predicts that there would be no effects of
task overlap in task 1, and any effects would only be found in task 2. Therefore,
testing two linguistic tasks in a dual-task situation will allow us to determine
whether there is any parallel processing at all.
The current literature has found variable effects of whether task 1 is affected by
an SOA manipulation (i.e. overlap between task 1 and task 2). In some studies task
1 RTs are affected by an SOA manipulation (Paucke et al., 2015; Roelofs, 2008a;
Sasisekaran & Donohue, 2016), and in others there is no SOA effect in task 1 RTs
(Cook & Meyer, 2008; Dent et al., 2008; V. S. Ferreira & Pashler, 2002; Logan &
Schulkind, 2000). Further research should determine under which conditions
the tasks are carried out in parallel.
The model described above only discusses the overlap of producing one word
with comprehending one word. However, in a conversation, people tend to
speak and listen to utterances composed of phrases. The working model can
make some predictions for how this would be carried out, if it is scaled up. If a
phrase is being planned, and this phrase requires lexical concept selection and
lemma selection for the words in that phrase, then these stages will be occupied
longer than with a single word. Again, the items to be comprehended will need
to wait for the stages to be available. Alternatively, if the comprehended words
access these stages first, then the phrase to be produced will have to wait for
access. Form and phoneme stages can run in parallel, or with other stages, for
both production and comprehension.
An aspect not covered by this model is how access to each stage is determined.
It may be the first task which reaches the bottleneck (Pashler, 1994; Tombu &
Jolicœur, 2003), tasks may compete for access (Marti et al., 2015), or it may be
decided by a scheduler (D. E. Meyer & Kieras, 1997). I speculate that productionrelated processes have priority over comprehension-related processes when
tasks are equally important. The logic supporting this is that production processes are potentially more important, because for a speaker to produce their
target word, these processes must be carried out. In comparison, while the
auditory speech signal is fleeting, a speaker could ask their interlocutor to repeat themselves if needed. Thus, I currently make the strong prediction that
production-based processes will acquire access to stages before comprehensionbased processes. In contexts where it is more important to listen to an interlocutor, or to be ready to speak, these priorities may change.
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Further questions which arise are how relationships at different levels can affect one another. For instance, how is temporal overlap coordinated if words are
both categorically and phonologically related? And how is simultaneous processing of these words affected by the amount of overlap between the tasks? A
different related question is how different stages may interact with one another.
For instance, the form selection process in production is capacity demanding,
and thus should be unable to occur with lemma selection or lexical concept selection in comprehension. However, these stages are separate and are currently
hypothesised to run in parallel. Predictions from this working model can thus
be tested in future studies.
This working model is based on current well-developed theories of language
production and comprehension (Dell, 1986; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 2002;
W. J. M. Levelt et al., 1999; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Roelofs, 1997, 2014) which
allow us to make quite precise predictions and informed assumptions about how
linguistic processes in production and comprehension are carried out. However,
a different class of production and comprehension models propose simultaneous activation of semantic and phonological information in planning and comprehension (Pulvermüller, 1999; Pulvermüller et al., 2005; Strijkers et al., 2017).
Under these theories, all linguistic information is initially activated and a process of reverberation causes later re-activation of different linguistic levels. Currently, these models are not specified in enough detail to determine exactly how
simultaneous production and comprehension (as in our working model) would
be carried out.
In conclusion, in this review I have discussed dual-tasking theories, linguistic
theories, and evidence of capacity allocation in linguistic tasks. I have proposed
a working model of how word production and comprehension may be carried
out in close temporal overlap. This model sets some constraints on this process,
such that lexical concept selection and lemma selection run as serial processes,
but form and phoneme selection are separate, and thus can be carried out in
parallel. Some predictions from the model are tested later in this thesis, but this
model makes many further testable predictions. I adopt strong prediction positions arising from the model, with the full expectation that some, if not many, will
not be borne out by the data. Only with these strong predictions will a theory of
how production and comprehension are carried out in overlap be refined. This
contributes to the wider dual-tasking literature by presenting a specific case of
dual-tasking with similar and complex tasks, and contributes to the psycholin-
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guistic literature by positing an outline for how this important part of language
– coordinating dialogue – may be carried out.

3 |

Interference in dual-tasking simple linguistic tasks
may be due to linguistic interference or acoustic
complexity

Abstract
Recent evidence suggests that the dual-task of speech planning and comprehension often overlap during dialogue (Bögels et al., 2015). However, how people carry out two linguistic tasks concurrently is unknown. We tested whether
there was additional interference in a dual-task experiment involving two linguistic tasks compared to one involving one linguistic and one non-linguistic
task. In Experiment 1, participants named pictures (task 1) and identified syllables or tones (task 2) with SOAs of 50ms, 300ms and 1800ms. Syllables and tones
were equally difficult to identify. We found that at the 50ms and 300ms SOA task
1 naming RTs were longer in the syllable compared to the tone condition, indicating a larger dual-task effect. The effect at 50ms was larger than at 300ms. Task
2 identification RTs were longer in the syllable condition compared to the tone
condition at all SOAs, indicating cross-talk between two linguistic tasks. In Experiment 2, the same design was used but participants heard sine-wave speech
versions of the syllables and were told these sounds were distorted syllables or
non-speech sounds. This experiment was designed to test whether participants’
perception of the stimuli as linguistic or not would result in interference, while
keeping the acoustic complexity of the auditory stimuli constant. This manipulation did not have a consistent effect on task 1 or task 2 RTs, and therefore did not
provide evidence supporting a linguistic basis to the cross-talk effect in Experiment 1. Together, our results suggest that two linguistic tasks interfere with one
another more than one linguistic and one non-linguistic task. This effect may be
due to linguistic interference or acoustic complexity of the auditory stimuli.
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Introduction
During a conversation, people must plan what to say and understand what their
interlocutor is saying. Despite the fact that conversation is a core niche for language use (Levinson & Torreira, 2015), very little is known about how speech
planning and comprehension occur together in a conversation. In the current
series of experiments, we sought to find out whether people could plan a word
and concurrently identify an incoming syllable or tone, and asked whether there
were any costs associated with carrying out two concurrent linguistic tasks, compared to when carrying out a dual-task with one linguistic and one non-linguistic
task.
When planning whilst comprehending, participants are carrying out a dualtask, where planning is one task and comprehension is the other. Multiple dualtask studies have shown that carrying out two tasks together results in a cost
compared to when carrying out the tasks individually (see Fischer and Plessow
(2015) for a review). Two main theories of dual-tasking explain these costs: the
response selection bottleneck theory (Pashler, 1994, 1998), and the capacity-sharing
theory (Navon & Miller, 2002; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003). Both theories agree that
when carrying out a task, there are three stages: the perceptual stage (where the
stimulus is perceived), the central stage (where the stimulus is processed), and
the execution stage (where a response is given to the stimulus). In a dual-task, the
perceptual and execution stages can run in parallel with any other stage. However, the theories diverge on whether or not this is also the case for the central
stage.
The response selection bottleneck theory states that central processes cannot
run in parallel because there is a bottleneck at the central processing stage; the
central processes of the second task are delayed until those of the first task are
finished. In contrast, the capacity-sharing theory states that central processes
can run in parallel, but they must share limited capacity, meaning that central
stages task longer. If full capacity is allocated to task 1, then performance will
mimic that of the response selection bottleneck theory. Both of these theories
assume a bottleneck at the central stage, which is either structural or based on
capacity limitations.
Dual-tasking research has shown that several components of production and
comprehension processes are capacity-demanding. Language production theories largely agree that when producing a word, there is first activation of a lexical
concept, followed by lexical selection, phonological form retrieval, and articu-
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lation (Dell, 1986; Dell & O’Seaghdha, 1992; W. J. M. Levelt et al., 1999). There is
evidence that all levels are subject to dual-task interference, including the flow
of information from the conceptual level to the lexical level (Mädebach, Jescheniak, et al., 2011), lexical selection (V. S. Ferreira & Pashler, 2002; Kleinman, 2013;
Piai, Roelofs, & Schriefers, 2011; Piai et al., 2014; Roelofs & Piai, 2011; but see Ayora
et al., 2011; Dell’Acqua et al., 2007), word-form encoding (Cook & Meyer, 2008;
V. S. Ferreira & Pashler, 2002), and converting the phonemic form to articulatory gestures (Jongman et al., 2015). This indicates each process in language production requires capacity, and as such, would be considered part of the central
processing stage of dual-task theories.
Less research has investigated capacity-demanding aspects of comprehension, but the available research indicates that lexical selection requires some
capacity (Cleland et al., 2012; Hohlfeld et al., 2004; but see Cleland et al., 2006).
However, phonemic access (Gaskell et al., 2008) may not. Thus, comprehension
requires capacity but potentially to a lesser extent than production.
The dual-task studies mentioned above all investigated production or comprehension with a non-linguistic task. However, the dual-task of production
and comprehension is a dual linguistic task. If resources are shared between
production and comprehension (Wickens, 2008), then the two tasks could interfere with one another and we may find evidence of cross-talk. Cross-talk arises
when aspects of the two tasks interfere with one another, because the tasks involved share representations or processes (Hommel, 1998; Navon & Miller, 2002;
Wickens, 2008). Cross-talk has mostly been found when there is overlap in the
input or output responses or modalities, such as congruent visual stimuli locations or congruent button press responses (Alards-Tomalin et al., 2017; Arrington, Altmann, & Carr, 2003; Hazeltine et al., 2006; Hommel, 1998; Janczyk, 2016).
Cross-talk could occur in two linguistic tasks if the tasks are processed in parallel, and if the task representations can affect one another. This would mean that
the representation(s) of to-be-spoken words would affect, and/or be affected by
the representation(s) of to-be-understood words.
Very little research has investigated whether shared processes or representations in central stages of tasks cause cross-talk. One recent study (Fargier &
Laganaro, 2016) investigated whether two linguistic tasks caused more interference than a linguistic task and a non-linguistic task1 . Fargier and Laganaro (2016)
carried out a dual-task ERP experiment, specifically investigating whether there
1

Paucke et al. (2015) carried out a dual-task involving two production tasks, but it is unclear how the effects from a production-production dual task would transfer to a productioncomprehension dual task
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were any differences in word production if the secondary task (a go/no-go task)
was linguistic (syllables) compared to non-linguistic (tones). In this experiment,
participants saw pictures to be named and after 300ms heard a tone or syllable.
Participants were instructed to press a button if they heard a pre-specified tone
or syllable (one out of five). Only no-go trials were analysed. There were three
conditions: a single picture naming condition (with no secondary task), a passive naming condition (where the tone/syllable was heard but ignored), and an
active naming condition (where participants responded to the picture and the
tone/syllable).
The behavioural results demonstrated that with tones as distractors, naming
was slower in the active and passive dual-tasks compared to the single task, and
there was no difference in naming RTs between the active and passive conditions. The same pattern of results was found in the syllable condition. When
naming RTs from both conditions were analysed together, there was a significant task by distractor interaction, driven by the fact that in the active condition,
naming RTs in the syllable task were much longer than in the tone task, whereas
in the passive condition the difference between conditions was smaller. The
spatio-temporal ERP analyses showed differences between the tone and syllable task. Specifically, ERP modulations approximately 350ms before speech onset were found only in the active condition of the syllable task compared to the
active tone task.
The results of Fargier and Laganaro (2016) point to a linguistic dual-task effect
which occurs only in the syllable task, and not in the non-linguistic tone task.
Based on the time course of this effect, the authors argue this effect likely arises
at the phonological level (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; Indefrey, 2011), evidencing that
the phonological level in picture naming is affected by a concurrent linguistic
task.
However, there are limitations to this study. Dual-tasking was tested at only
one SOA (300ms), leaving open the question of whether earlier or later processes
would be affected by a dual-task. Real words were used as syllables, which may
have caused both lexical and phonological interference. In the studies presented
in this chapter, we tested dual-tasking at multiple SOAs with non-word syllables.
In Experiment 1, we investigated whether participants suffered greater interference between two linguistic tasks compared to one linguistic and one nonlinguistic task. As in Fargier and Laganaro (2016), participants carried out a dualtask of picture naming (task 1) and tone or syllable identification (task 2). The
syllables were non-words in Dutch, and therefore had no lexical representa-
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tions. Tasks were separated by SOAs of 50ms, 300ms, or 1800ms. These SOAs
were chosen to allow overlap at almost all processing levels between tasks (at
50ms), overlap in phonological processing (at 300ms; similar to Fargier & Laganaro, 2016) and no overlap (at 1800ms).
We first present predictions for picture naming + tone identification. For task
1 picture naming RTs, dual-task theories make diverging predictions. If participants carry out task 1 and task 2 serially then we predicted no effects of SOA
in picture naming RTs. If participants carry out task 1 and task 2 in parallel then
we predicted an SOA effect in picture naming RTs, such that picture naming RTs
would be slower with increased overlap between tasks. In task 2 identification
RTs, we predicted an SOA effect such that tone identification RTs would decrease
as SOA increased.
For picture naming + syllable identification, we made the same predictions.
In task 1 picture naming RTs, we predicted no effect of SOA if the two tasks are
carried out serially. If they are carried out in parallel then we predicted an SOA
effect in picture naming RTs, with longer RTs with increasing task overlap. For
task 2 identification RTs, we predicted an SOA effect, with smaller RTs as SOA
increased.
If there is more cross-talk between picture naming and syllable identification
than between picture naming and tone identification, we predicted an additional
effect of identification task on RTs. If the two tasks are carried out serially then
this additional effect was predicted to be present in task 2 identification RTs,
such that RTs in the syllable identification task would be longer than those in the
tone identification task, especially at early SOAs. If the two tasks are carried out
in parallel, then we also predicted an identification task effect in task 1 picture
naming RTs, such that at early SOAs picture naming RTs would be longer in the
picture naming task with a secondary task of syllable identification compared to
tone identification, in line with Fargier and Laganaro (2016).
In Experiment 2 we carried out the same dual-task experiment of picture naming and auditory identification, but we controlled the acoustic complexity of
the stimuli and varied linguistic instruction. This manipulation was inspired by
McQueen, Eisner, Burgering, and Vroomen (in press), where participants were
taught new object-word associations. The words were sine-wave speech (SWS)
versions of non-words (Remez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1981). Critically, half of
the participants were told these SWS stimuli were distorted non-words, and the
other half that they were computer-generated sounds. Eisner and colleagues
found that participants were faster to learn associations and remembered more
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words if they believed the SWS stimuli were distorted words compared to computergenerated sounds. Thus, the participants’ conscious perception of the sounds as
linguistic or non-linguistic affected their performance. We explored whether a
similar effect would be obtained in a dual-task paradigm. Would a sound interfere more with picture naming if that sound was perceived as a linguistic compared to a non-linguistic sound? If so, this would indicate that any interference
effect in Experiment 1 would arise from mapping the sounds onto linguistic representations. Importantly, this also meant that the acoustic complexity of the
auditory sounds was kept constant.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1 we tested whether participants suffered greater interference
measured in RTs when carrying out two concurrent linguistic tasks (picture naming and syllable identification) compared to when carrying out a concurrent
linguistic and non-linguistic task (picture naming and tone identification). We
tested this at three SOAs: 50ms, 300ms, and 1800ms.

Methods
Participants
41 native Dutch-speaking participants (mean age = 21 years, SD = 2.37 years, 7
males) were recruited from the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics participant database. Participants received e10 for participation. Participants had
normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and did not suffer from
dyslexia, language-related disorders or neurological disorders according to self
report.
Apparatus
The experiment was presented on a Iiyama HM703UT screen connected to an
HP Z400 workstation running Windows 7 using the software Presentation (version 16.5, Presentation Neurobs). A Sennheiser ME64 microphone recorded participants’ speech (to task 1) and a custom made button box reported button presses
(to task 2). Participants listened to the auditory stimuli through Sennheiser HD
280-13 headphones.
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Materials
For the picture naming task, 10 coloured photographs were selected from the
set of items used in Belke (2013), which belong to carefully controlled semantic
categories. We selected one image per category. Three images (jas (coat), ring
(ring) & ui (onion)) were replaced with new images taken from a google image
search due to the image being pixelated (ring and ui) or unclear (jas). All target
names began with a different consonant with the exception of two images, bus
(bus) and bal (ball). No target name contained the vowels or consonant used in
the syllables.
Two sine wave pure tones were generated using Audacity (Audacity(R), 2014).
The low tone was 300Hz and the high tone 800Hz. The two syllables were [a:k]
and [i:k], referred to as ’aak’ and ’iek’. The syllables were of the form VVC so
that the syllables were maximally discriminable from their onset and the vowels roughly matched the tones in height identification: /aa/ (phonetically [a:])
is a ’low’ vowel and /ie/ (phonetically [i:]) is a ’high’ vowel in the vowel trapezium. This was designed to overcome any inherent stimulus-response mappings
which would be present for the tone responses (i.e. left is low, right is high)
which might not exist for the syllables. Participants were explicitly told about
this height mapping for tones and syllables. Syllables and tones were 460ms
long, with the syllabic vowel length of ’aak’ being 263ms and the vowel length of
’iek’ being 264ms. Both ’aak’ and ’iek’ were 222Hz over the entire syllable. Tones
and syllables had an equal volume of 70dB.
Design
The variables of stimulus type (tone or syllable identification) and SOA (50ms,
300ms or 1800ms) were manipulated within-participant. Participants carried
out 360 experimental trials (180 per stimulus type). These 180 trials were composed of 60 trials at each SOA. Within these 60 trials, each image was repeated
6 times; 3 times per tone/syllable token. Stimulus type was blocked, SOA varied within block, and block order (tone identification block followed by syllable
identification block, or vice versa) was counterbalanced across participant.
Each participant received a unique input list generated using the Mix program
(van Casteren & Davis, 2006) for each condition. For each input list, the following
criteria were followed: a) repetitions of images were separated by at least two
other images, b) for images which began with the same phoneme (bus and bal),
at least two other images separated their presentation, c) the same SOA value
repeated maximally 3 times, and d) the same tone/syllable repeated a maximum
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of five times. Participants also carried out 30 practice dual-task trials prior to the
experimental trials, ordered by the same criteria.
Additionally, participants carried out 60 trials each of single tone and syllable
identification. Unique input lists were created for these tasks, with the criteria
that no more than 5 repetitions of the same tone or syllable were presented.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a sound-shielded booth. The experiment
consisted of 5 parts. In part 1, participants were familiarised with the 10 images.
Each image was presented one by one on screen with the name of the image
printed underneath. Participants were told to first silently read the image name
and then to name the image aloud. Participants were informed that these names
should be used throughout the experiment. The experimenter controlled the
presentation of the next image. After one cycle of the 10 images, the images
were presented again without the target name written underneath. Participants
named the image and the experimenter corrected the participant if they used
an incorrect name (no participant needed correcting), before displaying the next
image.
In part 2, participants carried out single tone or syllable identification. Each
trial began with a fixation cross for 500ms. Then a tone or syllable was presented and participants pressed the left or right button on the button box to indicate which tone/syllable they heard. The left button was the response for the
low tone/‘aak’ syllable and the right button the response for the high tone/‘iek’
syllable. After responding, or 1500ms in the case of no response, a blank screen
was displayed for 500ms before the following trial began.
Part 3 consisted of the practice dual-task trials, followed by the critical dualtask trials with either tone or syllable identification. Each trial began with a fixation cross for 500ms before the image was displayed for 1000ms. If a button
press response was recorded within the 1000ms, the picture was replaced with
a blank screen. At the 50ms SOA, the tone/syllable was presented 50ms after
image onset. At the 300ms SOA, the tone/syllable was presented 300ms after
image onset. At the 1800ms SOA, the tone/syllable was presented 1800ms after image onset (after participants had named the image). Participants were instructed to first name the image and then respond to the tone/syllable. A blank
screen was displayed for 2000ms after tone/syllable presentation before the following trial began.
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Parts 4 and 5 were identical to parts 2 and 3, but with the other stimulus type
(tone or syllable).
Participants took a break between each part of the experiment, and after 90
trials of the dual-task parts (parts 3 and 5). Participants were offered sweets or
chocolate in the breaks. At the end of the experiment participants were fully
debriefed. The entire testing session took approximately 50 minutes.
Analysis
Eight participants were excluded from the analysis (1 due to experimenter error; 2 due to carrying out tasks in the opposite order for more than 20% trials; 4
due to carrying out tasks in the opposite order for more than 20% trials in one
condition; 1 due to RTs greater than 2 SDs above the group mean). Data from 33
participants remained for analysis.
For single task RTs, the first 30 trials of each block were removed as practice
trials, and incorrect responses were excluded from analysis. Any RTs lower than
200ms or greater than 3000ms were excluded. A total of 2006 trials (98% data)
remained for analysis.
For dual-task trials, only trials with correct responses for both task 1 (picture
naming RTs) and task 2 (tone/syllable identification RTs) were analysed. Picture
naming RTs were measured from picture onset, semi-automatically calculated
using Praat (Boersma, 2002), and manually checked for hesitations, disfluencies,
incorrect names and any other disturbances. Any production which deviated
in this way from the target name was classified as incorrect and removed from
analysis. In addition, trials in which the participant responded to the tone or syllable before naming the image were also removed from analysis. Identification
RTs were measured from tone/syllable onset and were recorded by the presentation software. Trials where participants pressed the wrong button, or no button was recorded, were removed from analysis. The first two trials after each
break were also removed. Any RTs smaller than 200ms or greater than 3000ms
were removed. A total of 10832 trials (91% data) remained for dual-task analysis.
Inter-response intervals (IRI) were also calculated. This measurement is the
difference between task 1 and task 2 RTs. If this difference is close to zero then
this is can be evidence of response grouping (Hazeltine et al., 2006). Response
grouping refers to when participants strategically withhold their response to one
task to execute responses to both tasks together. The closer the IRI is to 0, the
more likely it is that response grouping occurred. Response grouping causes a
problem in the interpretation of dual-task data because if the IRI is very close
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to 0, it is unclear whether participants carried out task 1 before task 2, carried
out both tasks in parallel, or even carried out task 2, followed by task 1, before
executing their responses.
All RT data were analysed with linear mixed effects models using the lme4
package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) as implemented in R (R Core
Team, 2017). The maximal random effects structure supported by the data was
retained in each model; random effect structures for each model are reported
in the corresponding results sections below. RTs were log transformed prior to
analysis to control for skewed distributions. The continuous control variable trial
was centred. The control variable block order (of dual-task blocks) and the experimental variable stimulus type (syllable or tone) were sum-to-zero contrast
coded, and the experimental variable SOA was helmert contrast coded with two
separate comparison contrasts. The first contrast was coded as (-0.25, -0.25,
0.5), corresponding to comparing SOAs of 50ms and 300ms with SOA 1800ms.
The second contrast was coded as (-0.5, 0.5, 0), comparing SOA 50ms with SOA
300ms while ignoring SOA 1800ms. In line with the literature, we take |t| greater
than 2 as significant. CIs are reported and were generated using the confint function using the profile method in lme4. For post-hoc comparisons, the lsmeans
package (Lenth, 2016) was used with the p value corrected for multiple comparisons using Tukey’s HSD. Error data were not analysed because of the low
proportion (<%5) of analysable errors (non-analysable errors included responding to task 2 before task 1, outliers, and noises in the speech recordings such as
coughs and sneezes).

Results
Single identification task
In the single identification task, participants performed tone or syllable identification. The mean RTs for syllables were 444.4ms (SD = 178), and for tones were
443.7 (SD = 157). The data were analysed with a linear mixed effects model, including fixed effects of trial, stimulus type (tone or syllable) and the interaction
between stimulus type and trial. The random effects structure contained random intercepts by participant and a random slope of stimulus type by participant. None of the main effects nor interaction were significant predictors, as
shown in Table 3.1. We interpret this lack of significance as indicating that the
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processing time of tone and syllable identification is very similar, and one task is
not inherently more difficult than the other2 .
Table 3.1: Experiment 1: Mixed effect model output for the single identification
task.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Trial
Stimulus type
Trial*Stimulus
type

Estimate
2.6
-0.00025
0.005
-0.00019

Std. Error
0.015
0.00022
0.011
0.00022

t value
17.23
-1.14
0.48
-0.86

CI
2.59, 2.65
-0.00069, 0.00018
-0.016, 0.026
-0.00063, 0.00025

Dual-task performance: Task 1 RTs
Figure 3.1 illustrates the task 1 naming RTs by stimulus type as a function of SOA.
At the 50ms SOA participants were 67ms slower to name the picture with the
secondary task of syllable identification than tone identification; at the 300ms
SOA they were 28ms slower; at the 1800ms SOA they were 7ms slower.
A linear mixed effects model was used to analyse the data with log-transformed
naming RT as the dependent variable. The fixed effect predictors were trial,
block order, stimulus type (tone vs syllable), SOA (50 + 300 vs 1800; 50 vs 300),
and a stimulus type by SOA interaction. The random effects structure contained
random intercepts by participant and item, and random slopes for stimulus type
and SOA by participant and item. The model output is displayed in Table 3.2.
There were no main effects of the control variables order or trial. Turning to
the experimental variables, there was a main effect of stimulus type, meaning
that RTs in the syllable condition were significantly longer than in the tone condition. RTs were longer at the 50ms and 300ms SOAs compared to the 1800ms
SOA, and longer at 50ms than 300ms. The interaction between stimulus type
and SOA was significant for both SOA comparisons, indicating that the effect
of stimulus type was significantly larger at the 50ms and 300ms SOA than at
1800ms, and larger at 50ms than 300ms.

2

We also carried out a pre-test to test whether the tones and syllables had equal RTs, and we
found no difference between RTs in the pre-test (mixed model analysis of 16 participants; effect
of stimulus type was t = -0.72).
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Figure 3.1: Experiment 1: RTs to task 1 (picture naming) in ms by SOA as a function
of stimulus type. Error bars are within-participant 95% confidence
intervals.
Dual-task performance: Task 2 RTs
Figure 3.2 illustrates the task 2 RTs by SOA as a function of stimulus type. At 50ms,
participants were 116ms slower to respond to the syllables than the tones, and
77ms slower at 300ms. At the 1800ms SOA, participants responded to syllables
34ms slower than to tones.
A linear mixed effects model was used to analyse the data. The dependent
variable was log-transformed RT. The fixed effect predictors were trial, block
order, log-transformed task 1 RTs, stimulus type, SOA, and a stimulus type by
SOA interaction. The random effects structure contained random intercepts by
participant and item, random slopes for stimulus type by participant and item,
and a random slope of SOA and interaction between stimulus type and SOA by
participant. The model output is displayed in Table 3.3. We included the control
variable log-transformed task 1 RTs as participants were instructed to respond to
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Table 3.2: Experiment 1: Mixed effects model output of task 1 RTs. Shown are
fixed effect estimates, SEs, t values and CIs. SOA1 is the comparison
50ms + 300ms vs 1800ms. SOA2 is the comparison 50ms vs 300ms.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Order
Trial
Stimulus type
SOA1
SOA2
Stimulus
type*SOA1
Stimulus
type*SOA2

Estimate
2.79
2.52e-03
1.36e-06
1.03e-02
-4.39e-02
-2.18e-02
-1.75e-02

Std. Error
0.01
2.87e-03
1.54e-05
3.32e-03
5.16e-03
6.3e-03
2.23e-03

t value
213.39
0.88
0.09
3.12
-8.51
-3.46
-7.87

CI
2.76, 2.81
-2.25e-03, 9.58e-03
-2.89e-05, 3.16e-05
3.82e-03, 1.68e-02
-5.42e-02, -3.36e-02
-3.43e-02, -9.31e-03
-2.19e-02, -1.32e-02

-1.32e-02

1.97e-03

-6.72

-1.71e-02, -9.37e-03

task 1 before task 2. Therefore, effects originating in task 1 may be found in task
2 due to response ordering. Modelling this control predictor helps to partial out
some of this variance.
The control variable order was not significant. Log-transformed task 1 RT was
significant, meaning that the speed of performing task 1 significantly influenced
the speed of task 2. This is to be expected, as participants were instructed to respond to task 1 before task 2. Trial was also significant, indicating that participants
sped up over the course of a block. There was a significant effect of stimulus type,
meaning that participants responded slower to syllables than tones. RTs at the
50ms and 300ms SOAs were significantly longer than at the 1800ms SOA, and
were significantly longer at the 50ms SOA than 300ms SOA. The stimulus type
by SOA interaction was not significant, indicating that syllables were responded
to slower than tones at all SOAs.
Dual-task performance: Inter-response intervals (IRI)
The amount of time between the response to task 1 and task 2 (IRI) was calculated
for each trial separately and then averaged across conditions. Table 3.4 shows the
mean IRIs by stimulus type and SOA. At 50ms and 300ms, IRIs with the syllable
stimulus type were 49ms larger than with tones. At 1800ms, IRIs with the syllable
stimulus type were 27ms larger than with tones. No IRI was close to 0, indicating
no response grouping in this data set.
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Figure 3.2: Experiment 1: RTs to task 2 (identification) in ms by SOA as a function
of stimulus type. Error bars are within-participant 95% confidence
intervals.

Table 3.4: Experiment 1: Mean RTs (in ms) for IRI by stimulus type and SOA.
SOA

Stimulus type

Mean

SD

50

Syllable
Tone
Syllable
Tone
Syllable
Tone

376.78
327.61
459.61
409.9
1761.7
1734.89

230.61
214.85
224.4
206.32
252.67
232.33

300
1800

Again, a linear mixed effects model was run to determine any effects of stimulus type or SOA on the size of the IRI. The dependent variable was the log RT
difference between task 1 and task 2 RTs. The fixed effect variables were trial,
block order, stimulus type, SOA, and a stimulus type by SOA interaction. The
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Table 3.3: Experiment 1: Mixed effects model output of task 2 RTs. Shown are
fixed effect estimates, SEs, t values and CIs. SOA1 is the comparison
50ms + 300ms vs 1800ms. SOA2 is the comparison 50ms vs 300ms
Fixed effects
Intercept
Order
Log T1 RT
Trial
Stimulus type
SOA1
SOA2
Stimulus
type*SOA1
Stimulus
type*SOA2

Estimate
1.42
4.38e-03
5.1e-01
-4.29e-05
1.62e-02
-2.34e-01
-9.41e-02
-7.75e-03

Std. Error
0.033
3.37e-03
1.13e-02
1.82e-05
3.87e-03
1.2e-02
5.4e-03
5.35e-03

t value
43
1.3
45.24
-2.36
4.19
-19.56
-17.43
-1.45

CI
1.36, 1.49
-2.79e-03, 1.15e-02
4.88e-01, 5.33e-01
-7.86e-05, -7.24e-06
8.63e-03, 2.38e-02
-2.58e-01, -2.11e-01
-1.05e-01, -8.34e-02
-1.84e-02, 2.89e-03

1.8e-03

2.87e-03

0.63

-3.88e-03, 7.54e-03

random effects structure contained random intercepts by participant and item,
and random slopes of stimulus type and SOA by participant and by item. The
model results are displayed in Table 3.5. Main effects of SOA are not discussed
as they are meaningless in this analysis.
We found that the control variables order and trial were not significant. There
was a significant effect of stimulus type, meaning that in general IRIs were longer
in the syllable condition compared to the tone condition. The interaction between stimulus type and the SOA contrast of 50ms and 300ms compared to
1800ms was significant, indicating that the IRIs were larger in the syllable condition at 50ms and 300ms than the tone condition, with a smaller difference at
1800ms. The interaction between stimulus type and SOA, where the SOA contrasts 50ms and 300ms, was not significant, as the syllable IRIs were equally
larger than the tone IRIs at both SOAs.

Discussion
We found SOA effects in both task 1 naming RTs and task 2 identification RTs,
where RTs were longer in both tasks with shorter SOAs. This indicates parallel processing of the two tasks, such that participants distributed their capacity
across tasks. More importantly, we found main effects of stimulus type (syllable
or tone) in both task 1 and task 2 RTs. Responses were faster in both tasks when
the secondary task was tone identification compared to syllable identification.
This indicates cross-talk between the tasks which was stronger for two linguistic
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Table 3.5: Experiment 1: Mixed effects model output of IRIs. Shown are fixed
effect estimates, SEs, t values and CIs. SOA1 is the comparison 50ms +
300ms vs 1800ms. SOA2 is the comparison 50ms vs 300ms.
Predictor
Intercept
Order
Trial
Stimulus type
SOA1
SOA2
Stimulus
type*SOA1
Stimulus
type*SOA2

Estimate
2.75
9.1e-03
-3.58e-05
2.18e-02
9.84e-01
1.5e-01
-3.86e-02

Std. Error
1.98e-02
6.31e-03
3.85e-05
6.71e-03
3.68e-02
1.68e-02
5.56e-03

t value
139.04
1.44
-0.93
3.26
26.74
8.94
-6.94

CI
2.71, 2.79
-0.0037, 0.022
-0.00011, 3.97e-05
0.0087, 3.5e-02
0.91, 1.06
0.12, 0.18
-0.049, -2.77e-02

-8.03e-03

4.92e-03

-1.63

-0.018, 1.61e-03

tasks. For task 1 picture naming RTs, there was also an interaction between SOA
and stimulus type, indicating that the effect of cross-talk was strongest at earlier
SOAs (i.e. with greater task overlap). This pattern of results suggests that concurrently identifying a syllable interferes more with picture naming than concurrently identifying a tone.
In this experiment, tones and syllables did not only vary in their linguistic nature but also in their acoustic complexity. Therefore, a possible non-linguistic
explanation for the results of Experiment 1 is that the different acoustic properties of tones and syllables drove this effect. Specifically, a syllable is more acoustically complex than a tone. Listening to irrelevant sounds disrupts memory
recall for to-be-remembered items (Divin, Coyle, & James, 2001; Elliott, 2002;
Jones, Madden, & Miles, 1992), and memory recall is disrupted to a greater extent for changing state sounds, such as syllables, than for steady state sounds,
such as tones (Gabriel et al., 2012; Klatte, Lachmann, Schlittmeier, & Hellbrück,
2010). Experiment 2 therefore explored whether dual-task interference would
depend on participants’ perception of the auditory stimuli as being linguistic or
non-linguistic, while keeping the acoustic complexity of the sounds constant.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 we used the same paradigm as Experiment 1 but created sinewave speech (SWS) versions of the syllables. SWS stimuli are created by tracking the first three (or more) formants of the speech sound, and generating these
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formants with sine waves. The speech typically sounds like whistles, or robot
noises. A large body of research into SWS has demonstrated that it can be perceived as speech or non-speech depending on the knowledge of the person listening (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2005; Liebenthal, Binder, Piorkowski, & Remez,
2003; Möttönen et al., 2006; Remez et al., 1981; Remez, Pardo, Piorkowski, & Rubin, 2001; Tremblay, Nicholls, Alford, & Jones, 2000). When participants are told
which language sound the SWS came from, they can hear that linguistic token,
but tend to perceive SWS as noise otherwise.
We created SWS versions of the syllables used in Experiment 1 (‘aak’ and ‘iek’).
One group of participants were told the SWS sounds were computer-generated
sounds, and the other group were told that the SWS sounds were distorted forms
of the syllables ‘aak’ and ‘iek’. With this manipulation we sought to determine
whether knowledge of the linguistic nature of the auditory stimulus would create
the same pattern of effects as in Experiment 1, whilst keeping the acoustic complexity of the auditory stimulus constant (as the same sounds were presented to
each group of participants).

Methods
Participants
65 native Dutch-speaking participants (mean age = 22.4 years, SD = 2.67 years, 15
males) were recruited from the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics participant database. Participants received e8 for participation. Participants had
normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and did not suffer from
dyslexia, any language-related disorders or neurological disorders according to
self report.
Apparatus
The experiment was presented on a Benq monitor using the software Presentation (version 16.5, Presentation Neurobs). A Sennheiser microphone recorded
participants’ speech (to task 1) and a custom made quiet button box (created at
the MPI) recorded button presses (to task 2). Participants listened to the auditory
stimuli through Sennheiser HD437 headphones.
Materials
For the picture naming task, the same materials were used as in Experiment 1.
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SWS versions of the syllables ‘aak’ and ‘iek’ (used in Experiment 1) were created
in Praat (using the script from Darwin (2005) with three tracked formants). Pilot
testing of the two generated SWS sounds found that the ‘iek’ sound was ambiguous, but the ‘aak’ sound was too different from the original ‘aak’ syllable and was
unambiguously not language. This was because the automatic SWS generation
of ‘aak’ had raised the pitch of the sound. In order to create two SWS stimuli
which were equally ambiguous between computer-sound and speech, we generated 16 SWS versions of ‘aak’ and ‘iek’ with manipulated pitch3 . The pitch range
of these sounds overlapped.
Each of the versions were presented to 11 native Dutch speakers with a 7-point
rating scale (ranging from 1: ‘this sounds nothing like language’ to 7: ‘this sounds
exactly like aak/iek’), and participants rated each sound. The range of values for
the SWS versions of ‘aak’ was 2.18 - 3.36. The range of values for the SWS versions
of ‘iek’ was 3.54 - 4.5. Because the values for the ‘iek’ versions were generally
higher than the ‘aak’ versions, we took the item from each type with the most
similar average rating: 3.36 for ‘aak’ and 3.54 for ‘iek’. A paired samples t-test of
the ratings for these values found no significant difference between them (t(10)
= 0.28, p = 0.78). Thus, these two SWS tokens were used in the experiment.
Design
The variable instruction (whether participants were in the computer-generated
sound or distorted syllable group) was manipulated between-participant. SOA
(50ms, 300ms and 1800ms) was manipulated within-participant. Participants
carried out 180 experimental trials, composed exactly as in Experiment 1. Each
participant received a unique input list with the same criteria as Experiment 1.
Participants also carried out 30 practice dual-task trials prior to the experimental
trials.
Participants carried out 80 trials each of the single task. Unique input lists were
created for these tasks, with the same criteria as Experiment 1.
Procedure
The testing procedure was identical to Experiment 1, except that instruction was
tested between-participants so participants only carried out one dual-task block.
Depending on the instruction condition, the sounds were always referred to as
either computer-generated sounds or the distorted syllables ‘aak’ and ‘iek’. Par3

We thank Joe Rodd for his assistance with this.
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ticipants were also reminded before beginning the dual-task to name the picture
before pressing the button, to minimise data loss.
At the end of the experiment, participants filled in a questionnaire to check
that the instruction manipulation was successful, before being fully debriefed.
The entire testing session took approximately 40 minutes.
Analysis
Six participants were removed (1 due to more than 20% inaccurate trials in the
single identification task; 1 due to RTs more than 2 SDs above the group mean
for task 1; 1 due to equipment error; 1 due to responding to task 2 before task 1 in
more than 20% trials; 2 due to having more than 20% analysable trials removed
after removal of all errors). Data from 59 participants remained for analysis after
exclusion; 29 in the computer-generated condition (non-linguistic) and 30 in
the distorted syllable condition (linguistic).
For single task RTs, the first 20 trials of each block were removed as practice
trials. The same error criteria as Experiment 1 were used. A total of 3478 trials
(98% data) remained for analysis. For dual-task trials, the same removal criteria
were followed as in Experiment 1. 9850 trials (95% data) remained for analysis. All data were analysed in the same way as in Experiment 1. Errors were not
analysed due to the low proportion of analysable errors (< 5%).

Results
Single identification task
In the single identification task, participants discriminated between the sounds
after being told they were computer-generated sounds (non-linguistic) or distorted syllables (linguistic). The mean RTs to distorted syllables were 518ms (SD
= 134), and to computer-generated sounds were 478ms (SD = 135). The data were
analysed with linear mixed effects models, with fixed effects of trial, instruction
(distorted syllables or computer-generated sounds) and a trial by instruction interaction. The random effects structure contained random intercepts by participant. Model results are reported in Table 3.6.
There was a significant effect of trial, such that participants sped up through
the experiment, and a significant trial by instruction interaction, as participants
sped up earlier when identifying computer-generated sounds compared to distorted syllables. There was no main effect of instruction, providing evidence that
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RTs were equal with linguistic or non-linguistic instruction (though this effect
was marginal).
Table 3.6: Experiment 2: Mixed effects model analysis of single task identification RTs.
Fixed effects

Estimate

Std. Error

t value

CI

Intercept
Trial
Instruction
Trial*Instruction

2.68
-6.67e-04
1.79e-02
2.31e-04

9.30e-03
8.14e-05
9.3e-03
8.14e-05

288.27
-8.19
1.92
2.84

2.66, 2.7
-8.26e-04, -0.00051
-3.34e-04, 0.036
7.14e-05, 0.00039

Dual-task performance: Task 1 RTs
Figure 3.3 displays the task 1 naming RTs. Participants were numerically faster
to name pictures with a secondary task of distorted syllable identification than
computer-generated sound identification: 22ms faster at the 50ms SOA, 7ms
faster at the 300ms SOA, and 18ms faster at the 1800ms SOA. These numerical differences were smaller than and in the opposite direction to task 1 RTs in
Experiment 1.
A linear mixed effects model was used to analyse the data. The dependent
variable was log-transformed RTs. The fixed predictors were trial, instruction
(linguistic vs non-linguistic), SOA, and an instruction by SOA interaction. The
random effects structure contained random intercepts by participant and item,
and random slopes for SOA by participant and item. Model results are reported
in Table 3.7.
There was a significant effect of trial such that participants sped up across
blocks. There was no effect of instruction, indicating that picture naming RTs
did not vary by whether participants were told the secondary task was linguistic
or not. There was a main effect of SOA, showing that task overlap at the 50ms
and 300ms SOAs lead to slower RTs than no task overlap at the 1800ms. There
was no difference between RTs at the 50ms and 300ms SOAs. Instruction and
SOA did not interact, meaning RTs were the same regardless of instruction at
each SOA.
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Figure 3.3: Experiment 2: Task 1 RTs in ms by SOA as a function of instruction.
Error bars are between-participant 95% confidence intervals.
Dual-task performance: Task 2 RTs
Figure 3.4 displays the task 2 RTs. Participants were numerically slower with linguistic instruction compared to non-linguistic instruction at SOAs of 50ms and
300ms: 57ms slower at 50ms, and 65ms slower at 300ms. At 1800ms, participants were 9ms faster to respond with linguistic instruction than non-linguistic
instruction.
The linear mixed effects model had log-transformed RTs as the dependent
variable. The fixed predictors were trial, log-transformed task 1 RTs, instruction,
SOA, and an instruction by SOA interaction. The random effects structure contained random intercepts by participant and item, and a random slope for SOA
by participant. Results from the model are displayed in Table 3.8.
The control variable log-transformed task 1 RTs was significant, meaning that
the speed that people responded to task 1 significantly predicted their task 2 RTs.
This is unsurprising as participants were instructed to respond to task 1 before
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Table 3.7: Experiment 2: Mixed effects model output of task 1 RTs. Shown are
fixed effect estimates, SEs, t values and CIs. SOA1 is the comparison
50ms + 300ms vs 1800ms. SOA2 is the comparison 50ms vs 300ms.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Trial
Instruction
SOA1
SOA2
Instruction*SOA1
Instruction*SOA2

Estimate
2.83
-1.17e-04
-4.09e-03
-5.48e-02
8.97e-03
-5.17e-04
4.13e-03

Std. Error
8.68e-03
1.55e-05
7.6e-03
5.27e-03
4.99e-03
4.67e-03
4.51e-03

t value
326.11
-7.54
-0.54
-10.41
1.8
-0.11
0.92

CI
2.81, 2.85
-0.00015, -0.00009
-0.019, 0.011
-0.065, -0.044
-0.00084, 0.019
-0.0097, 0.0086
-0.0047, 0.013

responding to task 2. The control variable trial was also significant, indicating
that participants slowed down through a block.
There was no main effect of instruction, meaning that RTs with linguistic or
non-linguistic instruction were similar. There were main effects of SOA, meaning that RTs at 50ms and 300ms were significantly slower than RTs at 1800ms,
and RTs at 50ms were significantly slower than RTs at 300ms. The interaction
between instruction and SOA was not significant, indicating that identification
RTs were similar in each task at each SOA.
Table 3.8: Experiment 2: Mixed effects model output of task 2 (identification RTs).
Shown are fixed effect estimates, SEs, t values and CIs. SOA1 is the
comparison 50ms + 300ms vs 1800ms. SOA2 is the comparison 50ms
vs 300ms.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Trial
Log T1 RT
Instruction
SOA1
SOA2
Instruction*SOA1
Instruction*SOA2

Estimate
1.67
5e-05
4.57e-01
1.15e-02
-2.27e-01
-6.81e-02
-1.6e-02
1.5e-03

Std. Error
3.84e-02
2.04e-05
1.32e-02
8.75e-03
8.58e-03
3.41e-03
8.55e-03
3.41e-03

t value
43.41
2.45
34.76
1.32
-26.52
-19.99
-1.87
0.44

CI
1.59, 1.74
9.96e-06, 9.01e-05
4.32e-01, 4.83e-01
-5.63e-03, 2.87e-02
-2.44e-01, -2.11e-01
-7.48e-02, -6.14e-02
-3.27e-02, 7.8e-04
-5.17e-03, 8.16e-03
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Figure 3.4: Experiment 2: Task 2 RTs in ms by SOA as a function of instruction.
Error bars are between-participant 95% confidence intervals.
Dual-task performance: Inter-response intervals (IRI)
As with Experiment 1, we also analysed the IRIs to see if we found evidence of
response grouping in either condition, and to determine whether there was an
instruction effect in the IRIs. Table 3.9 shows the mean IRIs by instruction and
SOA. IRIs in the linguistic instruction condition were larger at all SOAs than in
the non-linguistic instruction condition: 78ms at the 50ms, 72ms at the 300ms
SOA, and 9ms at the 1800ms SOA.
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Table 3.9: Experiment 2: Mean IRIs (in ms) by instruction and SOA.
SOA

Instruction

Mean

SD

50

Linguistic
Non-linguistic
Linguistic
Non-linguistic
Linguistic
Non-linguistic

565.92
487.80
640.29
568.14
1877.80
1868.71

311.24
294.26
299.50
294.29
278.50
332.36

300
1800

A linear mixed effects model used log-transformed IRIs as the dependent variable. The fixed effect predictors were trial, instruction, SOA, and an instruction
by SOA interaction. The random effects structure contained random intercepts
by participant and item, and a random slope for SOA by participant. The model
output is displayed in Table 3.10. As with Experiment 1, we have not discussed
SOA effects.
There was a significant effect of trial such that IRIs increased within blocks.
There was a main effect of instruction, indicating that IRIs were larger when
the secondary task was linguistic compared to non-linguistic. The interaction
between instruction and SOA was significant, indicating that the IRI was larger
with linguistic instruction than non-linguistic instruction at 50ms and 300ms,
but not at 1800ms. However, there was no difference of instruction in IRIs between the 50ms and 300ms SOAs.
Table 3.10: Experiment 2: Mixed effects model output of IRIs. Shown are fixed
effect estimates, SEs, t values and CIs. SOA1 is the comparison 50ms
+ 300ms vs 1800ms. SOA2 is the comparison 50ms vs 300ms.
Fixed effects
Estimate
Std. Error t value
CI
Intercept
2.88
1.4e-02
205.48
2.85, 2.91
Trial
1.47e-04
3.51e-05
4.18
7.79e-05,
0.00022
Instruction
2.83e-02
1.23e-02
2.3
4.19e-03, 0.052
SOA1
7.77e-01
2.05e-02
38
7.37e-01, 0.82
SOA2
8.20e-02
8.62e-03
9.52
6.51e-02, 0.099
Instruction*SOA1
-5.28e-02 2.05e-02
-2.58
-9.28e-02,
-0.013
Instruction*SOA2 -1.38e-02 8.62e-03
-1.6
-3.07e-02,
0.0031
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Discussion
We found SOA effects in both task 1 and task 2 RTs, indicating parallel processing
of the two tasks. This indicates, as in Experiment 1, that participants distributed
their capacity across both tasks. We found null results of instruction in both task
1 naming RTs and task 2 identification RTs. This indicates that whether or not
the SWS sounds were perceived as speech or non-speech did not affect their
processing or how strongly they interfered with picture naming.
One account for this pattern is that our manipulation did not work and participants did not differ in how they perceived the SWS sounds. However, post-test
questionnaire data argue against this hypothesis. The post-test questionnaire indicated that when participants were told the sounds were computer-generated,
most of them did not spontaneously hear language sounds. In fact, when these
participants were informed that the sounds were generated from syllables many
were surprised. Participants in the opposite group - the distorted syllable group
- indicated that they could hear that the sounds came from the syllables ‘aak’
and ‘iek’. Some of these participants, when told that in the other condition participants were told the sounds were computer-generated, remarked that they
thought people would hear the syllables. Additionally, in an analysis of data from
participants who confidently believed the manipulation, we found the same pattern of results as when analysing all participants. This suggests that our participants did perceive the auditory stimuli as instructed.
We also found an effect of instruction in the IRI responses, where the IRI was
larger with linguistic instruction than non-linguistic instruction. A longer IRI
could indicate that it was more challenging to disengage from task 1 processing and engage in task 2 processing. As this effect is greater when the two tasks
are instructed as linguistic, this would suggest that approaching a dual linguistic
task causes some interference that cannot be attributed to acoustic complexity.
However, there was a large amount of variation in the Experiment 2 data. For
example, in task 2 RTs we found numerical differences of 57ms and 65ms between instruction conditions at the 50ms and 300ms SOAs. These effects were
not significant, though numerically large when regarded alongside the effects in
Experiment 1. This is likely because Experiment 2 involved a between-participant
manipulation instead of a within-participant manipulation, as in Experiment 1.
However, this variation could have masked true linguistic effects in the data. Future research should test the effect of instruction in a within-participant design
to increase power.
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General discussion
In this study, we tested whether participants would experience greater interference when carrying out a dual-task composed of two linguistic tasks versus a
dual-task composed of one linguistic task and one non-linguistic task. In Experiment 1 we found a main effect of stimulus type (syllable or tone auditory
stimuli) in both task 1 naming RTs and task 2 identification RTs. We additionally
found an SOA by stimulus type interaction in task 1 RTs, such that syllable identification interfered more with picture naming than tone identification at earlier
SOAs. These results suggested a linguistic interference account, where two linguistic tasks interfere with one another and affect responses in both tasks, which
is greater than typical dual-task interference.
In Experiment 2 we tested whether the effect found in Experiment 1 was due
to the linguistic nature of the auditory sounds, while keeping their acoustic complexity constant. We found null effects of linguistic instruction (whether participants were told that the auditory stimuli were linguistic or not) in task 1 and task 2
RTs. These results cast doubt on the linguistic interference hypothesis proposed
to account for the interference effect in Experiment 1. We first discuss the results of Experiment 1 in more depth and then turn to the results of Experiment
2.
In Experiment 1 we found a main effect of stimulus type in both task 1 picture naming RTs and task 2 identification RTs, such that responses were longer
in both tasks if the secondary task was syllable identification compared to tone
identification. This indicates cross-talk between the tasks that increased when
the two tasks were linguistic compared to when one was linguistic and the other
a non-linguistic task (Wickens, 2008). This effect was qualified by an interaction between SOA and stimulus type in task 1 RTs, such that at early SOAs picture naming RTs were longer when the secondary task was syllable identification compared to tone identification. This effect was greatest at the 50ms SOA,
smaller but still significant at the 300ms SOA, and smallest at the 1800ms SOA.
These results demonstrate greater cross-talk with maximal overlap, and indicate
that both task responses were affected when the tasks were more similar.
Taken alone, the results of Experiment 1 suggest interference was greater between two linguistic tasks than one linguistic and one non-linguistic task (Fargier
& Laganaro, 2016). Since our syllables were non-words, any specific interference that arose was likely at a phonological level. Fargier and Laganaro (2016)
observed a strong linguistic cross-talk effect at an SOA of 300ms. Our strongest
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effect was at the 50ms SOA (a 67ms effect); at the 300ms SOA our effect was
smaller at only 28ms. Since Fargier and Laganaro (2016) tested only one SOA, we
cannot compare the time course of effects between studies. However, we note
that the naming RTs were faster in our study (579ms at the 1800ms SOA) compared to Fargier & Laganaro (831ms in the single naming condition), potentially
due to differences in the visual stimuli (coloured photographs vs black and white
line drawings). Therefore, phonological encoding of the picture names may have
begun earlier than in Fargier and Laganaro (2016). This would explain why our
strongest effect was seen earlier than expected based on Fargier and Laganaro
(2016).
However, the linguistic interference account of the data is thrown into doubt
by the results of Experiment 2. In Experiment 1, the linguistic nature and acoustic
complexity of the stimuli were confounded. We could not specify which of the
two was responsible for the cross-talk effect in Experiment 1. The linguistic hypothesis seems more plausible than acoustic complexity, as we can specify how
this effect would arise. Specifically, phonologically encoding the syllable would
interfere with phonological encoding of the picture name, giving rise to an interference effect (cf. Fargier & Laganaro, 2016). In contrast, it is difficult to say
how acoustic complexity would impact planning of the picture name, especially
as the tones and syllables did not appear to differ in difficulty (as shown by the
pre-test and the single identification task results from Experiment 1).
In Experiment 2 we kept the acoustic complexity of the auditory stimuli constant by generating SWS versions of the syllables ‘aak’ and ‘iek’, and presented
them in a between-participant condition of linguistic instruction. One group of
participants were told the stimuli were computer-generated sounds, and hence
non-linguistic. The other group of participants were told the sounds were distorted versions of the syllables ‘aak’ and ‘iek’, and hence linguistic. We tested
whether participants’ perception of the stimuli as linguistic or non-linguistic would
affect linguistic interference. We found no significant effects of instruction in
task 1 RTs or task 2 RTs.
Therefore, the results from Experiment 2 do not provide additional evidence
for the linguistic interference hypothesis as there were no clear differences between participants in either instruction group. The null result does not allow us
to draw strong conclusions about linguistic interference or acoustic complexity.In sum, when keeping acoustic complexity constant, we found no additional
effects of linguistic interference in this paradigm.
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In both experiments we found SOA effects in task 1 RTs. This indicates that the
tasks were processed in parallel in both experiments. This finding supports a
capacity-sharing account of dual-tasking (Navon & Miller, 2002; Tombu & Jolicœur,
2003). Importantly, an SOA effect shows that the different pattern of results between experiments cannot be explained by participants processing the tasks serially in one experiment and in parallel in the other.
In conclusion, we can only conclude that syllables interfered more with picture naming than tones when presented with overlapping SOAs between tasks.
Similarly, syllable identification was hindered more by concurrent naming than
tone identification. Whether this pattern was due to cross-talk between linguistic representations in two tasks, or due to acoustic differences between syllables
and tones, remains to be seen.

4 |

No linguistic interference in a linguistic dual-task
when acoustic complexity is controlled

Abstract
Evidence from Chapter 3 suggests that when dual-tasking with two linguistic
tasks, there is additional linguistic interference additive to general dual-task interference. However, the linguistic nature of the auditory stimuli was confounded
with acoustic complexity, where the linguistic auditory stimuli (syllables) were
more acoustically complex than the non-linguistic auditory stimuli (tones). In
the current experiment, participants carried out a similar dual-tasking experiment as in Chapter 3, but importantly, the acoustic complexity of the auditory
stimuli was kept constant by presenting participants with acoustically matched
linguistic and non-linguistic sounds (vowels and musical rain) for the identification task. No additional linguistic interference was found in the dual-task results
in either task 1 (picture naming) or task 2 (sound identification). These results
demonstrate that, in this paradigm, there is no additional linguistic interference
between two linguistic tasks when the acoustic complexity of the task 2 sounds
is controlled. We make suggestions for future studies to directly test acoustic
complexity, and speculate on the possible ways acoustic complexity may affect
picture naming.
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Introduction
There is recent evidence that while people comprehend speech, they can also
plan their own speech (e.g., Bögels et al., 2015; Barthel et al., 2016). While this
suggests that speech planning and comprehension proceed concurrently, there
may be constraints on this process. Here, we tested whether people can carry
out two linguistic tasks concurrently, and whether the interference found when
carrying out two linguistic tasks was greater than in a dual-task involving one
linguistic and one non-linguistic task. Importantly, we controlled the acoustic
complexity of the secondary task, such that the linguistic and non-linguistic auditory stimuli for task 2 had equal acoustic complexity. These experiments follow
on from those in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 3 we described a dual-task experiment involving picture naming
(as task 1) and tone or syllable identification (as task 2). We found that picture
naming RTs were longer when dual-tasking with syllables than tones at SOAs resulting in task overlap (50ms and 300ms). Identification RTs to syllables in task
2 were also longer at all SOAs (50ms, 300ms and 1800ms) than those to tones.
Importantly, the tones and syllables were pretested to ensure equal difficulty in
the task, meaning that this effect could not be due to different levels of difficulty in processing syllables compared to tones. These findings suggested that
there was linguistic interference between the tasks that was additive to typical
dual-task interference. Given the nature of the stimuli, we speculated that this
interference arose at the phonological level (cf. Fargier & Laganaro, 2016).
However, an alternative interpretation of these results is that the difference in
acoustic complexity of the sounds resulted in greater interference in the dualtask. In Experiment 1 in Chapter 3, acoustic complexity and linguistic nature
were confounded. In Experiment 2 in Chapter 3, these factors were no longer
confounded. Participants were presented with sine-wave speech versions of the
syllables used in Experiment 1. One group of participants was told the sounds
were computer-generated, and the other group were told the sounds were distorted syllables. Thus, the linguistic manipulation was tested between-participants.
Participants carried out the same dual-task of picture naming and sound identification. While the results were suggestive of the linguistic interference effect disappearing when acoustic complexity was controlled, there was a large
amount of variation in RTs. Therefore, whether linguistic interference is found
when acoustic complexity is controlled for is still unclear.
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In the current study, participants were tested in two sessions. Acoustic complexity was kept constant across the experiment sessions. In session 1, participants carried out a size judgement task on pictures as task 1, and a sound identification task, where one of two sounds was played on each trial, as task 2. In
session 2, participants carried out picture naming with the same pictures as task
1, and the same sound identification task as task 2. In both sessions we tested
dual-tasking with two SOAs, at 50ms and 1800ms, resulting in task overlap or
task switching.
The size judgement task is a non-linguistic task (e.g., Paucke et al., 2015). This
task requires access to conceptual information to judge the size of an image, but
no access to lexical or phonological information of a picture name (Jescheniak,
Schriefers, Garrett, & Friederici, 2002). The picture naming task is, by definition, linguistic, and involves conceptual, lexical, phonological and articulatory
processing to produce a picture name. Therefore, in session 1 task 1 was a nonlinguistic task, and in session 2 task 1 was a linguistic task.
The sound identification task had a linguistic condition: vowel identification,
and a non-linguistic condition: ‘musical rain’ identification (Uppenkamp et al.,
2006). Musical rain is created by taking a sound (such as a vowel) and randomising the formant values of that sound, resulting in a sound with a musical quality.
Because the vowels in this experiment were synthesised 1 and the musical rain
sounds were created from these synthesised vowels, the sounds were acoustically matched. By being acoustically matched, the vowel and musical rain sounds
shared (1) the same temporal characteristics, (2) the same energy profiles, and (3)
the same long-term average spectrum. The sound types only differed in their
short-term temporal make up, with the musical rain sounds having random variation in the carrier frequency of each of the four damped sinusoids at the start of
each cycle. With this definition of acoustic complexity, we argue that the syllables used in Experiment 1 of Chapter 3 differed from the tones in acoustic complexity because the tones were made of one single spectral component (a single
frequency pure sine wave) with stable temporal dynamics. We chose a musical
rain acoustic manipulation because other typical ways of manipulating speech,
such as noise-vocoded or rotated speech (Scott, Blank, Rosen, & Wise, 2000),
were not effective on the single syllables (the syllables still sounded like linguistic stimuli). We replaced the syllable identification task as used in Chapter 3 with

1

The vowels are not strictly vowels as they were not recorded by a speaker, but were generated by sine waves. When stacked these sine waves sounded vowel-like.
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vowel identification because it was not possible to create acoustically matched
musical rain versions of the syllables.
Results from the two sessions allowed us to assess whether the interference
we found previously in naming latencies was due to two linguistic tasks being
carried out concurrently, or whether the effect would disappear if the acoustic
complexity of the auditory stimuli were matched. In these two sessions we thus
manipulated whether task 1 was linguistic (across session) or whether task 2 was
linguistic (within session). Importantly, the structure of both sessions was almost
identical. The same images were used in the task 1 size judgement task (session 1)
and the task 1 picture naming task (session 2). The same vowels and musical rain
sounds were used in both sessions. The trial structure of both experiments was
the same. The only difference was the task to be performed on the task 1 pictures;
in session 1, participants pressed buttons in response to a pre-defined question
of ‘Does this item fit into a shoebox?’, and in session 2 participants named the
images aloud.
The order of the sessions was fixed such that participants always carried out
the size judgement task before the naming task, to minimise the likelihood that
participants would retrieve the picture name during the size judgement task,
rendering it a linguistic task. During session 1, the experimenter was careful to
never name the images. This means that session 1 combined a non-linguistic task
1 with a linguistic and non-linguistic task 2, and session 2 combined a linguistic
task 1 with a non-linguistic and linguistic task 2.
We predicted different patterns of results for the two sessions. In session 1,
linguistic tasks were not combined. Therefore, in session 1, we predicted no
main effect of the auditory stimulus type (vowels or musical rain), and no interaction between stimulus type and any other variable. However, for session
2, two linguistic tasks were combined: picture naming and vowel identification.
Therefore, in session 2 we expected to find the same pattern of results as in Experiment 1 in Chapter 3: an effect of stimulus type on picture naming RTs (an
interaction between stimulus type and SOA in task 1 RTs), and longer identification RTs to vowels compared to musical rain (a main effect of stimulus type
in task 2 RTs). However, if no effect of stimulus type was found in session 2 responses, this would suggest that the stimulus type effect found in Experiment 1
of Chapter 3 may have been related to the acoustic complexity of the auditory
stimuli rather than their linguistic nature.
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Experiment
Participants took part in two sessions. In session 1, they carried out the dualtask of a size judgement task on an image (Does this item fit into a shoebox?)
as task 1, and vowel or musical rain (MR) identification as task 2. In session 2,
they carried out picture naming as task 1, and vowel or MR identification as task
2. Importantly, across sessions participants carried out the size judgement task
and naming task on the same pictures, and heard the same sounds. We sought
to replicate the previous finding of increased interference in the dual linguistic
condition (picture naming + vowel identification) compared to the dual-nonlinguistic condition (picture naming + MR identification). We contrasted this
with interference in the size judgement + identification conditions, where we
predicted no difference in dual-task interference when dual-tasking with the
size judgement task and either identification task.

Participants
50 right-handed native Dutch speakers (mean age = 22, SD = 2.6, 40 female)
were recruited from the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics participant
database. All participants reported no language, hearing or psychiatric disorders. No participants took part in the pretest or previous studies. Participants
were paid 16 euro.

Apparatus
The experiment was programmed in the software Presentation (version 20.0,
Presentation Neurobs). The experiment was run on an HP Z400 workstation
running Windows 7 and displayed on an Iiyama Prolite E1980SD screen. Participants gave button press responses on a custom made button box. This button box contained four buttons arranged horizontally. Verbal responses were
recorded by a Sennheiser ME64 microphone, with recordings at 16-bit and 44100Hz.
Participants were presented with the sounds through Sennheiser HD280-13 headphones.

Materials
For task 1 size judgement/picture naming, the same 10 coloured photographs
were used as in Chapter 3. The images are from Belke (2013) and all are from
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different semantic categories. Images were sized 300 by 300 pixels and presented in the centre of the screen. For the session 1 size judgement task, five of
the images (bus ‘bus’, bal ‘ball’, jas ‘coat’, deur ‘door’, stoel ‘chair’) were too big to
fit in a shoebox (answering ‘no’ to the size judgement question) and the remaining five images were small enough to fit in a shoebox (glas ‘glass’, hand ‘hand’, ui
‘onion’, pet ‘cap’, ring ‘ring’; answering ‘yes’ to the size judgement question). For
the session 2 picture naming task, participants named the images.
For the sound identification task, two vowels and two musical rain (MR) sounds
were created in Praat (Boersma, 2002) following the procedure in Uppenkamp et
al. (2006). The vowels /a/ and /i/ were synthesised by generating four sine waves
with differing frequencies for each sound. For the /a/ vowel, the four sine wave
carrier frequencies were 912Hz, 1572Hz, 2852Hz and 2690Hz. For the /i/ vowel,
the four sine wave carrier frequencies were 294Hz, 2524Hz, 2911Hz and 4097Hz.
For both vowels, the first three sine wave frequencies were taken as the F1, F2 and
F3 values listed by Adank, Van Hout, and Smits (2004) for average frequencies for
these vowels by native female Dutch speakers. The fourth frequency for each
sound was taken by estimating the F4 values of the vowels in the syllables used
in the previous experiment (‘aak’ and ‘iek’), which were recorded by a female native Dutch speaker. To mimic naturally occurring spectral tilt (lower power as
frequency increases), each individual sine wave was multiplied by 1/((f /500)*3),
with f denoting the original carrier frequency. Fade in and out was added to the
first and last 1ms of each pulse, and the resulting sine waves were then summed
to create the vowels.
The two vowels were not only differentiated in vowel quality (/a/ vs. /i/ by
varying sine wave frequencies), but also in pitch (222 Hz for /a/; 333 Hz for /i/)
and intensity (70.5 dB SPL for /a/; 50.5 dB SPL for /i/). Each MR sound was created
from one of the two vowel sounds by jittering the frequencies at each pulse. To
keep the MR sounds discriminable from one another for the identification task,
the frequencies were jittered in a constrained way (i.e., minimally 10% and maximally 150% of the original frequency). As each MR sound was generated from
the corresponding vowel sound, the MR sounds also contained the pitch and intensity information to aid in identification. We found that MR sounds without
pitch and intensity information resulted in sounds which were indiscriminable
from one another, and thus the pitch and intensity manipulations aided discriminability between the two MR sounds. Vowels retained the pitch and intensity information to keep the acoustic complexity constant. All sounds were matched in
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duration (460ms) and sampling frequency (44100Hz). Figure 4.1 shows the synthesised vowels /a/ and /i/ and the musical rain sounds used in this experiment.

Figure 4.1: Waveforms and spectrograms of the /a/ and /i/ vowels (top figures)
and corresponding musical rain sounds (bottom figures).
The vowels and MR sounds were pretested to ensure they were equally difficult to identify, by testing whether there were significant differences in RTs. We
found no significant differences between RTs in vowel identification or MR identification (17 participants, mixed models analysis, |t| < 1). Because of the intensity
manipulation, we additionally analysed whether participants had different RTs
to loud and quiet sounds, and whether this varied by stimulus type. Again, no
significant differences were found (|t|s < 1). Thus, we concluded that vowels and
MR sounds were equally easy to identify.

Design
The variables stimulus type (vowel or MR), SOA and experiment session were
manipulated within participants. In each session, participants carried out one
block of task 1 with vowel identification, and one block of task 1 with MR iden-
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tification. The order of these blocks was counterbalanced between participant.
SOA was variable within block, with SOAs of 50ms and 1800ms. Session 1 (task 1:
size judgement + task 2: vowel/MR identification) was always carried out before
session 2 (task 1: picture naming + task 2: vowel/MR identification). Session 1 and
session 2 were separated by 5-10 days (mean = 7 days).
Participants carried out 100 single identification trials in each session to learn
the sound-response mapping. For the first 30 trials, participants received written feedback on screen. ‘Correct’ (correct) was written if the correct button was
pressed for the sound heard, and ‘fout’ (incorrect) was written if the incorrect
button was pressed. No feedback was given for the remaining 70 trials. Trials
were presented in a pseudo-randomised order per participant (van Casteren &
Davis, 2006) with the constraint that a maximum of five trials containing the
same sound could follow one another.
There were 240 experimental dual-tasking trials in total, 120 with vowel identification and 120 with MR identification. Of these 120 trials, 60 trials were at
SOA 50ms and 60 trials at SOA 1800ms. Of each group of 60 trials, 30 trials were
with the quiet vowel/MR sound and 30 with the loud vowel/MR sound. Each
image repeated 3 times in these 30 trials. Trials were presented in a pseudorandomised order (van Casteren & Davis, 2006) with specific constraints. For
session 1, the constraints were: maximum repetition of 3 of the same SOA, the
same picture had at least 2 intervening different pictures, the same size judgement could only repeat a maximum of 5 times, and the same auditory stimulus
could only repeat a maximum of 5 times. For session 2, the constraints were:
maximum repetition of 3 of the same SOA, pictures beginning with the same
phoneme had a minimum of 3 intervening trials, and the same auditory stimulus could repeat a maximum of 5 times.

Procedure
In session 1, participants were familiarised with the images and their expected
size judgements on paper. Participants were then seated in a sound-shielded
testing booth. Participants first saw the 10 images one by one on screen and
gave a size judgement via button press. A fixation cross was centred on screen
for 500ms. The image was then presented centred on screen and the word ‘ja’
(yes; items fits into a shoebox) or ‘nee’ (no; item does not fit into a shoebox) was
written underneath the image in white Arial font, size 20. The image stayed on
screen until participants gave a response, by pressing the ‘ja’ or ‘nee’ button on
the button box. Then a blank screen was presented for 1000ms. The first but-
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ton (i.e. leftmost button in the horizontal row) on the button box was always a
‘nee’ response and the second button (i.e. middle left) was always a ‘ja’ response.
Participants responded using these two buttons with their left hand, using their
middle finger for the first button and their index finger for the second button.
Participants then saw all images again without the word ‘ja’ or ‘nee’, and they responded to the size judgement by button press. Immediately after the response,
the word ‘correct’ or ‘fout’ was displayed for 500ms in the middle of the screen,
in green or red size 36 capitalised Arial font, respectively. The experimenter controlled presentation of the next image.
Participants then carried out the identification trials. Participants were first
familiarised with the vowels/MR sounds five times per sound. Participants saw
a fixation cross for 500ms before the vowel/MR sound was played. Participants
responded within 1500ms or the trial was terminated. After response or time
out, a blank screen was presented for 500ms before the next trial began. The
/a/ vowel/’low’ MR sound was always responded to by the third button (i.e. middle right) on the button box, and the /i/ vowel/’high’ MR sound by the fourth
button (i.e. rightmost button). Participants used their right hand to respond to
the sounds, using their index finger for the third button and middle finger for
the fourth button. For the first 30 trials, participants also saw feedback on their
response (‘correct’ or ‘fout’) for 500ms in the centre of the screen.
Following this, participants carried out 20 practice dual-task trials. A fixation
cross was displayed for 500ms. At SOA 50ms, the image was presented and
the vowel/MR sound was presented 50ms later. The image remained on screen
for 1000ms. A blank screen was then displayed for 2000ms. At SOA 1800ms,
the image was presented for 1000ms, followed by a blank screen for 800ms.
Then (i.e. 1800ms after image onset) the sound was presented. A blank screen
was then displayed for 2000ms. Participants were informed to first respond
to the image and then respond to the sound. The experimental dual-task trials
followed the same structure as the practice trials. There were breaks between
each part of the experiment.
Session 2 was almost identical to session 1, except that participants were familiarised with the picture names and task 1 was picture naming. Participants were
familiarised on paper with the images with their names written alongside them.
In the picture familiarisation part of the experiment, participants first saw each
image on screen with the name of the image written underneath, and read this
aloud. The experimenter controlled the display of the next image. After seeing
all pictures once, participants saw the same images without names written un-
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derneath. Participants again named the images and the experimenter controlled
the presentation of the following image. Each image was thus named twice. Additionally, during the dual-task trials, participants were instructed to name the
image aloud before responding to the sound. The sounds were responded to
with the index and middle finger of the right hand, using the same buttons as in
session 1. After completing session 2, participants were fully debriefed about the
experiment. Each session lasted approximately 45 minutes.

Analysis
For session 1, data from 12 participants were excluded due to experiment software crashing (N = 1), experimenter error (N = 1), more than 30% errors in the size
judgement task (N = 3), or more than 30% errors in the identification task (N = 7).
Data from 38 participants remained for analysis.
For session 2, only 45 participants were tested (5 participants did not return
for the second session). Data from 10 further participants were excluded due
to experimenter error (N = 1) or more than 30% errors in response order (N =
9). Data from 35 participants remained for analysis. 28 participants contributed
data to both sessions.
For the single identification task, errors were defined as either RTs which were
incorrect, faster than 200ms or longer than 3000ms, or when no response was
measured. Errors accounted for 3.5% of the single identification task data in session 1 and 1.4% in session 2. For the dual-task, errors were defined as either task
1 or task 2 responses which were incorrect, RTs which were faster than 200ms
or slower than 3000ms in either task, no responses, and responses given in the
wrong order (i.e. task 2 response before task 1). Errors accounted for 11.3% of the
dual-task data in session 1 and 12% of the dual-task data in session 2. Error data
were not analysed.
We additionally investigated the inter-response interval (IRI), which is the time
between the response to task 1 and task 2. Values close to zero suggest response
grouping in the data, which makes it difficult to determine which task participants carried out first (Hazeltine et al., 2006). The IRI can also indicate if disengagement from task 1 and engagement with task 2 is more difficult in one condition than another (i.e. with longer IRIs).
The data from both sessions were combined for analysis. Task 1 RTs were measured from task 1 stimulus onset, and task 2 RTs were measured from task 2 stimulus onset. All data were analysed with linear mixed effects models using the
lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2017). The maximal random
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effects structure supported by the data was retained, after increasing iterations
and checking for full correlations between random effects. RT data were logtransformed prior to analysis to reduce skew. Control variables included trial
number and stimulus type order (whether the vowel or MR block was carried
out first). Trial was centred, and stimulus type order was sum-to-zero contrast
coded. The experimental variables were stimulus type (vowel or MR), SOA, and
session. These were sum-to-zero contrast coded. We took |t| greater than 2 as
a marker of significance. Confidence intervals were calculated with the confint.merMod function in lme4 using the profile method.

Results
Single identification task
In session 1, RTs for the MR sounds were 73ms slower than for vowels. In session 2, RTs for the MR sounds were 50ms slower than for the vowels. Figure 4.2
displays the single task data in both sessions.
A linear mixed effects model was run on log-transformed RTs. The fixed effect
predictors were order, trial, stimulus type, session, and an interaction between
stimulus type and session. Random intercepts by participant and random slopes
of stimulus type and session by participant were estimated. Fixed effect model
results are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Fixed effects from the mixed effects model for the single identification
task.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Order
Trial
Stimulus type
Session
Stimulus type*Session

Estimate
2.59
-0.0006
0.001
0.028
-0.011
0.007

Std. Error
0.011
0.01
0.001
0.005
0.004
0.001

t value
239.1
-0.06
1.02
5.27
-2.48
6.55

CI
2.57, 2.61
-0.02, 0.023
-0.0009, 0.003
0.018, 0.039
-0.02, -0.002
0.005, 0.009

There were no effects of order or trial. There was a significant effect of stimulus type and a significant effect of session. The interaction was also significant.
This indicates that participants responded slower to MR sounds overall, and responded slower in session 2 than in session 1, but the difference in RTs to MR
sounds and vowels was smaller in session 2 than in session 1. An analysis with
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Figure 4.2: Single identification task RTs to vowel and musical rain in ms by session. Error bars are within-participant 95% confidence intervals.
only the participants with data for both sessions showed the same pattern of results (stimulus type, session, and the interaction |t| values were all greater than
2).

Dual-task: Task 1 size judgement/picture naming RTs
In session 1, participants pressed a button to indicate whether the depicted object fit into a shoebox. In session 2, participants named pictures aloud. RTs are
visualised in Figure 4.3.
A linear mixed effects model was run on log-transformed task 1 RTs. The fixed
effect predictors were order, trial, stimulus type, SOA, session, and interactions
between stimulus type, SOA, and session. Random intercepts for participant,
picture stimulus, and auditory stimulus were estimated. Random slopes of stimulus type, SOA, session, and a stimulus type by SOA interaction were modelled
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Figure 4.3: Task 1 RTs for size judgement (session 1) and picture naming (session
2) in ms, by SOA as a function of task 2 stimulus type. Error bars are
within-participant 95% confidence intervals.
by participant. A random slope of stimulus type was modelled by picture stimulus. Fixed effects from the model output are shown in Table 4.2.
The results suggest no significant effect of stimulus type, indicating that task 1
RTs did not vary by whether the secondary task was vowel or MR identification.
Stimulus type did not interact with SOA or session, and the three-way interaction between stimulus type, SOA and session was not significant either. These
results demonstrate that there was no effect in task 1 RTs of the type of dual-task
(linguistic or non-linguistic).
There was a significant effect of SOA, as task 1 RTs were slower at SOA 50ms
compared to SOA 1800ms. There was a significant effect of session, as task 1
RTs were were slower in the size judgement task (session 1) compared to picture
naming (session 2). There was also a significant interaction between SOA and
session. as the difference in task 1 RTs by SOA was larger in session 1 compared to
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Table 4.2: Fixed effects from the mixed effects model for the dual-task task 1 RTs.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Order
Trial
Stimulus type
SOA
Session
Stimulus type*SOA
Stimulus type*Session
SOA*Session
Stimulus
type*SOA*Session

Estimate
2.82
1.64e-02
5e-03
3.08e-04
2.98e-02
2.15e-02
1.06e-05
8.06e-04
3.81e-03
-6.33e-04

Std. Error
8.93e-03
5.88e-03
7.51e-04
2.05e-03
2.91e-03
4.07e-03
1.34e-03
8.17e-04
8.53e-04
7.98e-04

t value
315.49
2.79
6.66
0.15
10.21
5.27
0.008
0.99
4.47
-0.79

CI
2.8, 2.84
0.003, 0.03
0.004, 0.006
-0.004, 0.005
0.024, 0.036
0.013, 0.03
-0.0026, 0.0027
-0.0008, 0.0024
0.002, 0.005
-0.0022, 0.0009

session 2. Analysis of participants who contributed data to both sessions showed
the same pattern of results.
These results show that there was no effect of linguistic dual-tasking additive
to non-linguistic dual-task interference when the stimuli were controlled for
complexity. Task 1 RTs were not longer in the linguistic dual-task, contrary to
the prediction of the linguistic interference hypothesis. Importantly the effect
of SOA demonstrates that participants carried out the task as a dual-task in both
sessions.

Dual-task: Task 2 vowel/MR identification RTs
In both sessions, participants pressed a button to identify the vowel or MR heard
on each trial. RTs are visualised in Figure 4.4.
A linear mixed effects model was run on log-transformed task 2 RTs. The fixed
effect predictors included log-transformed task 1 RTs, order, trial, stimulus type,
SOA, session, and interactions involving stimulus type, SOA, and session. Random intercepts by participant, picture stimulus, and auditory stimulus were estimated. Random slopes of stimulus type, SOA, session, and a stimulus type by
SOA interaction were modelled by participant. Random slopes of stimulus type
and session were also modelled by picture stimulus. Fixed effect from the model
are displayed in Table 4.3.
We found no significant effect of stimulus type, but stimulus type did interact
with SOA and with session. The interaction of stimulus type and SOA was driven
by a larger difference between MR and vowel RTs at the 1800ms SOA (with MR
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Figure 4.4: Task 2 RTs to vowel and musical rain identification in ms by SOA as a
function of session. Error bars are within-participant 95% confidence
intervals.
RTs being longer) than at the 50ms SOA. This is expected based on the single
identification task results which suggest that MR identification was more difficult than vowel identification, leading to longer RTs. This difficulty may have
been absorbed into general dual-task processing at the 50ms SOA, leading to
no stimulus type difference at the early SOA. The interaction of stimulus type
and session is due to a larger difference between vowel and MR RTs in session
1 (38ms) than in session 2 (2ms). The three-way interaction just reached significance.
There was a significant effect of SOA, as task 2 RTs were longer at 50ms than
at 1800m. There was a significant effect of session, as RTs were longer in session
1 than in session 2. There was also a significant interaction between SOA and
session, as RTs were longer in session 1 at 50ms than session 2, with a smaller
RT difference between SOAs at 1800ms. We expected an SOA effect in task 2
RTs as typical evidence that participants carried out a dual-task. The longer re-
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Table 4.3: Fixed effects from the mixed effects model for the dual-task task 2 RTs.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Task 1 RT
Order
Trial
Stimulus type
SOA
Session
Stimulus type*SOA
Stimulus type*Session
SOA*Session
Stimulus
type*SOA*Session

Estimate
1.59
0.45
0.006
0.003
0.007
0.12
0.022
-0.008
0.003
0.005
0.002

Std. Error
0.026
0.009
0.007
0.0008
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.0009
0.0009
0.0009

t value
60.03
51.26
0.84
3.31
1.31
31.05
6.74
-4.82
3.04
5.38
2.01

CI
1.54, 1.64
0.44, 0.47
-0.01, 0.02
0.001, 0.004
-0.004, 0.018
0.11, 0.12
0.015, 0.029
-0.011, -0.004
0.001, 0.005
0.0043, 0.007
0.00004, 0.003

sponses in session 1 may be due to the fact that participants gave two manual
responses in session 1, compared to a verbal and manual response in session 2.
When analysing data from participants who contributed to both sessions, the
same pattern of results was found, except that the three-way interaction did not
reach significance (t < 2).
These results do not provide support for the linguistic interference hypothesis,
as we do not find evidence that RTs in vowel identification were longer than in
MR identification in session 2.

Dual-task: Inter-response intervals (IRI)
Mean IRIs are reported in Table 4.4. No IRIs are close to zero, indicating no response grouping in this data.
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Table 4.4: Mean IRI RTs (in ms) by SOA, session and stimulus type.
SOA

Session

Stimulus type

Mean

SD

50

Session 1

MR
Vowel
MR
Vowel
MR
Vowel
MR
Vowel

410.3
383.4
322.1
344
1769.2
1732.4
1768
1727.4

281
258
232
239
253
260
241
247

Session 2
1800

Session 1
Session 2

A linear mixed effects model was fitted to the data with log-transformed IRIs
as the dependent variable. Fixed effect predictors included order, trial, stimulus type, SOA, and session, and interactions including stimulus type, SOA, and
session. Random intercepts of participant, picture stimulus, and auditory stimulus were modelled. Random slopes of stimulus type, SOA, and session were
modelled by participant, and random slopes of stimulus type and session were
modelled by picture stimulus. Main effects of SOA are not discussed as they are
meaningless in this analysis. Fixed effects from the model are displayed in Table
4.5.
Table 4.5: Fixed effects from the mixed effect model for IRIs.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Order
Trial
Stimulus type
SOA
Session
Stimulus type*SOA
Stimulus type*Session
SOA*Session
Stimulus
type*SOA*Session

Estimate
2.86
0.0005
-0.004
-0.00037
-0.39
0.034
-0.005
0.006
0.033
0.006

Std. Error
0.013
0.003
0.001
0.009
0.009
0.006
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

t value
211.57
0.17
-3.1
-0.04
-43.95
5.41
-3.62
3.92
22.76
4.43

CI
2.83, 2.88
-0.006, 0.007
-0.007, -0.001
-0.017, 0.016
-0.4, -0.37
0.022, 0.047
-0.0073, -0.0022
0.0028, 0.0085
0.031, 0.036
0.0032, 0.0083

There was no effect of stimulus type in IRIs, indicating that broadly the IRIs did
not differ depending on whether the auditory stimulus was a vowel or MR sound.
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There was an effect of session, with significantly larger IRIs in session 1 than session 2. The interactions between stimulus type and SOA, and stimulus type and
session, were significant. The stimulus type by SOA interaction was driven by
larger IRIs in the MR condition compared to the vowel condition at the 1800ms
SOA (39ms larger) compared to at 50ms (5ms larger). The stimulus type by session interaction was driven by a larger difference in IRIs in session 1 between the
vowel compared to the MR condition (32ms difference), compared to in session
2 (9ms). The three way interaction was also significant. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons with multiple comparisons corrected by Tukey’s HSD using the lsmeans
package (Lenth, 2016) in R specifically investigated whether the longer IRIs with
the vowel stimulus type compared to the MR stimulus type at 50ms in session
2 was significant. This specific contrast was investigated because the three-way
interaction was significant, and longer IRIs here would suggest a linguistic effect in the data. This comparison was not significant (t(3.11) = 0.7), providing no
support for a linguistic effect.
A similar pattern of results was found when analysing data only from participants who contributed to both sessions. However, the stimulus type by SOA
interaction was not significant with this smaller number of participants (|t| < 2),
though the pattern was in the same direction as seen with the larger data set
(MR IRIs were 40ms longer at the 1800ms SOA, and 10ms longer at the 50ms
SOA, than vowel IRIs).
The stimulus type by SOA effect is likely driven by the difficulty of the MR task
compared to the vowel task, as the effect was largest at the 1800ms SOA where
there is no task overlap. The interaction between stimulus type and session is
also likely driven by the higher difficulty of MR responses, especially when two
manual responses are given on a trial. Importantly, there are no significant effects which suggest that IRIs are longer when vowel identification is task 2 compared to MR identification as task 2. These results do not provide evidence for
the linguistic interference hypothesis.

Bayesian analysis of dual-task RTs
Because null results of stimulus type were found in both task 1 and task 2 responses, we analysed the data with Bayesian paired t-tests. We compared RTs in
the vowel and MR conditions in task 1 and task 2, with the data split by SOA and
session. Bayesian analyses are useful because they allow us to test whether the
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lack of a significant stimulus type effect is meaningful and can be interpreted as
a true lack of an effect.
Bayesian t-tests were run using the BEST package (Kruschke & Meredith, 2018)
in R. For all comparisons the log-transformed RT data were compared to facilitate comparison with the linear mixed effects model analysis. We tested whether
the credible intervals indicated by the results of the Bayesian t-tests would cross
zero. If the credible intervals cross zero then there is support for a null effect in
the data i.e. the conditions are not significantly different. We specified priors for
each comparison which are reported below. Note that all tests were run separately with non-informative priors and the same pattern of results was found.
All models converged with Rhat values of 1; if models did not converge initially
then the number of thinSteps was increased (this increases the number of steps
of the MCMC chain, and is typically used when data are autocorrelated).

Task 1 size judgement/picture naming RTs
In session 1 participants carried out a size judgement task. We predicted no differences in size judgement RTs by stimulus type at either SOA under the linguistic interference account. Therefore, we specified the prior to be a difference of
10ms with a SD of 3.3ms at the 50ms and 1800ms SOAs. We took a difference
of 10ms to be an effect we would not consider significant. In session 2, participants carried out a picture naming task. Here, at the 50ms SOA, the linguistic
interference hypothesis predicted a difference in picture naming RTs by stimulus type, with longer RTs when the stimulus type was a vowel compared to MR.
We specified a prior with a difference of 50ms between RTs, and a SD of 16.67ms.
We chose this value as in Experiment 1 Chapter 3 at the 50ms SOA there was a
67ms difference between the syllable and tone condition picture naming RTs.
At 1800ms SOA, no difference was predicted between responses, so we again
specified a prior of a 10ms difference with a SD of 3.3ms. Table 4.6 shows the
task 1 RT Bayesian analysis results.
In both session 1 and session 2 there is support for a null effect at both SOAs,
because the credible intervals of all tests include zero. These results are not in
line with the linguistic interference hypothesis.

Task 2 vowel/identification RTs
In both sessions participants carried out vowel and MR identification. Under
the linguistic interference hypothesis, and based on the results of Experiment 1
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Table 4.6: Bayesian analysis: task 1 size judgement/picture naming RTs. Mu = difference in means between the RTs in the size judgement and picture
naming tasks.
Task 1
SOA
Mu
SD
Credible Interval
Size judgement 50
0.0018
0.0084 -0.015, 0.018
Size judgement 1800
0.0057
0.0047 -0.0036, 0.015
Picture naming 50
-0.0025 0.003
-0.0089, 0.0038
Picture naming 1800
-0.0014
0.004
-0.0085, 0.0057

in Chapter 3, longer RTs in vowel identification compared to MR identification
were predicted in session 2, with no difference predicted in session 1. For session
1 tests, we specified priors for both SOA comparisons as effects of 10ms with
SDs of 3.3ms. In session 2 at the 50ms SOA we specified a prior effect of 100ms
with a SD of 33ms, because in Experiment 1 in Chapter 3 we found that syllable
identification RTs were 116ms longer at the 50ms SOA than tone identification
RTs. At the 1800ms SOA we specified a prior of a 10ms difference with a SD of
3.3ms. Table 4.7 shows the task 2 RT Bayesian analysis results.
Table 4.7: Bayesian analysis: task 2 vowel/MR identification RTs. Mu = difference
in means between RTs to vowel and MR identification
Session
SOA
Mu
SD
Credible Interval
Session 1
50
0.011
0.008
-0.0057, 0.027
Session 1
1800
0.034
0.008
0.018, 0.051
Session 2
50
0.01
0.005
-0.021, 0.00034
Session 2
1800
0.027
0.006
0.014, 0.039

In both sessions results are consistent at the 50ms SOA with a null effect in
the data. In both sessions at the 1800ms SOA, there is evidence for the presence
of an effect. These effects are driven by longer RTs in MR identification in both
sessions. This was not predicted, and as previously stated, is likely due to the fact
that MR identification was more difficult. These analyses provide no support for
the linguistic interference hypothesis.

General discussion
In this experiment we aimed to test whether linguistic interference would be
found when carrying out a dual-task composed of two linguistic tasks, if the
acoustic complexity of the second task was kept constant. Participants carried
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out two different dual-tasks in two sessions. In session 1 they carried out a nonlinguistic size judgement task with a linguistic (vowel) or non-linguistic (MR)
identification task. In session 2, participants carried out a linguistic picture naming task with the same vowel and MR identification tasks. The linguistic interference hypothesis predicted that naming RTs in session 2 would be longer with
the secondary task of vowel identification compared to MR identification at the
50ms SOA. Additionally, the linguistic interference hypothesis predicted that
vowel identification RTs would be significantly longer than MR identification RTs
in session 2 (where two linguistic tasks were combined).
We found no evidence supporting the linguistic interference hypothesis. This
indicates that when controlling for acoustic complexity in this task, there was no
additional linguistic interference. Task 1 RTs were equal in picture naming regardless of whether task 2 was linguistic (vowel identification) or non-linguistic
(MR identification). Bayesian analyses support that this null effect is a true null
effect. Vowel identification RTs were not longer than MR identification RTs in
session 2 either; in fact, MR RTs were longer. There were also no linguistic effects
in the IRI data, indicating that the interval between task 1 and task 2 responses did
not differ by the linguistic relationship between the tasks. Therefore, the main
predictions from the linguistic interference hypothesis were not borne out by
this data.
Importantly, we found a significant effect of SOA in task 1 RTs. This shows that
task processing in task 1 and task 2 was carried out simultaneously at the 50ms
SOA, in line with capacity-sharing theories of dual-tasking (Tombu & Jolicœur,
2003). This also means that the lack of linguistic interference effects cannot be
driven by sequential processing of both tasks.
We also found that task 2 RTs in the MR identification task were longer than in
the vowel identification task. We believe that this is due to the difficulty of the
MR identification task. Despite preserving some pitch information and adding
a loudness difference between the two MR sounds, mapping the MR sounds to
their button press responses appeared to be more difficult for the participants
in this experiment compared to the pretest. We acknowledge that the identification tasks did not appear to be equally difficult for our participants and future
research should ensure that the auditory stimuli are more similar in difficulty.
Thus, the results from this experiment provide no support for the linguistic
interference hypothesis when acoustic complexity is taken into account. This
suggests that, in a dual-task composed of two simple linguistic tasks, if acoustic
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complexity is controlled then both tasks can be coordinated such that there is
no additional interference due to the linguistic nature of the tasks.
The results of this experiment call into question the interpretation of the results of Experiment 1 in Chapter 3. These results were interpreted as providing
some support for a linguistic interference hypothesis, where two linguistic tasks
carried out concurrently caused mutual interference in both tasks additional to
general dual-tasking interference. However, the linguistic nature of the auditory
stimuli and acoustic complexity were confounded. The results of the current
experiment lead to caution in interpreting the results of Experiment 1 in Chapter 3 as a linguistic interference effect, as it may have been the difference in the
acoustic complexity of syllables and tones which led to this result. Caution is also
advised for other studies interpreting a purely linguistic locus of interference in
a linguistic dual-task (cf. Fargier & Laganaro, 2016).
These results are in line with the results from Experiment 2 in Chapter 3, where
we also found no additional linguistic interference when acoustic complexity
was held constant. However, we stress that in this study, and in Experiment 2
of Chapter 3, we did not manipulate acoustic complexity. Therefore, while the
results are suggestive of acoustic complexity playing a role in dual-task interference, this was not specifically tested. Future studies should investigate whether
dual-task interference varies by acoustic complexity while the linguistic nature
of the auditory stimuli is controlled. This would provide evidence for acoustic
complexity having a causal role in linguistic dual-task interference.
This experiment tested picture naming with a very simple auditory linguistic
task, namely vowel identification. It may be that with more complex linguistic
tasks, such as picture naming combined with lexical decision, linguistic interference would be found. Thus, the lack of a linguistic interference effect in these
data may be due to the fact that the vowel identification task is not ‘linguistic
enough’.
Despite the fact that acoustic complexity was not directly manipulated in this
experiment, these results suggest that an acoustically complex secondary stimulus can affect picture naming. To the best of our knowledge, acoustic complexity of the auditory stimulus has not been tested in any dual-task experiments,
or experiments involving picture naming. However, research investigating serial memory recall has found that acoustic complexity plays a role. In general,
irrelevant sounds disrupt serial memory recall (e.g., Jones et al., 1992). While
some evidence suggests that speech disrupts serial memory recall to a greater
extent than other sounds (for review, see Jones, 1995) other research has found
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that the amount of disruption to serial recall is similar if the sounds are acoustically equated, regardless of whether they are speech-related (Tremblay et al.,
2000). Therefore, in a different domain of cognition, acoustic complexity has
been shown to play a role in disrupting some cognitive processes.
We can speculate about how an acoustic complexity effect may arise. One
possibility is that a more acoustically complex sound requires attention during
perceptual processing, which draws attention away from picture naming. This
suggests that attention being drawn to aid in auditory perceptual processing is
taken away from initial stages of linguistic encoding. Evidence has suggested
that allocating focal perceptual attention to a visual stimulus may require central attention, such that visual perceptual processing is hampered by a concurrent task (e.g., Brisson & Jolicœur, 2007; Han, 2017, but note that perceptual processing requires central attention only in specific situations in these studies). A
recent study testing whether background noise varying in acoustic complexity
affects the production effect - where words which are read aloud are remembered better than words which are read silently - found that certain background
noise types resulted in the production effect disappearing (Mama, Fostick, & Icht,
2018). With fluctuating background noise, which was either a mix of eight voices
speaking different sentences, or band-passed energetic noise which was shaped
similarly to the mixture of voices, the production effect disappeared in comparison to steady-state noise (Mama et al., 2018). The authors interpret their finding
as an attentional effect, where attention is diverted to processing the noise and
thus less attention is applied to the production task (see also Little, Martin, &
Thomson, 2010, for evidence of different attentional effects relating to different
auditory stimuli). Altogether, we speculate that some auditory perceptual processes may require attention also required by linguistic processing in the current
dual task.
An alternative hypothesis is that maintaining a representation in memory which
is more acoustically complex may draw resources away from planning processes.
This would entail that resources needed throughout the planning process may
be affected, not only at the onset. Therefore, both proposals result in attention
being allocated to the auditory stimulus, but differ in their timing of when that
attention is allocated.
We note however that speech sounds are acoustically complex by our definition. The majority of dialogue involves streams of speech sounds following one
another; people do not often listen to single vowels. Thus, during a conversation, a person may plan speech while listening to acoustically complex sounds,
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which happen to also be speech. Thus, whether interference is due to linguisticspecific interference, acoustic complexity, or a combination of the two, it is still
hypothesised to be present when planning and comprehending speech simultaneously.
In conclusion, our results show that when holding acoustic complexity constant in this dual-task, no additional effects of linguistic interference are found.
This suggests that the results of Experiment 1 in Chapter 3 may have been driven
by the acoustic complexity of the auditory stimuli, and not their linguistic nature. Overall, these results suggest that acoustic complexity may play a role in
dual-task interference, but further testing is required to validate this hypothesis.
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Dual-tasking with simple linguistic tasks: Evidence
for serial processing1

Abstract
In contrast to the large amount of dual-task research investigating the coordination of a linguistic and a non-linguistic task, little research has investigated
how two linguistic tasks are coordinated. However, such research would greatly
contribute to our understanding of how interlocutors combine speech planning
and listening in conversation. In three dual-task experiments we studied how
participants coordinated the processing of an auditory stimulus (S1), which was
either a syllable or a tone, with selecting a name for a picture (S2). Two SOAs,
of 0ms and 1000ms, were used. To vary the time required for lexical selection
and to determine when lexical selection took place, the pictures were presented
with categorically related or unrelated distractor words. In Experiment 1 participants responded overtly to both stimuli. In Experiments 2 and 3, S1 was not responded to overtly, but determined how to respond to S2, by naming the picture
or reading the distractor aloud. Experiment 1 yielded additive effects of SOA and
distractor type on the picture naming latencies. The presence of semantic interference at both SOAs indicated that lexical selection occurred after response
selection for S1. With respect to the coordination of S1 and S2 processing, Experiments 2 and 3 yielded inconclusive results. In all experiments, syllables interfered more with picture naming than tones. This is likely because the syllables
activated phonological representations also implicated in picture naming. The
theoretical and methodological implications of the findings are discussed.

1

Fairs, A., Bögels, S., & Meyer, A. S. (2018). Dual-tasking with simple linguistic tasks: Evidence
for serial processing. Acta Psychologica, 191, 131-148. doi:10.1016/j.actpsy.2018.09.006.
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Introduction
A key issue in cognitive psychology is how different cognitive processes are coordinated with one another. This issue has often been investigated in dual-task
paradigms, where on each trial participants are asked to respond to two stimuli
presented in quick succession. Many dual-task studies have investigated combinations of a linguistic and a non-linguistic task (e.g. Ayora et al., 2011; Cleland
et al., 2012; Cook & Meyer, 2008; V. S. Ferreira & Pashler, 2002). There is much
less research concerning combinations of two linguistic tasks. Such research is,
however, of great importance for psycholinguistics. This is because language is
most often used in conversation, where upcoming speakers can begin to plan
their utterances while they are still listening to their interlocutor (Barthel et al.,
2016; Bögels et al., 2015; Levinson & Torreira, 2015; Sjerps & Meyer, 2015). While
such linguistic dual-tasking is often seen as essential for holding a conversation,
the underlying skills are still poorly understood. For instance, it is currently unknown how utterance comprehension is affected by concurrent speech planning, or how speech planning is affected by concurrent comprehension. Evidence concerning these important issues can come from dual-task studies with
two linguistic tasks. In the present study, we used dual-task paradigms to examine how the processing of a syllable or a tone was combined with picture naming.
This research had two goals: (1) to explore the usefulness of dual-task paradigms
for research on the coordination of speaking and listening; specifically to determine whether previous key findings of studies using non-linguistic stimuli could
be replicated with linguistic stimuli, and (2) to contribute to psycholinguistic theories of conversation; specifically to examine how a key component of speech
planning, lexical selection, could be combined with the processing of a spoken
syllable.
We used two paradigms, the psychological refractory period (PRP) paradigm
(Pashler, 1994), and the task choice (TC) paradigm (Besner & Care, 2003). Both
paradigms used the same stimuli, namely one of two tones or syllables (stimulus 1, S1) and a picture with a written distractor word (stimulus 2, S2), but they
differed in the tasks. In the PRP experiment (Experiment 1) two overt responses
were required: identification of the tone or syllable and naming of the picture.
In the TC experiments (Experiments 2 and 3) no overt response was required
for S1. Instead, S1 instructed the participant in how to respond to S2, by naming
the picture or by reading aloud the distractor. Earlier PRP experiments (Piai et
al., 2014; Schnur & Martin, 2012) using non-linguistic S1 found that participants
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strongly preferred to postpone lexical selection until after response selection of
S1. In contrast, earlier TC experiments have shown that the initial processing
of non-linguistic S1 can occur in parallel with lexical selection. Our aim was to
determine whether we would replicate these patterns with both non-linguistic
and linguistic S1. One hypothesis is that syllables and tones should be processed
in the same way. An alternative is that syllables, being linguistic stimuli, may automatically activate associated linguistic representations and consequently interfere more with lexical selection than tones, and/or that the processing of a
linguistic S1 may be hampered more by concurrent picture naming than processing of a non-linguistic S1. Because of such cross-talk participants may adopt
more sequential processing strategies when syllables rather than tones are used
as S1. In the remainder of this Introduction we focus on the predictions for the
PRP experiment (Experiment 1). The predictions for the TC paradigm are laid out
later (Experiments 2 and 3).
Experiment 1 was a near-replication and extension of Experiment 4 conducted
by Piai et al. (2014), which we describe in some detail. On each trial of Piai et
al.’s study, participants carried out a response to a tone (S1) and named a picture (S2). The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between tone and picture onset
was 0ms or 1000ms. Piai et al. (2014) manipulated the difficulty of lexical selection by combining the pictures with written distractor words that were categorically related to the picture names (as in ”deer-rabbit”) or unrelated. Numerous
studies have demonstrated that categorically related distractors slow down picture naming compared to unrelated ones (e.g., Damian & Martin, 1999; Roelofs,
2003; Schriefers et al., 1990). The difference in naming latencies between the
related and unrelated distractor conditions is termed the semantic interference
effect (Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984; Schriefers et al., 1990) and is attributed to competition between distractor and picture names arising during lexical selection
(Roelofs, 1992, 2003). Briefly, when a picture-word compound is seen, the written distractor and picture activate their associated lexical representations in parallel. Due to mutual activation between categorically related lexical representations, lexical selection for the target name is hampered more by a related compared to an unrelated distractor, as it takes longer to resolve competition.
The main question addressed by Piai et al. (2014) was when lexical selection
occurred relative to the selection of the response to the tone. Relevant evidence came from comparing the interference effects at the two SOAs. At the
1000ms SOA, response selection for the tone and lexical selection were most
likely carried out in sequence. Consequently, the usual semantic interference ef-
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fect should be observed. In contrast, when the tone and picture were presented
simultaneously, response selection for the tone and lexical selection could be
coordinated in different ways. Dual-task theories often distinguish three task
stages: pre-selection, response selection, and post-selection (D. E. Meyer & Kieras,
1997; Pashler, 1994, 1998; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003). Response selection constitutes a processing bottleneck; that is, only one response can be selected at a time
(Pashler, 1984, 1994). This bottleneck has been assumed to be structural (Pashler,
1994) or strategic (D. E. Meyer & Kieras, 1997)2 .
To return to Piai et al.’s study, if lexical selection is part of pre-selection processes, it should occur in parallel with pre-selection and response selection processes for the tone. Any competition between target and distractor should be
resolved during the ”cognitive slack” (Pashler, 1994), i.e. the time that lexical selection waits until the response to the tone has been selected. Therefore at the
0ms SOA, the semantic interference effect should be absent or much reduced
compared to the effect seen at the 1000ms SOA. In contrast, if lexical selection
is part of response selection or post-selection processes (see Figure 5.1), there is
no cognitive slack to absorb the semantic interference effect. Consequently, the
effect should be as strong at the 0ms as at the 1000ms SOA. This is because in
both cases, lexical selection occurs after response selection for the tone.
Piai et al. (2014)’s results supported the latter hypothesis. Participants were
overall slower to name the pictures at the 0ms than at the 1000ms SOA, and
slower in the related than in the unrelated distractor condition, and these effects were additive. In other words, the interference effect was not absorbed
into cognitive slack at the 0ms SOA. This pattern of results is consistent with the
pattern seen in a number of other studies using the same paradigm (Ayora et al.,
2011; V. S. Ferreira & Pashler, 2002; Piai et al., 2011, 2014; Schnur & Martin, 2012;
but see Dell’Acqua et al., 2007). It supports the view that the semantic interference effect does not arise prior to, but during or after response selection. It also
implies that participants strongly preferred to select the responses to the tone
and the picture in sequence.
The main question for Experiment 1 of the present study was whether we
would observe the same pattern of results as Piai et al. (2014) when we combined picture naming with tone identification, as they had done, and with syllable identification. Thus, in addition to SOA (0ms and 1000ms) and relatedness
2

Other theories assume no such bottleneck. Response selection of two tasks can be carried
out in parallel, but posit a finite amount of capacity which is shared between tasks (Tombu &
Jolicœur, 2003). In contrast to response selection, the pre-selection and post-selection processes for two tasks can run in parallel with any other stage.
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of tone/syllable identification (S1; task 1 - top bar) and picture
naming with distractors (S2; task 2 - bottom two bars) at SOA 0ms. The
pre-selection stages of the two tasks are carried out simultaneously.
The response selection stage of S1 is carried out before the response
selection stage of S2. Semantic interference occurs in the response
selection stage, with a longer stage for related compared to unrelated
stimuli. The greyed area shows the cognitive slack.
between target and distractor, we varied whether S1 was one of two syllables or
one of two tones (S1 type). An obvious hypothesis is that the nature of S1 should
not affect the pattern of interference. At the 1000ms SOA the response to S1
should be selected well before S2 appears, regardless of the type of S1. At the
0ms SOA the pre-selection processes for S1 and S2 should run in parallel but
the responses should be selected sequentially, again regardless of the type of S1.
Alternatively, one might expect to find effects of S1 type. This is because the
syllables should activate matching and similar phonological representations (Luce
& Pisoni, 1998; Marslen-Wilson, 1987) and possibly word meanings (Gaskell &
Marslen-Wilson, 2002). If, as recently has been proposed (Miozzo, Pulvermüller,
& Hauk, 2015; Strijkers et al., 2017), pictures rapidly activate phonological information, interference may arise affecting the processing of the syllables, which
may slow down syllable compared to tone processing. The same holds if written
distractor words rapidly activate associated phonological forms (Brown, Joneleit,
Robinson, & Brown, 2002). In other words, when speakers prepare to name pictures, concurrently presented syllables might be harder to identify than tones. In
addition, there may be effects of S1 type on picture naming. Syllables should not
interfere more than tones with the visual and conceptual processing of the pictures, but additional interference may arise during linguistic encoding. In par-
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ticular, interference in phonological encoding of the picture names may arise
(Schriefers et al., 1990). This would lead to longer picture naming latencies when
syllables compared to tones are used as S1.
The prediction that syllables should interfere more with picture naming than
tones is consistent with results of a recent PRP study by Fargier and Laganaro
(2016), where S1 were tones or syllables and S2 pictures3 . As task 1 participants
pressed a button to respond to one of five tones or syllables (a go/no-go task;
only no-go trials were analysed), and as task 2 they named the picture. Fargier
and Laganaro (2016) found longer picture naming latencies in the syllable than
the tone condition. ERP modulations in the syllable condition around 350ms
before speech onset suggested that this effect arose during the phonological encoding of the picture names. The interpretation of these results is complicated
by the fact that the syllables were existing words of the participants’ native language, that only a single SOA (300ms) was used, and that the manual response
latencies were not recorded. Nevertheless, the results point towards specific linguistic interference arising from syllable compared to tone processing on picture naming.

Experiment 1: PRP paradigm
Experiment 1 tested dual-tasking in a PRP paradigm. Participants carried out syllable or tone identification as task 1, with a button press response, and named
pictures with distractors as task 2. Two SOAs were tested (0ms and 1000ms). The
distractor words were categorically related or unrelated to the picture names. In
this experiment we had two aims: 1) to replicate the finding of semantic interference at both SOAs with S1 as tones (e.g., Piai et al., 2014; Schnur & Martin,
2012); and 2) to investigate whether a similar pattern held with S1 syllables. Participants additionally carried out a single S1 identification task block before the
dual-tasking trials to practice tone/syllable identification.

Methodology
Participants
36 participants (M = 23 years, SD = 3.5, 31 female) were recruited from the Max
Planck Participant Database. All self-reported as right-handed, with no language,
3

A study by Paucke et al. (2015) tested two production tasks concurrently, where two pictures were displayed side by side. Task 1 was picture naming of the first picture and task 2 was
phoneme detection in the planned name of the second picture.
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sight or hearing disorders. Participants were paid e12 for participation, and were
given sweets to motivate them to stay on task. The experiment was granted ethical approval by the Radboud University Social Sciences ethics committee in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Materials
Two sine wave pure tones were generated using Audacity (Audacity team 2012)
at 300Hz (low tone) and 800Hz (high tone). Two Dutch syllables, [a:k] and [i:k],
referred to as ’aak’ and ’iek’, were recorded by a female native Dutch speaker. The
syllables were of the form VVC so that they were maximally discriminable from
the onset of the syllable, and so they roughly matched the tones in height discrimination ([a:] is ’low’ and [i:] is ’high’ in the vowel trapezium). Participants were
made aware of the high/low mapping for both tones and syllables. All sounds
were 460ms long. The vowel length of ’aak’ was 263ms and the vowel length of
’iek’ was 264ms. Both ’aak’ and ’iek’ were on average 222Hz over the entire syllable. Tones and syllables were equalised to 70dB.
The tones and syllables were pre-tested to ensure equal reaction times (RTs)
as a proxy for difficulty. In a pre-test with 16 participants there was no significant difference between RTs to the tones and syllables (MT one = 497ms (SD =
216ms), MSyllable = 511ms (SD = 191ms), t = -0.72). The same stimuli were also used
in a previous experiment (Fairs, Bögels, & Meyer, in preparation) where RTs in
the single identification task were almost identical between conditions (MT one =
443.7ms (SD = 157ms), MSyllable = 444.4ms (SD = 178ms), t = 0.37, 33 participants).
We concluded that the syllables and tones were matched in difficulty.
The picture materials were taken from Piai et al. (2014). The pictures were 32
white line drawings on a black background, and each picture was shown once
with a related distractor and once with an unrelated distractor. Distractors were
part of the response set. These 64 picture-distractor pairs were shown once at
each SOA with each tone and each syllable. This led to 512 trials, 256 with each
S1 (tone or syllable). A further 20 images with distractor words were selected for
practice trials. These images were not used in the experiment proper. Of the
practice images, only two distractors belonged to the response set (i.e. were also
practice picture names). All images were sized 300 x 300 pixels and centred
in the middle of the screen. The distractor words were printed in white size 36
Arial font in the centre of the picture.
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Design
Participants carried out single tone/syllable identification for 60 trials before
moving on to the dual-task trials. Each participant had a unique input file with
a pseudo-random order for the single task, generated with the Mix programme
(van Casteren & Davis, 2006), with the constraint that the same tone/syllable
could repeat at most five times.
For the dual-task trials, task 1 was tone/syllable identification. Button press latencies were measured as the task 1 response. Task 2 was picture naming (with a
written distractor). Picture naming latencies from picture onset were measured
as the task 2 response. Stimulus 1 type (S1 type; tone or syllable) was a withinparticipant factor, and blocked, and this block order was counterbalanced between participants. Two SOAs were tested: 0ms and 1000ms. SOA and relatedness were within-participant factors, and were pseudo-randomly presented
within each block. Each participant had a unique input file with the following
constraints: a) maximum of three repetitions of SOA; b) maximum of three repetitions of relatedness; c) minimum distance of 20 pictures between each picture
repetition; d) maximum of five repetitions of the same S1; e) minimum distance
of two written distractors between each distractor repetition.
256 experimental trials were shown with each S1 type. An additional six warmup trials (from the practice set) were added: two at the beginning of each block,
and two after each break, which were removed prior to analysis. Participants
practised the dual-task on a separate set of 24 practice trials, which (aside from
the six warm-up trials) were not displayed during experimental trials.
Apparatus
The experiment was presented on a Benq monitor using the software Presentation (version 16.5, www.neurobs.com). Participants listened to the tones/syllables
through Sennheiser HD437 headphones. A custom made quiet button box (created at the MPI, using small microphones rather than buttons) recorded button
presses to task 1. A Sennheiser microphone recorded participants’ speech to task
2 and the vocal response on each trial was recorded in an individual sound file
of 3000ms by the Presentation software.
Procedure
Participants were first familiarised with each practice and experimental picture
in the experiment. All pictures were presented in a random order. Each pic-
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ture was displayed slightly above the centre of the screen with the name of the
picture written underneath. Participants were instructed to look at the picture
before reading the name out loud and to remember the picture name. Once
the participant had read the name aloud, the experimenter displayed the next
picture.
Participants were then familiarised with each tone/syllable. After this, participants carried out 60 single task trials. Each trial began with a fixation cross
for 700ms followed immediately by the auditory stimulus. Participants pressed
the left button for the low tone/aak syllable, and the right button for the high
tone/iek syllable. The trial ended when a button was pressed or after 1500ms if
there was no response. A blank screen was then presented for 500ms before the
onset of the next trial. The response buttons were not counterbalanced across
participants to avoid disrupting any inherent stimulus-response mappings (i.e.
low is left, high is right).
Participants then practised the dual-task. For the first six trials of the practice
block, participants saw only pictures with distractors, and were instructed to
name the pictures. After this, each dual-task trial began with a fixation cross for
700ms. In trials with SOA 0ms, the auditory stimulus and visual stimulus (S1 and
S2) were displayed at the same time. The S2 stimulus remained on screen for
500ms before being replaced with a blank screen for 1750ms. In trials with SOA
1000ms, the S1 stimulus was presented first and 1000ms after auditory onset the
S2 stimulus was displayed for 500ms, with a blank screen displayed afterwards
for 1750ms. Experimental trials were presented with exactly the same structure.
Participants were instructed to respond to the auditory stimulus with a button
press before naming the picture.
Participants took a break between each new task of the experiment, and were
given two breaks (one after 90 trials and the other after 180 trials) during the dualtask trials. In the middle of the experiment, participants were encouraged to
have a longer break and to leave the testing booth. The experimenter controlled
when the participant would start the next block of the experiment. After the
experiment, participants were fully debriefed. The entire testing session took
approximately 75 minutes.
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Results
Pre-processing and analysis
Data were checked for errors. A trial contained an error if the wrong button was
pressed for the tone/syllable, if there were any hesitations or disfluencies in the
speech recording, if the picture name was incorrect, or if participants named the
picture before pressing the button. Any participant who made more than 20%
errors in either the single or the dual-task was removed. 4 participants were
removed from the dataset for having extremely long RTs in the single task (N = 1),
not following task instructions (N = 1), or having more than 20% errors in picture
naming trials (N = 2). This left analysable datasets from 32 participants.
The first 30 trials of the single task were removed as practice trials before error
checking. Incorrect responses and RTs shorter than 200ms were removed (N
= 45, 2.3%). For the dual-task, button press RTs were automatically measured
by the experimental software. Speech latencies were manually measured using
Praat (Boersma, 2002) for each trial. Before error checking, warm-up trials and
any trials with an RT of less than 200ms were removed. 8.2% (N = 1386) of all
dual-task trials were removed as errors.
Data were analysed with linear mixed effects models (lme4 package; Bates et
al., 2015) using R (R Core Team, 2017). The maximal random structure that would
lead to convergence (after adjusting simulation runs and the optimiser) is presented (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). All RTs were log-transformed (base
10) prior to analysis to reduce skew, continuous variables were centred and categorical variables were sum-to-zero contrast coded. Error data were analysed
with a binomial logit mixed model, and with the control variable trial centred
and scaled. The same models were also run on the raw RT data to confirm that
effects were not masked by the log-transformation. Results from these models are presented in the Supplementary Materials (section 7). All raw RT models
found the same pattern of results. We took |t| greater than 2 to be our marker of
significance. 95% confidence intervals are reported, calculated using the ’profile’
option in the confint.merMod function in lme4. All post-hoc tests were carried
out with the lsmeans package (Lenth, 2016).
Experiment 1: Single identification task
For the single identification task, mean RTs to the tones were 410ms (SD = 125ms),
and mean RTs to the syllables were 450ms (SD = 137ms). The difference between
conditions was not predicted as explained in Materials (section 2.1.2).
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A linear mixed effect model with log RT as the dependent variable, S1 type as an
experimental fixed effect, and fixed control effects of block order (was the tone
or syllable block carried out first), trial, and a block order by S1 type interaction
was modelled. The random effects structure included a random intercept by
participant and random slope of S1 type by participant.
For the fixed control effects, we found an effect of trial (estimate = -0.0006,
SE = 0.0002, t = -3.2, CI [-0.001 -0.0003]) as participants sped up through the
block. The main effect of block order was not significant (t < 1) but the block
order by S1 type interaction was significant (estimate = 0.017, SE = 0.007, t = 2.58,
CI [0.004 0.03]). This was driven by the fact that participants who carried out
the syllable identification block before the tone identification block had a 78ms
difference between single task RTs (Msyllable = 462ms (SD = 125ms), Mtone = 384ms
(SD = 108ms)), whereas participants with the reverse order had only a 7ms difference between RTs (Mtone = 433ms (SD = 155ms), Msyllable = 440ms (SD = 135ms)).
We also found a main effect of S1 type (estimate = 0.023, SE = 0.007, t = 3.44, CI
[0.01 0.036]), indicating that responses to syllables were slower than to tones,
even when controlling for the block order effect.
A linear mixed effects model of the error data (2.3% of the data; 1.7% in syllable identification and 3.1% in tone identification) was conducted with the same
model structure as for the RT data. We found no significant effects (all z’s < 2, all
p’s > .1).
Experiment 1: Task 1 RTs - tone/syllable identification
Figure 5.2 shows the mean RTs for task 1 by S1 type and SOA in the dual-task. At
SOA 0ms, syllables were responded to 54ms slower than tones. At SOA 1000ms,
syllables were responded to 38ms slower than tones.
A linear mixed effects model run on the task 1 data included log transformed
RT as the dependent variable. Fixed control predictors included trial, block order, and a block order by S1 type interaction. The fixed experimental predictors
were SOA, S1 type, relatedness (related or unrelated distractor word), and a S1
type by SOA interaction. The random effects structure included random intercepts by participant and item, and random slopes of SOA, S1 type and relatedness
by participant.
We found no effect of block order or significant block order by S1 type interaction (both t’s < 2). There was a significant effect of trial such that participants
sped up within each block (estimate = -1.52e-04, SE = 1.31e-05, t = -11.62, CI [0.0002 -0.0001]). There was no main effect of relatedness (estimate = 2.5e-04,
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Figure 5.2: Experiment 1: Task 1 RTs (in ms) by SOA and S1 type. Error bars are
standard errors and are calculated within-participant. Note that the
y-axis does not begin at zero.
SE = 1.03e-03, t = 0.24, CI [-0.002 0.002]). There was a significant effect of S1
type (estimate = 1.49e-02, SE = 4.42e-03, t = 3.36, CI [0.006 0.024]), such that participants responded more slowly to syllables than tones. There was no effect of
SOA (estimate = 7.09e-03, SE = 4.81e-03, t = 1.47, CI [-0.002 0.017]), meaning that
participants responded equally fast at both 0ms and 1000ms, and no significant
S1 type by SOA interaction (estimate = 1.78e-03, SE = 9.87e-04, t = 1.8, CI [-0.0002
0.004]), indicating that the RT difference between syllables and tones was of the
same magnitude at both SOAs.
2.6% of the data were task 1 errors. The error counts are presented in Table
5.1. A linear mixed effects model of this error data was conducted with the same
model structure as for the RT data except with no S1 type random slope. There
was an effect of trial (estimate = 0.08, SE = 0.04, z = 2.22, p = .03), as participants
made more errors as the experiment went on. There was an effect of relatedness
(estimate = -0.19, SE = 0.05, z = -3.77, p < .001), as participants made more errors
in the related condition than the unrelated condition. There were also significant interactions between S1 type and block order (estimate = -0.12, SE = 0.06, z
= -2.2, p = .03) and S1 type and SOA (estimate = -0.1, SE = 0.04, z = -2.53, p = .01).
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The first interaction arose because there was no difference in error proportions
in the order syllable-tone (z = 0.8, p = .42), but more errors in syllable identification than tone identification in the order tone-syllable (z = -2.08, p = .04). There
was a higher proportion of errors at SOA 0ms in the syllable compared to the
tone condition (z = -2.16, p = .03), whereas the proportion of errors by S1 type at
SOA 1000ms was similar (z = 0.53, p = .6). These results parallel those found in
the RT analysis. There was no evidence for a speed-accuracy trade off as higher
numbers of errors were made in the conditions which have the slowest RTs.
Table 5.1: Experiment 1: Error proportions in task 1 RTs by S1 type, SOA and relatedness.
S1 syllable
S1 tone
SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms
Related
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.06
Unrelated 0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05

Experiment 1: Task 2 latencies - picture naming
Figure 5.3 shows the mean latencies for task 2 by S1 type, SOA and relatedness
in the dual-task. The descriptive relatedness effect at SOA 0ms with S1 syllables
was 36ms and with S1 tones was 29ms. At SOA 1000ms the effect with S1 syllables
was 19ms and with S1 tones was 22ms.
A linear mixed effects model included log-transformed task 2 latencies as the
dependent variable. Fixed control predictors included trial, block order, logtransformed task 1 RTs and a block order by S1 type interaction. Log-transformed
task 1 RTs were included as a control predictor. Because participants were explicitly instructed to respond to task 2 after task 1, and we measure longer RTs
to task 1 syllable identification at SOA 0ms than tone identification, we would
expect that task 2 naming latencies would also be longer at SOA 0ms with S1
syllables than S1 tones. We thus included task 1 RTs as a control predictor. The
fixed experimental predictors were SOA, S1 type, relatedness, and all interactions. The random effects structure included random intercepts by participant
and item, random slopes of SOA, S1 type and relatedness by participant, and random slopes of SOA and S1 type by item.
All control predictors were significant: trial (estimate = -6.41e-05, SE = 7.71e06, t = -8.32, CI [-7.9e-05 -4.9e-05]), log-transformed task 1 RTs (estimate = 0.28,
SE = 4.73e-03, t = 58.57, CI [0.27 0.29]), block order (estimate = 1e-02, SE = 4.46e03, t = 2.25, CI [0.001 0.02]), and block order by S1 type interaction (estimate =
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Figure 5.3: Experiment 1: Task 2 mean latencies (in ms) by SOA, S1 type and relatedness. Error bars are standard errors and are calculated withinparticipant. Note that the y-axis does not begin at zero.
3.32e-03, SE = 1.43e-03, t = 2.33, CI [4.6e-04 6.2e-03]). As with the single task RT
analysis, participants who began the experiment with the tone block had similar
naming latencies regardless of S1, whereas participants who began with the syllable block were slower to name pictures with S1 as syllables compared to tones.
As the order of blocks was a between-participant variable and due to counterbalancing, this difference was likely due to variation in participants. Importantly,
including this predictor as a control means that our experimental variables of interest can be interpreted over and above any counterbalancing effects.
The experimental predictor S1 type was not significant (t < 1), meaning that
naming latencies were similar regardless of S1 type. The predictors SOA (estimate = 8.79e-02, SE = 4.33e-03, t = 20.29, CI [0.079 0.096]) and relatedness
(estimate = 5.19e-03, SE = 7.98e-04, t = 6.5, CI [0.004 0.007]) were significant.
Participants were significantly slower at SOA 0ms than SOA 1000ms, and participants were significantly slower naming in the related condition compared
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to the unrelated condition. The interaction between S1 type and SOA was significant (estimate = 5.53e-03, SE = 5.78e-04, t = 9.57, CI [0.004 0.007]). At 0ms
latencies with S1 syllables were slower than with S1 tones, with a smaller difference at SOA 1000ms. The SOA by relatedness interaction and relatedness by S1
type interaction did not reach significance, indicating that the relatedness effect
was not different between SOAs, and the relatedness effect did not differ by S1
type. The three-way interaction also did not reach significance (all t’s < 1).
4.4% of the data were analysable task 2 errors, presented in Table 5.2. This excluded unanalysable errors, such as trials with sneezing, yawning, or coughing.
A mixed effects model of the analysable error data was conducted with a similar
model structure as for the latency data, but without log-transformed task 1 RTs,
and with a random slope of relatedness by item. There was a main effect of trial
(estimate = 0.14, SE = 0.04, z = 3.62, p < .001) as participants made more errors
as the experiment progressed, and a significant interaction between S1 type and
block order (estimate = -0.13, SE = 0.06, z = -2.39, p = .02). There was also a main
effect of relatedness (estimate = -0.24, SE = 0.06, z = -3.88, p < .001), as participants made more errors in the related condition than the unrelated condition.
The interaction between S1 type and SOA was also significant (estimate = -0.11,
SE = 0.04, z = -2.71, p = .007). With S1 syllables, there was no difference in errors
made at SOA 0ms compared to SOA 1000ms (z = -0.55, p = .58). With S1 tones,
more errors were made at SOA 1000ms than SOA 0ms (z = 2.27, p = .02). Thus,
there is some evidence for a speed-accuracy trade-off, but only with S1 tones.
Table 5.2: Experiment 1: Error proportions in task 2 latencies by S1 type, SOA and
relatedness.
S1 syllable
S1 tone
SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms
Related
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.06
Unrelated 0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04

Discussion
In this experiment we replicated the key findings of the PRP experiment reported
by Piai et al. (2014; see also Schnur & Martin, 2012): We found additive effects of
SOA and relatedness on picture naming latencies. In other words, we saw semantic interference effects of equal size at both SOAs. This shows that participants first selected the response to S1 and then selected the name of the picture
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(see Figure 5.1). Importantly, this held for both types of S1, tones and syllables.
Thus, the type of S1 did not affect how the participants coordinated the response
selection processes for the two stimuli with each other. This is important as it
indicates that a key finding of dual-task experiments using tones as S1 was replicated with syllables as S1.
For task 1 (syllable or tone identification), we observed longer RTs to syllables
than to tones. This may be due to the syllables being harder to identify than the
tones, or, as suggested in the Introduction, due to interference from concurrent
picture processing. While we cannot rule out the latter explanation, the former
seems more plausible for two reasons. Firstly, in the single identification task,
RTs were longer for syllables than tones. This effect was unexpected as a pre-test
and previous use of the stimuli had shown no RT difference between these tones
and syllables. Secondly, in the analysis of task 1 RTs, the interaction between S1
type and SOA was not significant. Yet, an interference effect from picture naming
onto identification should only be observed if the two tasks were carried out in
parallel (at the 0ms SOA), and not if they were performed in sequence (at the
1000ms SOA). Thus, it appears that the participants found the syllables harder to
identify than the tones.
For task 2 (picture naming), we found an interaction of S1 type and SOA. Naming latencies were longer in the syllable condition than in the tone condition at
the 0ms SOA, but not at the 1000ms SOA. Note that in the analysis of picture
naming latencies the effect of identification RT was controlled for. Thus, the
interaction was not a direct consequence of the longer identification RTs for syllables discussed above. The interaction indicates that concurrent responding to
a syllable interfered more with the naming task than concurrent responding to a
tone. Thus, we observed cross-talk between similar tasks, as reported in earlier
dual-task studies (e.g., Hommel, 1998; Lien et al., 2007; Logan & Schulkind, 2000;
Paucke et al., 2015). We return to the implications of this finding in the General
Discussion.

Experiment 2: Task choice paradigm
Experiment 1 showed that participants postponed lexical selection until after response selection for task 1. This is consistent with the view that in dual-task
paradigms participants generally prefer to execute response selection processes
in sequence rather than in parallel. Theories of dual-task performance commonly assume that the selection stage for a task, where stringent capacity re-
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strictions apply, is preceded by a pre-selection stage, during which multiple cognitive processes can run in parallel (Pashler, 1994; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003). A
number of studies, using the task choice (TC) paradigm described below, have
investigated whether lexical selection for a picture name could occur during the
pre-selection stage for a non-linguistic stimulus. In Experiments 2 and 3 we
used the same paradigm to study whether lexical selection could occur during
the early processing of a tone and a syllable.
The TC study that is most relevant to the present research was conducted by
Piai, Roelofs, and Schriefers (2015), (see also Janssen, Schirm, Mahon, & Caramazza, 2008; Mädebach, Oppermann, Hantsch, Curda, & Jescheniak, 2011). In
this study, the same pictures but tones with different frequencies were used as
in Experiment 1 reported above. Tones and pictures were presented with SOAs
of 0ms and 1000ms (Experiment 1) or with SOAs of 0ms and 350ms (Experiment
2). No overt response to the tone was required. Instead the tone instructed the
participant to name the picture or read aloud the distractor word. As Piai et al.
(2011) pointed out, in this task participants could carry out some preparation for
both verbal responses, but had to suspend these processes at some point and
make the task decision (to read aloud the word or name the picture). They proposed that a good suspension point would be just before the initiation of word
form retrieval. This is because word form retrieval for picture naming and for
reading aloud requires processing capacity and cannot be easily combined with
the task decision (Piai et al., 2011, 2015). Thus, planning processes for the picture name would be suspended after lexical selection. If processing the tone
and making the task decision take more time than preparing the picture name
up to lexical selection, the semantic interference effect should be absorbed into
the cognitive slack created by slower task decision processes. Consequently, the
effect should be absent at the 0ms SOA. In contrast, it should be present at the
later SOAs, where the task decision precedes lexical selection. This was exactly
the pattern Piai et al. (2015) observed: Semantic interference effects were seen
at late SOAs but not at the SOA of 0ms. This indicates that lexical selection was
combined with the pre-selection processes for the tones .
In Experiment 2 we used the TC paradigm with the same materials as in Experiment 1. The aim was to establish whether we would replicate the pattern
seen in the TC experiment by Piai et al. (2015) when S1 were tones, and whether
this pattern would also be observed when S1 were syllables. As before, a plausible hypothesis is that syllables and tones should not differ in their effects on
picture naming latencies. If this is the case, we should only observe an interac-
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tion of SOA and relatedness on the picture naming latencies, with the semantic
interference effect being absent at the 0ms SOA and present at the 1000ms SOA.
However, Experiment 1 yielded evidence for additional interference of the syllables compared to the tones with the picture naming task, and one might expect
this effect to be replicated in the TC paradigm. There should then be a main
effect of S1 type, with naming latencies being longer in the syllable than in the
tone condition. Finally, because of the additional interference arising in the linguistic condition, participants might choose to schedule the processing of the
stimuli differently in the linguistic and non-linguistic condition. While processing may overlap in the tone condition, task choice and lexical selection might
occur in sequence in the syllable condition. In the latter case, there would be no
slack to absorb the semantic interference effect. Consequently, there should be
a three-way interaction, due to additive effects of SOA and relatedness when S1
are syllables, and an interaction of SOA and relatedness when they are tones.
For the word reading task, we did not expect to find a semantic interference
effect or an effect of S1 (Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984; Piai et al., 2015) since in
adults word reading is highly automatised and rather immune to distractor effects. Note that in the TC paradigm there are no task 1 RTs to record.

Methodology
Participants
38 participants (M = 22.6 years, SD = 2.4, 31 female) were recruited from the Max
Planck Participant Database. All self-reported as right-handed, with no language,
sight, or hearing disorders. Participants were paid e12 for participation, and were
given sweets to motivate them to stay on task. The experiment was granted ethical approval by the Radboud University Social Sciences ethics committee in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Materials & Apparatus
The same materials and apparatus were used as in Experiment 1.
Design
The design was the same as Experiment 1, except where indicated. Participants
did not carry out any single task identification trials. For the task choice trials,
participants were instructed to name the picture if they heard the low tone/’aak’
syllable, and read the word if they heard the high tone/’iek’ syllable.
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One additional constraint was used in generating each participant’s input list:
there were a minimum of four items between the repetition of any spoken item
(either the picture name or the distractor word, depending on what participants
should have said on that particular trial).
Procedure
The experimental procedure was identical to Experiment 1 except where indicated. Participants began the experiment with the same picture familiarisation
phase as in Experiment 1. Participants then practised the task choice task. Participants first named the picture (with a distractor word present) for four trials,
then read the word aloud for two trials, before then being familiarised with the
tones/syllables and carrying out 24 practice task choice trials. Written reminders
of the tone/syllable mappings were on the table in front of the participants.

Results
Pre-processing and analysis
Data were checked for errors in the same way and with the same error criteria
as in Experiment 1. Four participants were removed because they did not follow task instructions (N = 1), or had more than 20% errors (N = 3), resulting in
analysable datasets from 34 participants. Speech latencies were pre-processed
in the same way as Experiment 1. 6.4% (N = 1119) of the data were removed due
to errors. Latencies and errors were analysed in the same way as Experiment 1.
Experiment 2: Naming latencies
Figure 5.4 shows the mean naming latencies by S1 type, SOA, and relatedness.
The descriptive relatedness effect at SOA 0ms with S1 syllables was 34ms and
with S1 tones was -1ms. At SOA 1000ms the effect with S1 syllables was 27ms
and with S1 tones was 5ms.
A linear mixed effects model included log transformed naming latencies as
the dependent variable. Fixed control predictors included trial and block order.
The fixed experimental predictors were SOA, S1 type, relatedness, and all interactions. The random effects structure included random intercepts by participant
and item, and random slopes of SOA, S1 type and relatedness by participant and
item.
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Figure 5.4: Experiment 2: Mean naming latencies (in ms) by S1 type, SOA and relatedness. Error bars are standard errors and are calculated withinparticipant. Note that the y-axis does not begin at zero.
For the control predictors, the effect of trial just failed to reach significance
(estimate = -2.67e-05, SE = 1.36e-05, t = -1.97, CI [-5.3e-05 -8.8e-07]). We found
no main effect of block order (t < 2).
For the experimental predictors, we found a main effect of SOA (estimate =
6.79e-02, SE = 2.58e-03, t = 26.31, CI [0.063 0.073]) as responses at 0ms were
slower than at 1000ms, a main effect of relatedness (estimate = 3.82e-03, SE
= 1.32e-03, t = 2.9, CI [0.001 0.006]) as latencies in the related condition were
slower than in the unrelated condition, and no main effect of S1 type (estimate
= 4.1e-03, SE = 2.47e-03, t = 1.66, CI [-0.0008 0.009]). The interaction between
SOA and S1 type was significant (estimate = 6.56e-03, SE = 1.02e-03, t = 6.46, CI
[0.005 0.009]), driven by the fact that at 0ms, latencies with S1 syllables were
60ms slower than with S1 tones (Msyllable = 1154ms, Mtone = 1094ms; t(49.5) = 4, p <
.001), whereas at 1000ms latencies were more similar (11ms difference; Msyllable
= 807ms, Mtone = 818ms; t(50.4) = -0.9, p = .36). Relatedness and S1 type also inter-
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acted (estimate = 2.85e-03, SE = 1.02e-03, t = 2.8, CI [0.0009 0.005]), demonstrating that the relatedness effect with S1 syllables was significantly larger (t(64.03) =
4, p < .001) than with S1 tones (t(62.47) = 0.59, p = .56). SOA and relatedness did
not interact (t < 1), meaning that the semantic interference effect was the same
size at both SOAs. The three-way interaction also did not reach significance (t <
1).
8.4% of the naming data were analysable naming task errors, presented in Table 5.3. A mixed effects model of the error data was conducted with a similar
model structure as for the naming latency data, but included a random slope of
SOA by item. There was a main effect of SOA (estimate = 0.19, SE = 0.05, z = 4.04,
p < .001), as participants made more errors at SOA 1000ms than at SOA 0ms.
There was a main effect of relatedness (estimate = -0.15, SE = 0.06, z = -2.26, p
= 0.02), as more errors were made in the related than the unrelated condition.
There was main effect of S1 type (estimate = -0.15, SE = 0.05, z = -2.87, p = .004),
as more errors were made with S1 syllables than S1 tones. The interaction between SOA and S1 type was significant (estimate = -0.09, SE = 0.04, z = -2.12, p =
.03), as there were more errors with S1 syllables at SOA 0ms than with S1 tones
(z = -3.28, p = .001), with similar error proportions at SOA 1000ms (z = -1.09, p =
.27). The error data is in line with the latency data, and there is no evidence for a
speed-accuracy trade-off.
Table 5.3: Experiment 2: Error proportions in naming latencies by S1 type, SOA
and relatedness.
S1 syllable
S1 tone
SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms
Related
0.09
0.1
0.06
0.11
Unrelated 0.07
0.09
0.06
0.08

Experiment 2: Reading latencies
Figure 5.5 shows the mean reading latencies by S1 type, SOA, and relatedness.
The descriptive relatedness effect at SOA 0ms with S1 syllables was -2ms and
with S1 tones was -2ms. At SOA 1000ms the effect with S1 syllables was -3ms
and with S1 tones was -8ms.
A linear mixed effects model included log transformed reading latencies as
the dependent variable. Fixed control predictors included trial and block order. The fixed experimental predictors were SOA, S1 type, relatedness, and all
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Figure 5.5: Experiment 2: Mean reading latencies (in ms) by S1 type, SOA and relatedness. Error bars are standard errors and are calculated withinparticipant. Note that the y-axis does not begin at zero.
interactions. The random effects structure included random intercepts by participant and item, random slopes of SOA and S1 type by participant and item, and
a random slope of relatedness by participant.
We found no main effects of trial or block order (both t’s < 1). There was a
significant effect of SOA (estimate = 0.11, SE = 3.06e-03, t = 36.01, CI [0.104 0.116]),
as latencies were longer at SOA 0ms than at SOA 1000ms, and a significant effect
of S1 type (estimate = 7.12e-03, SE = 2.57e-03, t = 2.77, CI [0.002 0.012]), as latencies
were longer with S1 syllables compared to S1 tones. There was no main effect of
relatedness (t < 2). The only interaction to reach significance was the SOA by
S1 type interaction (estimate = 7.31e-03, SE = 1.03e-04, t = 7.09, CI [0.005 0.093];
all other interactions t < 1). This was because reading latencies at 0ms with S1
syllables were 65ms longer than with S1 tones (Msyllable =1004ms, Mtone = 939ms;
t(44.81) = 5.23, p < .0001), whereas at 1000ms the latencies were roughly equal
(Msyllable = 584ms, Mtone = 588ms; t(44.78) = -0.07, p = .95).
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2.4% of the reading data were analysable errors, presented in Table 5.4. A
mixed effects model of the error data was conducted with a similar model structure as for the reading latency data, but with no random slope of SOA by participant, and no random slopes by item. There were no significant effects.
Table 5.4: Experiment 2: Error proportions in reading latencies by S1 type, SOA
and relatedness.
S1 syllable
S1 tone
SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms
Related
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03
Unrelated 0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

Discussion
For the picture naming latencies, we obtained a main effect of SOA, indicating
that the participants named the pictures faster when the cue to do so preceded
rather than coincided with picture onset. There was also a main effect of relatedness, showing that related distractor words interfered more with picture
naming than unrelated ones. Importantly, these effects did not interact. Thus,
there was no evidence that at the 0ms SOA, the interference effect was absorbed
by the cognitive slack created by the response choice task. This may mean that
the response choice task was made too fast to create sufficient slack. Alternatively, it may mean that the participants scheduled the tasks differently: Instead
of selecting the picture name before making the task choice, as Piai et al. (2015)
proposed, participants first selected the task and then proceeded to select the
picture name.
There was no triple interaction of SOA, relatedness and S1 type, indicating that
the way the response choice task and picture naming were coordinated was not
affected by the linguistic or non-linguistic nature of S1. We did, however, find
an interaction of S1 type with SOA, showing that at the SOA of 0ms, but not at
the SOA of 1000ms, syllables interfered more with picture naming than tones.
The same pattern had also been observed in Experiment 1. This interaction was
also seen for the reading times, along with a main effect of SOA. Thus, both tasks
- picture naming and reading - were hindered more by the presentation of the
syllables compared to the tones.
While these results form a coherent pattern, suggesting sequential processing
of the two stimuli and little influence of S1 type on the processing strategy, there
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was one important unexpected finding, namely the interaction of relatedness
and S1 type. As Figure 5.4 shows, the semantic interference effect was obtained
at both SOAs when S1 was a syllable, but it was not seen at either SOA when S1
was a tone. While the absence of a distractor effect at the 0ms SOA is consistent
with the results obtained by Piai et al. (2015), its absence at the 1000ms SOA is
surprising and complicates the interpretation of the remaining findings of this
experiment. This is because effects at the 0ms SOA are interpreted by comparison with ‘baseline’ effects at the 1000ms SOA.
Our TC experiment differed from the experiments by Piai et al. (2015) in a number of ways. One potentially important difference is that we varied SOA within
blocks (as in our Experiment 1), whereas Piai et al. (2015) used a blocked design.
We opted for within-block variation of SOA because our experiments featured
an additional variable, S1 type, which was varied between blocks. Both within
and between-block manipulations of SOA have been used in earlier TC studies
(for within-block manipulations see Besner & Care, 2003; Besner & Risko, 2005;
O’Malley & Besner, 2011; Paulitzki, Risko, O’Malley, Stolz, & Besner, 2009; Risko &
Besner, 2008; for between-block (but also between-participant) manipulations
see Janssen et al., 2008; Mädebach, Oppermann, et al., 2011; Piai et al., 2011). From
this literature it is not obvious how this design choice would affect the strength
of the semantic interference effect. However, in order to facilitate the comparison of the present results to those obtained by Piai et al. (2015), we conducted
an additional experiment varying SOA between rather than within blocks.

Experiment 3: Blocked task choice paradigm
Experiment 3 was the same in design and materials to Experiment 2 except that
SOA was blocked rather than variable.

Methodology
Participants
38 participants (M = 21 years, SD = 2.9, 30 female) were recruited from the Max
Planck Participant Database. All self-reported as right-handed, with no language,
sight, or hearing disorders. Participants were paid e12 for participation, and were
given sweets to motivate them to stay on task. The experiment was granted ethical approval by the Radboud University Social Sciences ethics committee in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
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Materials, Apparatus & Procedure
The same materials, apparatus, and procedure were used as in Experiment 2.
Design
The design was the same as for Experiment 2, except that SOA was blocked. Block
order was counterbalanced such that a participant would either carry out blocks
in the order 0ms - 1000ms, or 1000ms - 0ms. The same block order was used
for both S1 types (e.g., participant 1 carried out the S1 syllable 0ms block, then the
S1 syllable 1000ms block, then the S1 tone 0ms block, then the S1 tone 1000ms
block).

Results
Pre-processing and analysis
Data were checked for errors in the same way and with the same error criteria
as in Experiments 1 and 2. One participant was removed (more than 20% errors),
leaving analysable datasets from 37 participants. Speech latencies were also preprocessed in the same way. 6.5% (N = 1231) data was removed due to errors. Data
were analysed and are presented in the same way as Experiment 2.
Experiment 3: Naming latencies
Naming latencies for Experiment 3 are presented in Figure 5.6. At SOA 0ms,
there was a descriptive interference effect of 20ms with S1 syllables and of 18ms
in with S1 tones. At SOA 1000ms, there was a descriptive interference effect of
24ms with S1 syllables and of 15ms with S1 tones.
A linear mixed effects model included log transformed naming latencies as
the dependent variable. Fixed control predictors included trial and block order. The fixed experimental predictors were SOA, S1 type, relatedness, and all
interactions. The random effects structure included random intercepts by participant and item, random slopes of S1 type and relatedness by participant and
item, and a random slope of SOA by participant.
For the control predictors trial and order, there were no significant main effects (t < 2). For the experimental predictors, we found main effects of SOA (estimate = 5.24e-02, SE = 3.1e-03, t = 16.9, CI [0.046 0.058]), as latencies were longer at
SOA 0ms than SOA 1000ms, and relatedness (estimate = 4.77e-03, SE = 1.64e-03,
t = 2.9, CI [0.002 0.008]), as latencies were longer in the related condition than
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Figure 5.6: Experiment 3: Mean naming latencies (in ms) by S1 type, SOA and
relatedness. Error bars are standard error and are calculated withinparticipant. Note that the y-axis does not begin at zero.
the unrelated condition. There was no effect of S1 type (estimate = 3.39e-03, SE =
2.6e-03, t = 1.3, CI [-0.002 0.009]), meaning that latencies were similar regardless
of S1 type. The interaction between S1 type and SOA was significant (estimate =
3.15e-03, SE = 9.7e-04, t = 3.2, CI [0.001 0.005]), driven by the fact that at SOA
0ms, latencies with S1 syllables were 33ms slower than latencies with S1 tones
(Msyllable = 1076ms, Mtone = 1043ms; t(48.39) = 2.35, p = .02), whereas at SOA 1000ms
the difference was smaller at 2ms (Msyllable = 833ms, Mtone = 831ms; t(47.86) = 0.08,
p = .93). All other interactions were not significant (t < 1). The lack of significant
interactions involving relatedness indicates that the relatedness effect did not
vary by S1 type or by SOA.
5.6% of the naming data were analysable errors, presented in Table 5.5. A
mixed effects model of the error data was conducted with a similar model structure as for the naming latency data, but with no random slopes by item. There
was a main effect of SOA (estimate = -0.21, SE = 0.07, z = -3, p = .003), as there
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were more errors at SOA 0ms than SOA 1000ms. There was a main effect of S1
type (estimate = =0.16, SE = 0.08, z = -2.18, p = .03), as there were more errors with
S1 syllables. The interaction between SOA and S1 type was significant (estimate =
-0.13, SE = 0.05, z = -2.55, p = .01), as there were more errors with S1 syllables than
S1 tones at SOA 0ms (z = -3.15, p = .002), whereas the difference at SOA 1000ms
was much smaller (z = -0.41, p = .68). There is no evidence for a speed-accuracy
trade-off.
Table 5.5: Experiment 3: Error proportions in naming latencies by S1 type, SOA
and relatedness.
S1 syllable
S1 tone
SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms
Related
0.1
0.05
0.06
0.05
Unrelated 0.07
0.04
0.04
0.05

Experiment 3: Reading latencies
Reading latencies are presented in Figure 5.7. At SOA 0ms, there was a descriptive interference effect of 5ms with S1 syllables and of 5ms with S1 tones. At SOA
1000ms, there was a descriptive interference effect of 5ms with S1 syllables and
of -5ms with S1 tones.
A linear mixed effects model included log transformed reading latencies as
the dependent variable. Fixed control predictors included trial and block order.
The fixed experimental predictors were SOA, S1 type, relatedness, and all interactions. The random effects structure included random intercepts by participant
and item, and random slopes of SOA, S1 type and relatedness by participant and
item.
For the control predictors, there was a main effect of trial (estimate = 5.92e05, SE = 2.63e-05, t = 2.26, CI [7.75e-06 1.11e-04]), as participants slowed down
within each block of the experiment. There was no effect of block order (t < 1).
For the experimental predictors, we found a main effect of SOA (9.34e-02, SE =
3.83e-03, t = 24.38, CI [0.086 0.1]), as participants read aloud faster at the 1000ms
SOA than the 0ms SOA. There were no main effects of S1 type or relatedness (t’s
< 2). None of the interactions reached significance (all t’s < 2).
1.9% of the reading data were analysable errors, presented in Table 5.6. A mixed
effects model of the error data was conducted with a similar model structure as
for the reading latency data, but with no random slopes of SOA or relatedness by
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Figure 5.7: Experiment 3: Mean reading latencies (in ms) by S1 type, SOA and relatedness. Error bars are standard error and are calculated withinparticipant. Note that the y-axis does not begin at zero.
participant or by item. There was a main effect of trial (estimate = 0.24, SE = 0.08,
z = 3.19, p = .001) as participants made more errors as the experiment went on.
There was a main effect of SOA (estimate = -0.36, SE = 0.08, z = -4.45, p < .001), as
there were more errors at SOA 0ms than at SOA 1000ms. No other effects were
significant. There is no evidence for a speed-accuracy trade-off.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 largely correspond to those of Experiment 2. For the
picture naming latencies, we obtained the expected effects of SOA and relatedness, with picture naming being faster at the 1000ms than the 0ms SOA, and
faster with an unrelated distractor compared to related distractor. These effects
did not interact, which, as explained above, may either indicate that at the 0ms
SOA the processing of the auditory stimulus did not create enough slack to ab-
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Table 5.6: Experiment 3: Error proportions in reading latencies by S1 type, SOA
and relatedness.
S1 syllable
S1 tone
SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms SOA 0ms
SOA 1000ms
Related
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.01
Unrelated 0.03
0.01
0.02
0.02

sorb the semantic interference effect, or that participants strategically scheduled
lexical selection to follow, rather than precede, the choice of task. Importantly,
the interaction of relatedness and S1 type, seen in Experiment 2, was not significant. Instead, moderate semantic interference effects were seen in naming
for both S1 types and at both SOAs. As before, S1 type interacted with SOA, with
syllables interfering more with picture naming than tones, but only at the short
SOA.
For the reading latencies, we only observed the expected main effect of SOA,
with reading times being shorter at the 0ms SOA than at the 1000ms SOA. Thus,
both responses, picture naming and word reading, were initiated faster when
the cue preceded the picture compared to when it occurred at the same time,
as one would expect. The S1 type effect on reading RTs at the 0ms SOA, seen in
Experiment 2, was not replicated.

Bayesian analysis of RTs
Given the inconsistency of the patterns of results obtained in our experiments
and the TC experiment reported by Piai et al. (2015), we explored whether the
experiments were adequately powered to draw conclusions regarding the presence or absence of the semantic interference effect. If lexical selection occurred
in parallel with the processing of S1, most participants should show negligible
semantic interference effects. We considered effects (absolute response time
differences between the related and unrelated condition) of |10|ms to be negligible. Most published semantic interference experiments obtained effect sizes
of at least 20 ms (Ayora et al., 2011; Damian & Martin, 1999; V. S. Ferreira & Pashler, 2002; Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984; Piai et al., 2011, 2014; Schnur & Martin, 2012;
Schriefers et al., 1990), and in the present experiments, the smallest significant
interference effect was 15ms. Thus, a 10ms band seemed a good range for negligible effects.
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The panels in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 display the semantic interference effect by participant at SOA 0ms in each experiment. The black dotted lines at
zero make it easier to see positive and negative effects. The grey band spans
10ms to -10ms to show which effects fall within this negligible band. In the top
row of Figure 5.8, showing the results of Experiment 1, most participants have
positive semantic interference effects with both S1 types. In the middle row (Experiment 2), with S1 syllables (left middle figure), the interference effects are still
largely positive, but there is a wider distribution than in Experiment 1. With S1
tones (middle right figure), the interference effects are almost equally balanced
between positive and negative. In the bottom row (Experiment 3), with both S1
types the effect distributions are wide, but most are positive. In Experiments 1
and 2 reported in Piai et al. (2015), displayed in Figure 5.9, almost equal numbers
of participants have positive and negative interference effects. Across all experiments, very few individual semantic interference effects are in the negligible
band (8-25% of effects by experiment). Thus, from visual inspection of the effect
patterns, we conclude that there is no evidence supporting parallel processing.
We carried out a series of Bayesian paired t-tests to test whether Piai et al.
(2015) and the present experiments had enough evidence to support the presence or absence of a semantic interference effect. Bayesian two-tailed t-tests
carried out in R compared the related and unrelated naming latencies at each
SOA with each S1 type using the BEST package (Kruschke & Meredith, 2018), and
Bayes Factors were calculated using the BayesFactor package (Morey & Rouder,
2018). For each t-test three chains with approximately 34000 iterations per chain
were used for calculation. One chain with 34000 iterations was used for calculation of each Bayes Factor. We set a prior distribution as the log-transformed
effect size of 24ms (the average of the 16 semantic interference effects found in
the three experiments reported in this paper and the two experiments reported
in Piai et al., 2015), with a standard deviation of 8ms. When using the default
non-informative prior, the same pattern of results was found. All results are
presented in Table 5.7. The column Difference reports the difference between
conditions on the log (base 10) scale. The column 95% HDI reports the highest
density credible interval. This interval contains the 95% most plausible values of
the effect size. The column % below 0 shows the percentage of the effect sizes
which fall below zero. The % in ROPE column reports what proportion of the
data falls within a region of practical equivalence (ROPE; Kruschke, Aguinis, &
Joo, 2012). We set the region of practical equivalence to be approximately 10ms,
as displayed in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Thus, this column tells us what proportion
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Figure 5.8: Semantic interference effects (in ms) by participant in Experiments 1,
2 and 3 at the 0ms SOA only. The left column of figures (with purple
dots) plots S1 syllables in each experiment. The right column (with
blue dots) plots S1 tones. Top row = Experiment 1; middle row = Experiment 2; bottom row = Experiment 3. A dotted line is plotted at y
= 0ms for ease of interpreting positive and negative effects. The grey
band spans y = 10ms to y = -10ms and signifies the band of negligible
effects.
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Piai et al. (2015) Experiment 1: 0ms
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Figure 5.9: Semantic interference effects (in ms) by participant in Experiments 1
(left) and 2 (right) from Piai et al. (2015) at the 0ms SOA only. A dotted
line is plotted where y = 0ms for ease of interpreting positive and negative effects. The grey band spans y = 10ms to y = -10ms and signifies
the negligible band of effects.
of the difference between related and unrelated conditions is essentially negligible. The final column, BF, displays the Bayes Factor for the comparison. Following Kass and Raftery (1995) we take Bayes Factors greater than 3 as indicating
support for the alternate hypothesis, as greater than 10 providing strong support
for the alternate hypothesis, and less than 1/3 (0.334) as providing support for the
null hypothesis.
For Experiment 1 we have fairly strong support at both SOAs with both S1 types
for the presence of a semantic interference effect. With S1 tones at 0ms we
found slightly weaker support. Almost no data in this experiment fell below zero.
Additionally, almost no data fell within the ROPE, meaning that at least 97% of the
effects are larger than a negligible effect.
In Experiment 2 we found evidence for the presence of a semantic interference effect with S1 syllables at SOA 1000ms, and inconclusive evidence at SOA
0ms. However, only a small proportion of data fell below zero (less than 1%) and
only 2% of the effect fell within the negligible band. This means that the effect
is largely meaningful. For S1 tones, we found evidence supporting a null effect,
meaning that in this condition the absence of the semantic interference effect
is meaningful. The Bayes Factors for tests at the two SOAs were both lower than
0.334, supporting the null hypothesis. The HDI for both tests ranged from negative to positive, and almost 50% of the data at 0ms was below zero. Around half
of the data from both SOAs fell within the ROPE, meaning that approximately

Table 5.7: Bayesian analysis of the semantic interference effect in the experiments reported here and Piai et al. (2015). Bayes
Factors lower than 0.334 provide support for the null hypothesis. Values greater than 3 provide some evidence for the
alternate hypothesis. Values greater than 10 provide strong support for the alternate hypothesis. For values between
0.334 and 3 there is not enough evidence for either hypothesis to be supported. Exp = experiment; Difference = mean
log difference between related and unrelated conditions; HDI = highest density interval, the 95% most plausible values
of the true effect; % below 0 = the proportion of the data which falls below zero; % in ROPE = the proportion of data
that falls into a pre-defined region which we deemed a negligible effect, here this is approximately 10ms (0.003 on
the log base 10 scale); BF = Bayes Factor.
Experiment
Difference 95% HDI
% below 0 % in ROPE BF
Exp 1: S1 syllable, 0ms
0.013
0.007, 0.018
0
0
284.47
Exp 1: S1 tone, 0ms
0.009
0.003, 0.015
0.2
3
7.67
Exp 1: S1 syllable, 1000ms
0.01
0.004, 0.016
0
1
39.3
Exp 1: S1 tone, 1000ms
0.012
0.006, 0.019
0
0
60.36
Exp 2: S1 syllable, 0ms
0.013
0.003, 0.023
0.6
2
2.2
Exp 2: S1 tone, 0ms
0.0007
-0.009, 0.009
49.9
51
0.1
Exp 2: S1 syllable, 1000ms
0.015
0.006, 0.023
0.1
0
30.73
Exp 2: S1 tone, 1000ms
0.002
-0.007, 0.011
29.4
43
0.11
Exp 3: S1 syllable, 0ms
0.01
0.0007, 0.019
1.9
7
0.75
Exp 3: S1 tone, 0ms
0.009
0.0005, 0.017
1.9
8
0.94
Exp 3: S1 syllable, 1000ms
0.013
0.004, 0.023
0.3
1
4.09
Exp 3: S1 tone, 1000ms
0.008
0.0002, 0.016
2.3
9
0.7
Piai et al. (2015): Exp 1, 0ms
0.007
-0.002, 0.017
6.2
16
0.51
Piai et al. (2015): Exp 1, 1000ms
0.023
0.013, 0.034
0
0
204.56
Piai et al. (2015): Exp 2, 0ms
0.007
-0.003, 0.018
7.4
17
0.37
Piai et al. (2015): Exp 2, 350ms
0.019
0.011, 0.027
0
0
87.02
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half of the effects were within the negligible band. Therefore, we find support
for the null hypothesis.
In Experiment 3 we do not have enough evidence to support either the null
or the alternate hypothesis in either condition at the early SOAs, and at the late
SOA with S1 tones. The Bayes Factors were inconclusive, and almost 10% of the
effects fell within the negligible band. The HDIs were also very wide, estimating
a wide range of the size of the plausible effect. Only with S1 syllables at 1000ms
did we find evidence, albeit weak, of the presence of the semantic interference
effect.
In Experiments 1 and 2 reported in Piai et al. (2015) we found that at the early
SOA there was not enough evidence to support either the null or the alternate
hypothesis. In comparison with the results from Experiment 2 reported in this
paper, only a small amount of the data fell within the ROPE (16% and 17%), and
a smaller proportion fell below zero. These results suggest that the data from
Piai et al. (2015) are not strong enough to suggest that the absence of semantic
interference supports the null hypothesis4 .
In sum, Experiment 1 of the present study, which used the PRP paradigm, provided solid evidence for the presence of semantic interference at both SOAs and
regardless of whether the first stimulus was a tone or a syllable. In line with many
earlier studies, this indicates that the participants first selected the response to
the auditory stimulus and then selected the name of the picture. The remaining experiments, using the TC paradigm mostly provided solid evidence for the
presence of semantic interference at the 1000ms SOA. The only exception was
the non-linguistic condition of our Experiment 2, where we found solid evidence for the absence of such an effect. As noted above, it is not clear why the
effect was absent in this condition. More importantly, the results obtained for
the 0ms SOA are inconclusive. None of the TC studies examined here provided
convincing evidence for the presence or for the absence of a semantic interference effect at this SOA (except the non-linguistic condition in Experiment 2, but
again it is unclear why this was the case). Thus, on the basis of these data, no
general claims concerning the way participants schedule the processing of the
first and second stimuli can be made.
4

We also re-analysed Piai et al. (2015)’s data using linear mixed effects models, rather than
repeated measures ANOVAs. In this way we were able to concurrently control for participant and
item random effects. The mixed model analysis found the same pattern of results for Experiment
1 as reported in Piai et al. (2015), but did not find the same results for Experiment 2. Specifically,
we found a main effect of relatedness (t = 2.42), and no relatedness by SOA interaction (t = 1.42).
This indicates that when accounting for participant and item variation, there is evidence for a
semantic interference effect at SOA 0ms in Experiment 2.
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General discussion
The aim of this study was to examine how participants coordinated lexical selection for a picture name with the processing of a concurrent tone or syllable.
In Experiment 1, the psychological refractory period (PRP) paradigm was used to
study whether lexical selection could occur in parallel with the selection of the
response to the auditory stimulus. Experiments 2 and 3 used the task choice (TC)
paradigm to determine whether lexical selection could occur concurrently with
the processing of an auditory stimulus which determined the type of response,
either picture naming or distractor reading. Below we first focus on the results
of Experiment 1, and then turn to those of Experiments 2 and 3 and the Bayesian
analysis.
In Experiment 1, semantic interference effects were observed at both SOAs.
We interpret this pattern within the framework of dual task theories (D. E. Meyer
& Kieras, 1997; Navon & Miller, 1987; Pashler, 1994, 1998; Tombu & Jolicœur,
2003; see Figure 5.1). Pre-selection processes, i.e. visual and early conceptual
processes, occurred in parallel for the auditory stimulus and the picture. However, the selection of the response to the tone or syllable and the selection of
the picture name occurred in sequence. The semantic interference effect arose
because lexical selection took more time in the related than in the unrelated
condition. If lexical selection had occurred in parallel with the processing and
the response selection for the auditory stimulus, the interference effect would
have been absorbed into cognitive slack created by these concurrent processes.
In other words, the presence of the semantic interference effect at both SOAs
shows that lexical selection followed the selection of the response to the tone or
syllable. Our results replicate those of previous PRP studies using similar stimuli and designs (e.g., Ayora et al., 2011; Piai et al., 2011, 2014; Schnur & Martin,
2012). However, in the earlier studies the first stimulus was a tone. Here, we
have shown that the same pattern of results was obtained when the first stimulus
was a syllable. This is important because PRP research can potentially contribute
to our understanding of the way interlocutors coordinate listening and speech
planning in conversation. In order to use the paradigm in this context, we first
needed to establish whether basic findings obtained with the PRP paradigm can
be replicated when the two tasks are linguistic. Our Experiment 1 shows that this
is the case.
Additionally we found, not only in Experiment 1 but in all experiments, that at
the 0ms SOA the picture naming latencies were longer when the first stimulus
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was a syllable than when it was a tone. In the statistical analyses of the picture
naming latencies, the RTs to the tones or syllables were controlled for. Therefore,
it was not the case that lexical selection was simply initiated and completed later
because the preceding processes of response selection occurred later for syllables than for tones. At the 1000ms SOA, picture naming latencies after tones
and syllables did not differ from one another. This pattern indicates that concurrently presented syllables interfered more with picture naming than tones.
In Experiment 2 this was also true for distractor word reading. Most likely additional interference arose in the linguistic condition because the syllables, but
not the tones, activated linguistic representations that were relevant to the naming and reading task. The nature of the relevant representations and the precise
origin of this cross-talk effect need to be determined in future work. Given that
the auditory stimuli were syllables but not words of the participants’ native language, it is most likely that the implicated representations were phonological
(rather than lexical) and that the effect arose late, during the generation of the
phonological forms of the picture names. Fargier and Laganaro (2016) also conducted a dual-task study involving tone or syllable identification as task 1 and
picture naming as task 2, and likewise reported longer picture naming latencies
in the syllable than the tone condition. The EEG results obtained in this study
pointed towards a late, phonological origin of this effect. However, in Fargier
and Laganaro’s study the syllables corresponded to words of the participants’
language; hence additional interference may have occurred at the lexical level.
In the present study, the syllables were not words, but they may nevertheless
have activated word meanings through spreading activation (Gaskell & MarslenWilson, 1997, 2002). The importance of phonological and lexical interference in
dual-tasking with two linguistic tasks can now be explored in future work using
the same paradigm. Such research would importantly contribute to attaining
the goal of understanding the coordination of speaking and listening in everyday conversations.
The PRP experiment (Experiment 1) yielded robust evidence for the presence
of semantic interference effects at both SOAs, in the presence of tones as well
as syllables. Though there are some exceptions (Dell’Acqua et al., 2007), this pattern of results is in line with the findings reported in earlier studies (e.g., Piai et
al., 2014; Schnur & Martin, 2012). The majority of the evidence indicates that response selection for the auditory stimulus precedes the selection of a picture
name. The stable pattern of results seen for PRP experiments contrasts sharply
with the variable pattern seen in TC experiments compared above (Table 5.7, Ex-
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periments 2 and 3, Piai et al. (2015)’s Experiments 1 and 2). The most consistent
finding across the TC experiments was the semantic interference effect at the
1000ms SOA, though even this effect was not seen in the non-linguistic condition of our Experiment 2. By contrast the effects seen at the 0ms SOA were
highly variable and do not constitute convincing evidence for the presence or
for the absence of semantic interference. Consequently, no firm conclusions
can be drawn about the research question motivating the use of this paradigm,
namely whether lexical selection co-occurred with the early processing of the
first stimulus.
Other TC experiments assessing the presence of semantic interference have
likewise yielded inconsistent findings. Janssen et al. (2008) presented target pictures with distractor words written in blue or red ink. Depending on the ink
colour, participants read the distractor aloud or named the picture. SOAs of 0ms
and 1000ms were used, and semantic interference effects were found at both
SOAs. In contrast, Mädebach, Oppermann, et al. (2011) used the same method
and found no semantic interference effect at the 0ms SOA. Several studies (O’Malley
& Besner, 2011; Paulitzki et al., 2009) have used the TC paradigm in conjunction
with word and non-word reading tasks in order to study whether lexical and/or
prelexical processes can co-occur with the processing of the task choice cue,
and have likewise generated somewhat inconsistent findings.
It is always difficult to establish why some paradigms appear to yield more
stable results than others. With respect to the PRP and TC paradigms, the comparison made in Table 5.7 is instructive because all studies recruited participants
from the same academic community, used very similar materials and equipment, and were closely matched in number of observations. The main difference between the paradigms is obviously the task. We propose that the PRP
paradigm is likely to yield more stable results (i.e. conclusive evidence from individual studies and consistency across studies) because the participants are explicitly instructed about the order of processing the auditory and visual stimuli
and, perhaps more importantly, their speed of processing the auditory task is
monitored.
To elaborate, on each trial of our PRP experiment, participants were presented
with three stimuli: an auditory stimulus, a picture, and a distractor word. They
were explicitly instructed to respond to the auditory stimulus before naming the
picture and to ignore the distractor. These instructions held for all trials and the
participants were aware that their performance on both tasks, identification of
the auditory stimulus and picture naming, was monitored. Consequently, they
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should have been highly and consistently motivated to first prioritise processing of the auditory stimulus and then turn to the picture, ignoring the distractor
word as much as possible.
In the TC paradigm, the same stimuli were presented, but no overt response
to the auditory stimulus was required. However, this stimulus was responserelevant, as it determined how to respond to the visual stimulus, by reading the
distractor or naming the picture. Thus, the picture name and distractor word
were equally as important on each trial. Piai and colleagues (2011) discussed
how task decision and speech planning processes could be scheduled relative
to each other. As explained above, they proposed that speakers initially prepared responses to the picture and to the distractor word in parallel, but then
suspended these processes to make the task choice. Based on earlier evidence
(Reynolds & Besner, 2006; Roelofs, 2008a) they argued that a good suspension
point would be prior to word form encoding. This implies that lexical selection
for picture names occurred prior to suspension and semantic interference was
absorbed into the cognitive slack created by the task choice.
In line with Piai and colleagues’ proposal, there are two ways to schedule task
processes in the TC paradigm. One way is to make the task choice as early as
possible and then proceed with the encoding of either the word or the picture. This strategy should minimise the amount of linguistic encoding carried
out in parallel for both stimuli. If such a strategy is adopted, lexical selection for
the target picture may not have occurred before task suspension, and consequently a semantic interference effect should be measured. In contrast, if the
task choice is made slowly (creating cognitive slack), lexical selection should be
completed and no semantic interference effect should be measured. In other
words, whether or not a semantic interference effect is observed will depend on
how strongly and consistently participants strive to make an early task decision
in each trial. The same line of reasoning holds for the PRP paradigm: Task 1 only
creates sufficient cognitive slack to absorb differences in the speed of concurrent processes pertaining to task 2 when it takes long enough to complete. In the
PRP paradigm, participants are clearly instructed on how to prioritise the tasks
and performance on both tasks is monitored. In the TC paradigm participants
have to develop a processing strategy themselves and they may vary across trials
on how early they make the task decision. We suggest that the higher degree of
uniformity of the processing strategies enforced in the PRP paradigm may importantly contribute to the higher consistency of the response strategies within
and across participants and, ultimately, of the results across studies.
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For psycholinguistic research, the TC paradigm is appealing precisely because
it does not force participants to respond overtly to the stimuli they hear. This
renders the paradigm more similar to dual-tasking in conversation, where interlocutors listen to others and simultaneously prepare their utterances (Barthel
et al., 2016; Bögels et al., 2015; Levinson & Torreira, 2015). However, the dependency of the results on the participants’ variable response strategies is problematic. In future research one might aim to develop versions of the TC paradigm
addressing this issue. For instance, one could explicitly instruct participants to
prioritise processing one of the stimuli, or one could force them to attend early
to the pictorial stimulus by presenting it for a very brief period of time. In addition, one might use neurobiological indicators of the allocation of attention
to the stimuli (for review see Luck, Woodman, & Vogel, 2000) or the onset of
response selection (e.g., Lien et al., 2007).
In conclusion, this study had two goals: (1) to explore the usefulness of dualtask paradigms for research on the coordination of speaking and listening, and
(2) to examine how lexical selection for picture naming was combined with the
processing of syllables and tones. With respect to the first goal, we found that
both paradigms used here were equally as useful for syllable as for tone identification as task 1. Thus, both paradigms can be used in future psycholinguistic research, though the task choice paradigm should be adapted to increase the uniformity of the participants’ response strategies or/and to trace these strategies.
Concerning the second goal, we did not observe that syllable identification encouraged participants to alter their processing strategy dramatically compared
to tone identification. We did however find that syllables interfered more with
picture naming than tones. This might not seem too surprising, but is remarkable since only two syllables, not corresponding to words, were used and presented over many trials. One might have thought that under these circumstances
the linguistic or non-linguistic nature of the auditory stimuli would not matter
much. We found, however, that it did matter, and that the syllables consistently
interfered more with picture naming. Future dual-task work can further explore
the origin of this cross-talk effect and determine how properties of concurrent
speech comprehension affect speech planning.
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Supplementary Materials
Raw RT and latency models
Experiment 1: Task 1 identification RTs
We carried out a linear mixed effects model with raw RT as the dependent variable. Control predictors included block order, trial, and a block order by S1 type
interaction. Experimental predictors included S1 type, SOA, relatedness, and a
S1 type by SOA interaction. Random intercepts were fit by participant and item,
and there were random slopes of S1 type, SOA and relatedness by participant.
Of the control predictors, we found a significant effect of trial (estimate = -0.27,
SE = 0.02, t = -11.43), and block order by S1 type interaction (estimate = 16.05, SE =
7.49, t = 2.14). Of the experimental predictors, we found a significant effect of S1
type (estimate = 20.24, SE = 8.22, t = 2.46), as responses to syllables were longer
than to tones. We also found a significant interaction between SOA and S1 type
(estimate = 4.15, SE = 1.77, t = 2.34), as the difference between syllable and tone
RTs at SOA 0ms was larger than at SOA 1000ms. While this effect is different
to that from the log-transformed RT model, the same conclusion can be drawn:
the syllable condition was more difficult than the tone condition.
Experiment 1: Task 2 naming latencies
We carried out a linear mixed effects model with raw naming latency as the dependent variable. Control predictors included block order, trial, task 1 RTs, and
a block order by S1 type interaction. Experimental predictors included S1 type,
SOA, relatedness, and all interactions. Random intercepts were fit by participant
and item, with random slopes of S1 type, SOA and relatedness by participant, and
random slopes of SOA and S1 type by item.
Of the control predictors, trial (estimate = -0.11, SE = 0.02, t = -5.8), block order
(estimate = 18.99, SE = 8.55, t = 2.22), and task 1 RTs (estimate = 0.46, SE = 0.007, t
= 70.32) were significant. Of the experimental predictors, there was a significant
effect of SOA (estimate = 204.1, SE = 12.8, t = 15.94), as participants were slower
at SOA 0ms than at SOA 1000ms. There was a significant effect of relatedness
(estimate = 11.93, SE = 1.99, t = 5.99) as participants were slower in the related condition compared to the unrelated condition. Additionally, there was a significant
interaction between S1 type and SOA (estimate = 14.09, SE = 1.45, t = 9.73). At SOA
0ms, latencies were slower with S1 syllables compared to with S1 tones. At SOA
1000ms, the latencies were more similar. Importantly, this effect holds with the
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control predictors in the model. All conclusions are the same as when analysing
with log-transformed latencies.
Experiment 2: Naming latencies
We carried out a linear mixed effects model with raw naming latency as the dependent variable. Control predictors included block order and trial. Experimental predictors included S1 type, SOA, relatedness, and all interactions. Random
intercepts were fit by participant and item, with random slopes of S1 type, SOA
and relatedness by participant and by item.
Neither control predictor was significant. There was a main effect of SOA (estimate = 154.96, SE = 8.02, t - 19.32) as participants were slower to respond at SOA
0ms than SOA 1000ms. There was a main effect of relatedness (estimate = 8.75,
SE = 3.11, t = 2.81) as participants took longer to name in the related condition than
the unrelated condition. There was also an effect of S1 type (estimate = 12.21, SE =
5.75, t = 2.12), as participants were slower to respond with S1 syllables compared
to with S1 tones. The interaction between SOA and S1 type was significant (estimate = 17.36, SE = 2.57, t = 6.77), as participants were slower at SOA 0ms to name
with S1 syllables compared to S1 tones, whereas naming latencies were more
similar at SOA 1000ms. There was also a significant relatedness by S1 type interaction (estimate = 7.18, SE = 2.57, t = 2.8), as the relatedness effect was present
with S1 syllables (t(67.29) = 3.94, p = .0002) and absent with S1 tones (t(65.52) =
0.39, p = .7). The conclusions from these results are the same as when analysing
log-transformed latencies.
Experiment 2: Reading latencies
We carried out a linear mixed effects model with raw reading latency as the dependent variable. Control predictors included block order and trial. Experimental predictors included S1 type, SOA, relatedness, and all interactions. Random
intercepts were fit by participant and item, with random slopes of S1 type, SOA
and relatedness by participant, and SOA and S1 type by item.
Neither control predictor was significant. There was a main effect of SOA (estimate = 193.12, SE = 8.31, t = 23.23), as participants were slower to read the word
aloud at SOA 0ms than at SOA 1000ms. There was a main effect of S1 type (estimate = 15.47, SE = 4.85, t = 3.19), as responses were slower with S1 syllables compared to S1 tones. The interaction between SOA and S1 type was significant (estimate = 16.76, SE = 2.14, t = 7.84), as reading latencies were longer at SOA 0ms with
S1 syllables compared to S1 tones, whereas at SOA 1000ms latencies were much
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more similar. No other effects were significant. The results of this model are the
same as the log-transformed latency model.
Experiment 3: Naming latencies
We carried out a linear mixed effects model with raw naming latency as the dependent variable. Control predictors included block order and trial. Experimental predictors included S1 type, SOA, relatedness, and all interactions. Random
intercepts were fit by participant and item, with random slopes of S1 type, SOA
and relatedness by participant, and relatedness and S1 type by item.
Neither control predictor was significant. There was a significant effect of SOA
(estimate = 116.61, SE = 7.69, t = 15.17) as latencies at SOA 0ms were longer than
at SOA 1000ms. There was a significant effect of relatedness (estimate = 11.04,
SE = 3.63, t = 3.04), as latencies were longer in the related condition than in the
unrelated condition. The interaction between S1 type and SOA was significant
(estimate = 9.2, SE = 2.36, t = 3.89), as latencies at SOA 0ms with S1 syllables were
longer than with S1 tones, whereas at SOA 1000ms latencies were more similar.
No other effects were significant. This pattern of results is the same as when
analysing log-transformed latencies.
Experiment 3: Reading latencies
We carried out a linear mixed effects model with raw reading latency as the dependent variable. Control predictors included block order and trial. Experimental predictors included S1 type, SOA, relatedness, and all interactions. Random
intercepts were fit by participant and item, with random slopes of S1 type, SOA
and relatedness by participant and by item.
The control predictor trial was significant (estimate = 0.12, SE = 0.05, t = 2.37).
Of the experimental predictors, there was a main effect of SOA (estimate = 159.76,
SE = 8.83, t = 18.1) as participants were slower to respond at SOA 0ms than at SOA
1000ms. There was a significant interaction between S1 type and SOA (estimate
= 4.49, SE = 1.94, t = 2.31), as participants took longer to read with S1 syllables compared to with S1 tones at SOA 0ms, whereas reading latencies were more similar
between S1 types at SOA 1000ms. Aside from the interaction, which was not significant in the log-transformed model, the same pattern of results were found
when analysing log-transformed latencies. This interaction is found in all other
models as well. This interaction is most likely driven by a greater proportion of
longer latencies with S1 syllables at SOA 0ms than with S1 tones. When these
values are log-transformed, the difference between them is minimised com-
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pared to when the raw latencies are used, which is why they are not detected in
an analysis with log-transformed latencies as the dependent variable. However,
the presence or absence of this interaction here does not change our conclusions from this experiment.

6 |

Evidence of parallel and reactivated processing in
dual-tasking: An MEG study of concurrent syllable identification and picture naming

Abstract
A recent MEG study (Marti et al., 2015) of non-linguistic dual-tasking showed
that the time courses of processing in each task did not follow processing chains
predicted by existing theories of dual-tasking. Here, we used MEG to determine
the time course of processing of two simultaneous linguistic tasks. Participants
carried out syllable identification (task 1) and picture naming (task 2), and were
instructed to carry out task 1 before task 2. Temporally-generalised multivariate
pattern analysis was applied to the MEG recordings in order to resolve the timecourse of processing of each task. We found that the time course of processing
in syllable identification was similar in a single and a dual-task. However, picture naming was strongly affected by dual-tasking, with processing carried out in
parallel with syllable identification and subsequent reactivation. The difference
between the parallel and reactivated patterns was equivalent to the reactiontime difference between single and dual-task picture naming. These results do
not support the main dual-tasking theories, and suggest a complex pattern of
processing in dual-tasking with two linguistic tasks.
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Introduction
Recent evidence suggests that people can plan speech while they are listening to
an interlocutor (Barthel et al., 2016; Bögels et al., 2015; Bögels et al., 2018; Sjerps
& Meyer, 2015). However, the processes underlying the coordination of two linguistic tasks are poorly understood. Evidence from dual-tasking research suggests that when people carry out two tasks at the same time, performance on
one or both of the tasks suffers (Pashler, 1994), suggesting that when coordinating speech planning and comprehension at least one task may be hindered. In
the current experiment, we took two simple linguistic tasks – picture naming
and syllable identification – and carried out an MEG study testing dual-tasking
with the two tasks. We traced the time course of brain activation for each task,
and determined whether these activation patterns were different for either task
in a dual-task compared to when each task was carried out singularly.
Theories of dual-tasking postulate that tasks are composed of three main stages:
a perceptual stage, in which a stimulus is perceived; a central stage, in which
a stimulus is processed; and an execution stage, in which a response is given
(Navon & Miller, 2002; Pashler, 1994; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003). The perceptual
and execution stages can run in parallel with any other stage. The central stage
requires capacity, and theories differ on whether this stage runs in parallel or serially with any other stage. The response selection bottleneck theory argues for
a bottleneck at the central stage, such that central processing occurs for one task
at a time. While the central processes of one task run, central stages of the other
task must wait (Pashler, 1994). In contrast, the capacity sharing theory argues that
central stages of two tasks can run in parallel, with a finite amount of capacity
shared between the tasks (Navon & Miller, 2002; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003). As
capacity is shared, the central processes of both tasks take longer.
These theories make different predictions about how task 1 is affected in a
dual-task. Under the response selection bottleneck theory (Pashler, 1994), task 1
is not affected by overlap with task 2, because task 1 processing is shielded. In
contrast, the capacity sharing theory (Navon & Miller, 2002; Tombu & Jolicœur,
2003) predicts that task 1 may be affected by overlap with task 2, because task
1 processing is slowed when capacity is shared. Thus, effects of task overlap in
task 1 responses allow us to determine if the tasks are carried out in parallel.
A recent MEG study investigating dual-tasking found a pattern of results which
does not support either the response selection bottleneck or the capacity sharing theory. Marti et al. (2015) re-analysed an MEG study testing dual-tasking of
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two simple, non-linguistic tasks (Marti, Sigman, & Dehaene, 2012). Participants
carried out tone identification as task 1 and letter identification as task 2. One
tone of 1000 or 1100Hz was presented (low and high, respectively) on each trial,
and participants responded to the tone via button press. The two letters ‘Y’ and
‘Z’ were target letters. These target letters were presented in a letter stream of
12 random letters, with each letter presented for 34ms with a 66ms blank screen
interval between letters. The target letters followed tone presentation with different stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) in the stream of 1, 2, 4 or 9 letters
later. Note that due to the letter + blank screen interval summing to 100ms, letters followed tone presentation by 100, 200, 400 or 900ms. The tone was always
presented with the third letter in the stream. Two additional trial types were included: one where no target letters were presented, and one where participants
ignored the tone.
Marti et al. (2015) used a novel machine learning technique, temporally- generalised multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA; King & Dehaene, 2014), to analyse
the data. In this technique, a classifier is trained to discriminate the MEG topography between two conditions at each sample t. Classifiers trained at sample t
are then tested on their ability to decode activity at all other samples t’, which
gives generalisation across time. By generalising across time, one can determine the neural time course across time of a condition of interest. Classifiers
trained to discriminate two conditions can also be tested on a different condition, to determine whether there is decodable information across conditions
(cross-decoding). The underlying assumption is that cognitive processes result
in stable topographies, and a classifier detects this topography. Thus, if a topography is found at time t in the training dataset and found at time t + x in the
testing dataset, this suggests that the cognitive processes in the training dataset
occur at a later time (x samples later) in the testing dataset. Marti et al. (2015)
trained classifiers for task 1 (discriminating between the 900ms SOA trials and
trials where no target letter was presented) and task 2 (discriminating between
the 900ms SOA trials and trials where the tone was ignored). These classifiers
were then tested on the dual-task trials.
Behaviourally, Marti and colleagues found that responses to task 1 were not
affected by the SOA between the two tasks, meaning that tone identification RTs
were the same regardless of when the letter was presented. However, task 2 letter identification RTs were affected by SOA, such that with smaller SOAs, longer
RTs to letter identification were found. Their classification analysis showed that
both classifiers were able to classify over periods of around 200ms, suggesting
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that the processing of both task 1 and task 2 was made up of successive partially
overlapping stages. The performance of the task 1 classifiers was fairly similar regardless of task overlap, though at shorter SOAs the width of accurate decoding
was smaller with earlier offsets of successful decoding. In contrast, the performance of the task 2 classifiers was strongly affected by SOA. Between approximately 200-350ms, task 2 classifiers could successfully decode the task in the
dual-task trials with weak performance, suggesting that the underlying cognitive processes were weak. Between approximately 350 and 500ms, decoding
performance was higher, suggesting stronger cognitive processes. However, the
onset of accurate decoding was delayed at shorter SOAs compared to longer
SOAs, suggesting that task 2 processing was delayed in the dual-task trials. The
width of decoding accuracy was also prolonged at shorter SOAs compared to
longer SOAs. After approximately 500ms, the onset of accurate decoding was
delayed.
These results suggest initial parallel processing of the two tasks, as up to 350ms
classifiers could successfully decode the task. This period was followed by shortened task 1 processes and delayed and lengthened task 2 processes. Neither
dual-tasking theory predicts this. The response selection bottleneck theory predicts only a delay in task 2 processes and no effects on task 1 processes. The capacity sharing theory predicts parallel but extended task processing. To explain
their data pattern, Marti et al. (2015) suggested that the tasks compete for access
to consciousness and attentional resources, and tasks do not passively wait for
the bottleneck (Pashler, 1994), nor are fully parallel (Navon & Miller, 2002; Tombu
& Jolicœur, 2003).
These findings are important for the current study. They suggest that the coordination of two linguistic tasks may not follow predictions from dual-task theories. However, linguistic tasks may utilise similar representations or processes
(cf. Fargier & Laganaro, 2016), resulting in cross-talk between tasks (e.g., Hommel, 1998; Lien et al., 2007; Miller, 2006). To avoid cross-talk, two linguistic tasks
may be scheduled sequentially. People appear able to flexibly adjust how they
coordinate processing in a dual-task (Lehle & Hübner, 2009), and therefore with
two linguistic tasks a serial processing strategy may be favoured.
In the current experiment we tested dual-tasking with two linguistic tasks: syllable identification (task 1) and picture naming (task 2). We presented sounds and
pictures with SOAs of 0ms and 1000ms. We applied time-generalised MVPA
(King & Dehaene, 2014; Marti et al., 2015) and trained two sets of classifiers to
discriminate task 1 syllable identification and task 2 picture naming processing
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(similarly to Marti et al. 2015). These classifiers were then tested at all time points
on the dual-task trials. We were interested in whether 1) we would be able to
decode activity at all in either task 1 or task 2; 2) whether the task 1 and task 2
classifiers could decode task processing in the dual-task trials; and 3) whether
the time course of decoding was different when carrying out task 1 and task 2
alone compared to in a dual-task.

Methods
Participants
30 participants (13 male, mean age = 24.8 years, SD = 4.93) took part in the experiment and were recruited through the SONA participant recruitment system of Radboud University. All participants were right-handed with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, and reported no hearing, language, or psychiatric
disorders. Participants were paid 16 euro for participation. The study was approved by the Ethics Board of Radboud University and was executed in line with
the Declaration of Helsinki. For participants who also required an anatomical
MRI scan (if there was not one on file), this session took 30 minutes and participants were compensated with an additional 4 euro. Anatomical data are not
reported in this chapter.

Materials
There were two tasks: task 1 was a syllable identification task and task 2 was a
picture naming task. For the syllable identification task, three sounds were presented. Two sounds were the meaningless syllables ‘aak’ ([a:k]) and ‘iek’ ([i:k]),
and the other sound was speech-shaped noise. The two syllables ‘aak’ and ‘iek’
were recorded by a female native Dutch speaker with a standard Dutch accent.
The recordings were time-compressed from 460ms to 305ms using Audacity
(Audacity(R), 2014). Five native Dutch speakers listened to the time-compressed
recordings and judged them to be natural productions of the syllables. The average pitch of the syllables as measured in Praat (Boersma, 2002) was 222Hz.
The speech-shaped noise was generated using an in-house routine. The sounds
were concatenated and the spectral content of the concatenated sounds extracted using a fast Fourier transform. This spectrum was then used to modulate
broadband white-noise, creating a meaningless sound with a spectral envelope
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intermediate between the two syllables. This sound was also 305ms long and
acted as the speech control sound.
For the picture naming task, ten coloured photographs of everyday objects
were selected from Belke (2013; bus bus, bal ball, jas coat, ui onion, ring ring,
hand hand, glas glass, deur door, pet cap, stoel chair). New photographs for three
of the objects were found (coat, onion, ring) for higher image quality. A control
set of 20 pictures was generated using a diffeomorphing algorithm (Stojanoski
& Cusack, 2014) to create two distorted versions of each original picture. The
pictures were manipulated using a script from Stojanoski and Cusack (2014; max
distortion = 60, nsteps = 8), which deforms images so that they become unrecognisable, while retaining the same low-level visual properties. This technique was
specifically designed to maintain similar initial visual processing of a scrambled
versus unscrambled image, but to disrupt or even prevent semantic activation.
We chose two scrambled images per real image to reduce the possibility of participants learning the correspondence between one scrambled and one real image. The images were sized 300 by 300 pixels.
The experiment was displayed with a grey background (programmed RGB values: 170, 170, 170). Text and the fixation cross were presented in white Arial font,
size 20 point. Images were presented in the centre of the screen.

Design
The experiment consisted of three separate tasks. The first task was the picture naming task. Participants carried out 80 picture naming trials – 40 trials
contained nameable images and 40 contained unnameable images. Participants
named the nameable images and remained silent when seeing an unnameable
image. Images were presented in a pseudo-randomised order per participant
(using the programme Mix, van Casteren & Davis, 2006; Mix was used for all
further randomisations) with the constraints: three other images intervened between presentation of the same image; items with the same initial consonant
(bus and bal) had two items between their presentation; and a maximum of five
of the same image type (nameable or unnameable) could occur in a row. A trial
began with presentation of a fixation cross in the centre of the screen for a random interval of between 600 and 800ms, followed immediately by the image
for 100ms. A blank screen was then displayed for a random duration between
900 and 1400ms before the following trial began.
The second task was the syllable identification task. Participants received 75
trials where a sound was presented. ‘aak’ was heard on 25 trials, ‘iek’ on 25 tri-
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als, and the speech-shaped noise on 25 trials. Participants pressed a left button
for the ‘aak’ syllable, a right button for the ‘iek’ syllable, and no button for the
noise sound. Sounds were presented in a pseudo-randomised order with the
constraint that no more than four trials of the same sound were presented successively. Before the task, participants were familiarised with each of the three
sounds. A trial began with a fixation cross presented for a random interval of
between 600 and 800ms. The sound was then immediately played. The trial
ended either with a response button press or after 1500ms in the case of no response. A blank screen was then displayed for a random duration between 400
and 500ms before the following trial began.
The third task was the dual-task. Participants first practised the dual-task. Participants were instructed to first respond to the sound and then respond to the
image, to maximise the length of trials uncontaminated by muscular artifacts
from speech. There were six dual-task trial conditions, hereafter labelled conditions A-F, with descriptive names for conditions presented in Table 6.1. These
conditions were different combinations of the sound and image types. In condition A (no task), participants heard speech-shaped noise and saw an unnameable
image. No responses to either task were required in this condition. In condition B (single task 1), participants heard a syllable and saw an unnameable image.
Only a response to task 1 (syllable identification) was required in this condition.
In condition C (single task 2), participants heard speech-shaped noise and saw
a nameable image. Only a response to task 2 (picture naming) was required in
this condition. In condition D (dual-task), participants heard a syllable and saw
a nameable image. Responses to both task 1 and task 2 were required. Condition D was our main condition of interest. In conditions A-D, the auditory and
visual stimuli were presented with an SOA of 0ms. In conditions E and F, there
was a 1000ms SOA between the onset of the auditory stimulus and the onset of
the visual stimulus. In condition E (1000ms task 1 and 2), participants heard a
syllable and saw a nameable image. Responses to both tasks were required. In
condition F (1000ms no task), participants heard speech-shaped noise and saw
an unnameable image. No responses to either task were required in this condition.
Marti and colleagues fit their task 1 and task 2 classifiers, trained with only one
stimulus at trial onset, to trials at all SOAs. In the current experiment, conditions
E and F had only one stimulus input at trial onset, with 1000ms separating task
1 and task 2. Therefore, these conditions indexed isolated task 1 and task 2 processing. We were interested in how the isolated task classifiers would generalise
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to the dual-task. However, in a dual-task, two stimuli are presented and participants must carry out perceptual and task-specific processing on both stimuli.
We also wished to focus on task processing separated from perceptual stimulation, and thus, conditions A, B and C were included to enable training of task 1 and
task 2 classifiers with two simultaneous perceptual inputs. Classifiers trained on
conditions A, B and C were also tested on the dual-task.
The dual-task consisted of 720 trials, divided into six blocks of 120 trials. Twenty
trials from each of the six conditions were presented per block. Trial order within
a block was pseudo-randomised per block per participant with the constraints:
three intervening items between presentation of the same image; two intervening items between presentation of images beginning with the same phoneme
(bus and bal); no more than four trials successively containing the same sound;
no more than five successive occurrences of a nameable or unnameable image;
no more than eight successive trials with the same SOA. Each block lasted approximately six minutes. Each trial began with a fixation cross presented for a
random interval of between 600 and 800ms. The sound was then immediately
presented. At the 0ms SOA, the image was displayed simultaneously with the
sound for 100ms. A blank screen was then presented for a random interval of
between 2150 and 2650ms. At the 1000ms SOA (conditions E and F), a blank
screen was displayed immediately after sound onset. 1000ms after sound onset the image was displayed for 100ms. Then a blank screen was displayed for a
random interval of between 1150ms and 1650ms.
Participants first practised the dual-task with 36 trials. After 12 of these practice trials, participants were invited to ask the experimenter for clarification of
task requirements, and the experimenter reiterated the instructions. Participants then continued with the practice trials, before beginning the experimental
dual-task trials proper.

Procedure
Participants were brought to the lab and the experimental procedure was explained. Participants signed an informed consent form, and were given MEGcompatible clothing to change into for the experiment.
Nine Ag/AgCl electrodes were used to measure muscular movements. vEOG
and hEOG were measured from above and below the right eye, and at the outer
canthi of each eye. Mouth movement-related EMG were measured from above
and below the right side of the mouth, approximately on the orbicularis oris.
ECG was measured with one electrode placed slightly above the right clavicle
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Table 6.1: Information about the dual-task conditions
Condition
name
No task

Letter

SOA

Response

A

0

No responses

Single task 1

B

0

Single task 2

C

0

Dual-task

D

0

1000ms task E
1 and 2
1000ms no F
task

1000
1000

Stimuli

Noise & unnameable image
Task 1 response Syllable & unnameable
only
image
Task 2 response Noise & nameable image
only
Respond to both Syllable & nameable imtasks
age
Respond to both Syllable & nameable imtasks
age
No responses
Noise & unnameable image

and the other on the left of the infracostal line. A ground electrode was placed
behind the participant’s left ear. Electrode impedences were kept at or below
20 kΩ. Participants were then shown each image that would be presented in the
experiment.
Participants were seated upright in the MEG system in a magnetically-shielded
booth. Pillows were placed to the left and right of the participants, between them
and the chair, under the knees and behind the back, in order to maximise comfort and minimise movement. The procedure was re-explained and participants
were asked if they had any questions before being raised into the MEG helmet.
All signal recordings were checked and the participant’s head was localised before beginning the experiment.
Participants began the experiment with the picture naming task consisting of
80 trials. This was followed by the syllable identification task consisting of 75
trials. These first and second tasks were treated as practice trials and the data
are not analysed here. Following this, participants practised the dual-task trials
as explained above. Participants were then asked if they had any further questions, before starting the dual-task trials. Participants were able to take a break
between each of the six dual-task blocks. In these breaks, the experimenter adjusted the participant’s head position if participants had moved from their starting head position.
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After the experiment, participants were debriefed and asked about any adverse events. The experiment proper took one hour and the whole experimental
session took two hours.

MEG data acquisition and apparatus
MEG data were acquired with a CTF system (VSM/CTF systems, Port Coquitlam,
Canada) with 275 axial gradiometers. Five gradiometers (MRF66, MLC11, MLC32,
MLF62, MLO33) were disabled for technical reasons. Three head localisation
coils were attached to the anatomical landmarks of nasion and left and right
preauricular points for each participant. These coils determined the head position relative to the gradiometers. Head position was monitored online with a
custom Matlab script (Stolk, Todorovic, Schoffelen, & Oostenveld, 2013). Data
were recorded at a sampling rate of 1200Hz and stored for offline analysis.
The experiment was presented using Presentation software (Presentation Neurobs; version 16.4) running on Windows 7. The experiment screen was projected
to participants in the MEG room using a PROPixx projector. Sounds were played
through air tubes (ER2 insert earphones, Etymotic) attached to plastic ear molds
comfortably placed in participants’ ears. Verbal responses were recorded using a Sennheiser ME64 microphone present in the magnetically shielded MEG
room. Manual responses were collected with fiber optic response pads (Current
Design, model HH-2x4-C).

Behavioural preprocessing and analysis
Task 1 syllable identification RTs were measured from the onset of the sound
stimulus. Task 2 naming RTs were semi-automatically measured using Praat
(Boersma, 2002) and measured from the onset of picture presentation to speech
onset. Trials were discarded if RTs were lower than 200ms, responses were incorrect (either incorrect buttons or incorrectly produced names, silence, or anything other than a fluent naming response), or if responses were given in the
wrong order (naming before button pressing). The first two trials of each block
were removed. Any participant with errors in more than 20% of trials in any
of the six conditions was removed from the analysis. This resulted in removal
of four participants (two further participants were removed due to bad quality
MEG data), leaving data from 24 participants for analysis (excluded trials = 12%;
see Appendix Table S1 for trial counts per participant per condition).
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Behavioural data were analysed in R (R Core Team, 2017) with linear mixed effects models using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). RTs were log-transformed
prior to analysis to reduce skew. Categorical variables were treatment coded. We
take |t| greater than 2 to be a significant value. Confidence intervals were calculated using the ’profile’ option in the confint.merMod function in lme4. Error
data were not analysed.

MEG preprocessing
All data were pre-processed with the FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris,
& Schoffelen, 2011) in Matlab (version 9.0.0, R2016a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
MA). Conditions A to D were epoched from 500ms before baseline to 1500ms
after. Conditions E and F were epoched from 500ms before baseline to 2500ms
after, ensuring enough time after picture onset (1000ms after trial onset) to capture picture naming. Data were high-pass filtered with cut-off at 1Hz (transition
width 2Hz, stopband 0-0Hz, passband 2-600Hz) and low-pass filtered with cutoff at 12Hz (transition width 3Hz, passband 0-10.5Hz, stopband 13.5-600Hz) with
a Hamming-windowed sinc one-pass, zero-phase finite impulse response filter.
Behavioural error trials were removed from the MEG data. Conditions E and F
were re-epoched into two trial types: task 1 trials and task 2 trials. For task 1 trials,
epochs lasted from -500ms to 1500ms after auditory stimulus (task 1) onset. For
task 2 trials, epochs lasted from -500ms to 1500ms after visual stimulus (task 2)
onset. Note that this task 2 baseline period included processing relating to task
1. All data were baseline corrected with a baseline window of -500ms to 0ms.

MEG analysis: Temporally-generalised MVPA
We analysed the MEG data using temporally-generalised MVPA (King & Dehaene,
2014) implemented in MNE Python (Gramfort et al., 2014) to compare the topographic distributions of MEG activity between two conditions at the sensor level.
MVPA was applied using Sci-Kit learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). On a single subject basis, MEG data were taken from two conditions. The MEG data were scaled
by channel for each classifier. A linear support vector machine (SVM; Chang &
Lin, 2011) with penalty parameter C equalling 1 was applied to the two conditions
to determine the hyperplane which best separated the two conditions at each
sample. When training and testing on the same conditions, a five-fold crossvalidation procedure was used, where the data were split into five folds and the
classifier was trained on four of the folds (80%) and tested on the remaining fifth
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fold (20%). This procedure was iteratively applied until all folds were used for
testing. When classifiers were tested on a different condition to that trained on
(cross-decoding), and both the training and testing sets included trials from condition A (no task), a pseudo-cross-validation procedure was used. In this procedure, trial numbers were first equalised across conditions. Then, with equal
trial numbers per condition in the training and testing data, the training and testing data were split into five folds (i.e., conditions A, B and D were split into five
folds). Classifiers were trained on one of the five folds (e.g., trained to discriminate between conditions A and B) and tested on one fold of the test condition
(e.g., tested in one fold of condition D). This procedure was iteratively applied
until all five folds were used for training and testing. In this way, the same subset of A was never in both the training and testing sets, and all subsets of B and
D were iterated through. Without pseudo-cross-validation in cross-decoding,
we found that classification accuracy was almost perfect along the diagonal and
in the baseline period. This was due to the classifiers ‘memorising’ the conditions perfectly, due to condition A being present in the training and testing sets
without cross-validation. It is well known that cross-validation is important in
classifier analysis but this example highlights that importance.
To generalise across time, the classifiers trained at every sample t were tested
at all samples in the test data t’. This provided a training time by testing time matrix. The diagonal of the matrix corresponded to when classifiers were trained
and tested on the same time point.
We trained two sets of task classifiers: task 1 classifiers and task 2 classifiers.
For task 1 classifiers we trained the classifiers to discriminate between task 1 responses in condition A (no task) vs condition B (single task 1). In condition A noise
was presented and in condition B a syllable was presented. For task 2 classifiers
we trained the classifiers to discriminate between task 2 responses in condition
A vs condition C (single task 2). In condition A an unnameable picture was presented, and in condition C a nameable image was presented. We then tested
both the task 1 and task 2 classifiers on their ability to decode activity in condition D (the dual-task condition; where a syllable and nameable image were presented) versus condition A. We were interested in whether, and when, the task 1
and task 2 classifiers were able to decode any information in the dual-task. We
also trained isolated task 1 and task 2 classifiers to discriminate between conditions E (1000ms task 1/2) and F (1000ms no task). However, these classifiers
were not tested on the dual-task data due to methodological issues (see Results
for further discussion).
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Classifier accuracy can be evaluated based on the area-under-the-curve (AUC)
calculated from receiver operative characteristic (ROC) curves. AUC values describe the ratio of true positives and false positives, with values spanning from
0 to 1. An AUC of 0.5 is at chance level, where the classifier was unable to decode whether the sample belonged to either of the two conditions. An AUC of
1 means the classifier is always correct, and an AUC of 0 indicates reliable misclassification. AUCs less than 0.5 can be observed when classifying across conditions and indicates that the probability of false positives was higher than true
positives (King & Dehaene, 2014). Accuracy scores were determined from the
average AUCs across the five cross-validation folds.
We determined whether the AUC values were significantly different from the
chance value 0.5 using non-parametric one-sample cluster-based permutation
tests (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) with an alpha of 0.05 as implemented in MNE
Python. Briefly, cluster-based permutation tests perform a t-test at each time
point (sample). T-values for adjacent samples exceeding the significance threshold are grouped into clusters. For each cluster, the sum of the t-values is used as
the cluster t statistic. This outcome is compared to a null distribution to control
for type I error. The null distribution is derived by randomly scrambling samples 1000 times using the Monte Carlo method and the same procedure is run
on these null distributions. The real and null distribution cluster-level statistics
are compared and clusters falling into the top or bottom 2.5% are considered significant. AUC scores were scaled to be on the correlation scale (-1 to 1) and then
Fisher transformed to put them on an unbounded scale for statistical analysis.
Statistical tests were performed across participants. We tested for significant accuracy over the entire trial (-500ms to 1500ms). We discuss any classifier accuracy scores significantly different from chance as determined by the cluster test.
Note our analysis technique differs from that of Marti et al. (2015), due to differences in design. As we only tested dual-tasking with one SOA rather than four,
we did not compare the onsets and offsets of decoding accuracy across SOA.
Marti et al. (2015) also tested the significance of their AUC scores using a threshold derived from the average AUC score in a portion of the baseline window. We
chose to test against chance level using cluster-based permutation tests to prevent any accidental bias that could be introduced when manually determining a
threshold to test against for significance.
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Results
Participants gave a button-press response to the syllable identification task (task
1) in three conditions: single task 1, dual-task, and 1000ms task 1. A spoken response for picture naming (task 2) was given in three conditions: single task 2,
dual-task and 1000ms task 2. These conditions are summarised in Table 6.1 and
will be referred to by name throughout the results.

Behavioural results
Task 1: Syllable identification
Participants on average took 717.4ms (SD = 228) to respond in single task 1 (when
an unnameable image was also presented), 792.2ms (SD = 207) in the dual-task,
and 707.5ms (SD = 210) in 1000ms task 1. The data are shown in Figure 6.1.

RT

2000

1000

Single task 1

Dual−task

1000ms task 1

Condition

Figure 6.1: Task 1 syllable identification RTs by condition.
A linear mixed effects model was used to analyse the data with log-transformed
RT as the dependent variable, a fixed effect of condition, random intercepts by
participant, task 1 stimulus and task 2 stimulus, and a random slope of condition by participant. Single task 1 was treated as the baseline condition and was
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in turn compared to the dual-task and the 1000ms task 1 conditions. RTs in the
dual-task condition were significantly longer than in single task 1 (estimate = 0.05,
SE = 0.007, t = 6.22, CI [0.031 0.06]). There was no significant difference between
single task 1 and 1000ms task 1 (estimate = -0.004, SE = 0.006, t = -0.64, CI [-0.015
0.008]).
These results show that carrying out syllable identification in the context of a
dual-task results in slower RTs to the syllable task compared to when carrying
out that task when an unnameable image is displayed. Interestingly, the similarity of RTs in the single and 1000ms task 1 conditions suggest that the presence of
to-be-ignored visual input does not affect RTs to the auditory task.
Task 2: Picture naming
Mean naming RT was 835.95ms (SD = 182) in single task 2 (when noise was also
presented), 1298.61ms (SD = 232) in the dual-task, and 662.15ms (SD = 142) in
1000ms task 2. These results are presented in Figure 6.2.

Naming RT

2000

1500

1000

500

Single task 2

Dual−task

1000ms task 2

Condition

Figure 6.2: Task 2 picture naming RTs by condition.
A linear mixed effects model with log-transformed RT as the dependent variable, a fixed effect of condition, random intercepts by participant, task 1 stimulus
and task 2 stimulus, and random slopes of condition by participant and by task
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2 stimulus was run. The single task 2 condition was the baseline condition and
was in turn compared to the dual-task and 1000ms task 2 conditions. Naming
RTs were slower in the dual-task than single task 2 (estimate = 0.19, SE = 0.007, t =
26.55, CI [0.18 0.21]), and faster in 1000ms task 2 than single task 2 (estimate = -0.1,
SE = 0.007, t = -14.1, CI [-0.11 -0.09]). Naming RTs were thus fastest when images
were presented without auditory input (1000ms task 2), intermediate when an
auditory stimulus was heard but not responded to (single task 2), and slowest in
the dual-task condition.
The significant difference between the single and 1000ms task 2 conditions is
contrary to the absence of such an effect in the task 1 RTs. This suggests that when
naming, the presence of an auditory stimulus affects the processes involved in
picture naming, even if the auditory stimulus should be ignored. This may be
because the general process of naming involves many stages and a distracting
stimulus disrupts this process to a greater extent than responding to a syllable
when also seeing a distracting stimulus. However, this effect may instead be due
to task ordering, as syllable responses should always be given before image responses. Thus, participants may establish a task set which entails responding to
task 1 before responding to task 2. In the single task 2 condition, participants
must ignore the auditory stimulus, which goes against a possible task set expectation. Violation of the task set may cause interference in the naming process,
or may delay the naming process due to participants deciding not to respond
to the auditory stimulus. From these data we cannot distinguish between these
two possibilities.

Classification results
As described above, a set of task 1 classifiers (syllable identification) were trained
to discriminate between the no task and single task 1 conditions. The set of task 2
(picture naming) classifiers were trained to discriminate between the no task and
single task 2 conditions. These two sets of classifiers were then tested on their
ability to decode information in the dual-task versus no task conditions. We also
trained classifiers on 1000ms task 1 and 1000ms task 2 versus 1000ms no task1 .
1

We trained, and more importantly, tested classifiers on discriminations between conditions
for two reasons. Firstly, we were interested in whether, based on the trained discrimination,
classifiers could accurately decode dual-task versus no task trials, to indicate that the dual-task
trials were more similar to the single task. Secondly, we wished to have ROC-AUC scores as our
classification accuracy measure. This is only possible when testing on a discrimination. Note
that Marti et al. (2015) also appear to have tested their classifiers on a discrimination, as they
obtained ROC-AUC scores, but it is unclear from their methodology exactly what their discrimination conditions were when testing.
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As a reminder, classifiers were trained at time t and tested at time t’, resulting in
a training time by testing time matrix of classification accuracies. Training and
testing information is listed in Table 6.2 for convenience2 .

Trained on
EvsF task 1
AvsB
AvsB
EvsF task 2
AvsC
AvsC

Table 6.2: Classification information
Tested on
Name
Why?
EvsF task 1
Isolated task 1
Train task 1 with one presented stimulus
AvsB
Task 1
Train task 1 syllable identification
AvsD
Task 1 on dual-task
Do task 1 classifiers generalise to the dual-task?
EvsF task 2 Isolated task 2
Train task 2 with one presented stimulus
AvsC
Task 2
Train task 2 picture naming
AvsD
Task 2 on dual-task Do task 2 classifiers generalise to the dual-task?

Classification across time: Task 1 (syllable identification) and Task 2 (picture
naming)
Figure 6.3 shows classifier accuracy for the task 1 classifier (left figure) and for
the task 2 classifier (right figure). In both figures (and all further figures), grey areas indicate accuracy scores which were not significantly different from chance
(AUC = 0.5, with a cluster-level p value of 0.05). Red areas are AUC scores significantly greater than chance, and blue areas are AUC scores significantly lower
than chance. The legend shows AUC scores mapped to colours.
For both task 1 and task 2 we found that classifiers decoded in successive,
partially overlapping steps (cf. Marti et al., 2015), due to the smooth stream of
classification performance along the diagonal. For task 1, classifiers generally
decoded over a window of around 200ms (i.e. successful decoding spanned
200ms horizontally across the diagonal line), and for task 2, classifiers decoded
over a window of around 300ms. For both tasks, the initial 200-250ms of decoding was more sustained and stable, as seen by above-chance decoding accuracy
between 0 and 250ms between training and testing time. During this window,
there is a more block-like pattern of accuracy, indicating that during auditory
2

MEG topographies of conditions A-D are presented in the Appendix for the interested
reader.
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Figure 6.3: Temporally-generalised classifier performance for classifiers trained
and tested on the same condition. Left: task 1 syllable identification.
Right: task 2 picture naming. The legend refers to AUC scores. Areas
in grey are where performance was not significantly different from
chance. AUC scores above 0.5 are significantly higher than chance,
and below 0.5 significantly lower than chance.
and visual perception of the stimuli there was a sustained and stable information pattern decodable. In task 1 (Figure 6.3 left) there was also a small narrowing
of decodable activity at approximately 250ms, following the block-like pattern.
This indicates that neural generators underlying processing in this time window
were rapidly changing, leading to a shorter width of decodable activity.
For task 1 and task 2, there was significantly lower than chance AUC (in blue) in
addition to the high decoding performance around the diagonal. Because AUC
also measures bias, this is indicative of the classifier consistently selecting the
incorrect label. Conceptually, this is similar to a person consistently calling their
left side ‘right’ and vice versa. Below-chance decoding performance is challenging to interpret (see King & Dehaene, 2014), but may be due to polarity reversals in
the signal, or inhibition of activated neural generators (see T. A. Carlson, Hogendoorn, Kanai, Mesik, & Turret, 2011; T. Carlson, Tovar, Alink, & Kriegeskorte, 2013;
King, Gramfort, Schurger, Naccache, & Dehaene, 2014, for more discussion about
below-chance decoding performance).
For both tasks, classifiers were able to decode information outside of the diagonal. This is shown by the decodable activity in the upper left and bottom right
of each figure (after stimulus onset at the zero point), far from the diagonal. This
indicates that patterns of activity found early in the trial were also found later.
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In task 1, the activity pattern decoded between 0 and 400ms was also found between 700ms and 1200ms. In task 2, the activity pattern decoded between 0 and
300ms was also found between 600 and 1000ms. A possible interpretation for
this effect is that perceptual information relating to visual and auditory processing was reactivated during response preparation and execution (task 1 mean RT
= 717ms, task 2 mean RT = 836ms). Evidence shows that when cued, perceptual
information can be reactivated (see e.g., Sergent et al., 2013), and perceptual simulation research suggests that similar neural generators are used in perception
and reactivation of perception of a stimulus (e.g., Nyberg et al., 2001; Wheeler,
Petersen, & Buckner, 2000). Thus, if participants reactivated representations associated with perceptual processes, similar topographies would arise, leading to
accurate decoding. The timing of this reactivation suggests it is response-related.
We additionally trained and tested the isolated task 1 and task 2 classifiers.
These classifiers were trained and tested on conditions E and F, where task 1 and
task 2 were separated by 1000ms. Classification accuracy for these classifiers
is displayed in the Appendix in Figure S5. In general, the classification pattern
followed that described for task 1 and task 2 above. However, in task 2 there
was above-chance decoding in the baseline interval. The baseline period here
included task 1 processing, making the meaning of any effects after picture onset
challenging to interpret. Because of the above-chance baseline accuracy, we did
not test the isolated task 1 and task 2 classifiers on the dual-task condition.
Classification across condition: Do task 1 and task 2 classifiers generalise to the
dual-task?
We tested the task 1 and task 2 classifiers on their ability to decode information
in the dual-task. Figure 6.4 shows classification accuracy for the task 1 classifiers (left figure) and the task 2 classifiers (right figure). For the task 1 classifiers
tested on the dual-task data, we see a very similar pattern to Figure 6.3. This similar pattern suggests that in a dual-task, syllable identification is not qualitatively
affected compared to when syllable identification is carried out alone.
We see the similarities between the task 1 classifier trained and tested on itself, and tested on the dual-task, more strikingly in Figure 6.5. Only AUC scores
significantly above chance are plotted. The training data were always the no task
versus single task 1 conditions. Accuracy in green represents classifier accuracy
only present in task 1. Accuracy in orange represents classifier accuracy common
to task 1 in the single task and the dual-task (i.e. above chance accuracy for this
training-testing pair in both the single task and the dual-task). Accuracy in blue
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Figure 6.4: Temporally-generalised classifier performance for classifiers trained
on the single tasks and tested on the dual-task. Left: task 1 syllable
identification classifiers applied to the dual-task. Right: task 2 picture
naming classifiers applied to the dual-task. The legend refers to AUC
scores. Areas in grey are where performance was not significantly
different from chance. AUC scores above 0.5 are significantly higher
than chance, and below 0.5 significantly lower than chance.
represents classifier accuracy present only in the dual-task. We found that the
majority of the decodable information was equally well classified in the single
task and the dual-task, and there was almost no decodable information present
only in the dual-task. This shows that during a dual-task, the processing stream
of syllable identification is not qualitatively affected by the second task. This may
be due to the ease of combining syllable identification with a secondary task, or
due to participants strongly prioritising task 1 leading to very similar processing
as when carrying out syllable identification alone.
For the task 2 classifiers, we found a different pattern of results (right panel of
Figure 6.4). In the dual-task, task 2 classifiers decoded activity along the diagonal
from stimulus onset to approximately 700ms, over a window of around 200ms.
Because task 1 classifiers were also able to decode task 1 activity during the same
time window, this indicates parallel processing of task 1 and task 2. However,
classifiers also decoded later activity, such that the topographic activation pattern in task 2 was found in a later reactivated pattern (King & Dehaene, 2014).
This reactivation was present for information after 250ms in single task 2. This
second decoding pattern was consistent until trial offset. This pattern of reactivation was unexpected as it is not predicted by any theories of dual-tasking (see
Discussion).
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Figure 6.5: Temporally-generalised classifier performance for task 1 syllable
identification, tested on the single and the dual-task. Only AUC scores
above chance are plotted. Areas in grey are where performance
was not significantly different from chance. Activity in green reflects above-chance classifier performance only found in the single
task (AvsB). Activity in orange reflects above-chance classifier performance found in both the single and dual-task (AvsB and AvsD). Activity in blue reflects above-chance classifier performance found only
in the dual-task (AvsD). The dotted line at 450ms shows no activity
along this diagonal.
This pattern is demonstrated more clearly in Figure 6.6. Green areas represent
classifier accuracy only present in the single task. Orange areas represent classifier accuracy common to task 2 in the single task and the dual-task. Blue areas
represent classifier accuracy present only in the dual-task. The later pattern of
activity was present only in the dual-task, and a demonstrative line at 450ms is
plotted to indicate that the whole activity pattern is shifted rightwards by approximately 450ms. This indicates that task 2 processes in the dual-task began
with a similar task onset (as shown by overlap in orange and green around the diagonal), but were reactivated only in the dual-task. Importantly, this reactivation
delay is in line with the difference in naming RTs between single task 2 and the
dual-task. Naming RTs in the dual-task were on average 463ms later than in the
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single task (single task = 836ms, dual-task = 1299ms). Therefore, the re-activation
was shifted in time aligned with the naming response in the dual-task.

Figure 6.6: Temporally-generalised classifier performance for task 2 picture
naming, tested on the single and the dual-task. Only AUC scores
above chance are plotted. Areas in grey are where performance
was not significantly different from chance. Activity in green reflects above-chance classifier performance only found in the single
task (AvsC). Activity in orange reflects above-chance classifier performance found in both the single and dual-task (AvsC and AvsD). Activity in blue reflects above-chance classifier performance found only
in the dual-task (AvsD). The dotted line at 450ms shows reactivated
activity along this diagonal only in the dual-task.
The onset of reactivation in the dual-task was roughly 700ms. Responses to
the syllable were given on average at 792ms. Thus, reactivation was manifest
after most of the response planning for task 1 was completed. Only the topographic pattern from single task 2 after 250ms reactivated, indicating that initial
processes (most likely involving visual and auditory stimulus perceptual processing) were carried out similarly in a dual-task compared to a single task. This
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therefore suggests that the linguistic processes involved in picture naming were
reactivated, but initial perceptual processes were not3 .

Discussion
In this experiment we aimed to test whether temporally-generalised MVPA could
uncover the time course of processing of two tasks in a dual-task, and whether
there were any differences in the time course of the tasks when in a dual-task
compared to a single task setting. Participants carried out syllable identification as task 1 and picture naming as task 2. We found that syllable identification
showed a similar sequence of topographical MEG brain responses when carried
out as a single task compared to in a dual-task, whereas the series of topographies elicited by picture naming were strongly affected when dual-tasking.
Regarding our first two questions of whether classifiers would be able to generalise within and across conditions, we found that our classifiers could successfully decode activity in a dual-task when trained on a single task. In a previous
dual-tasking experiment where temporally-generalised MVPA was applied, two
simple tasks – tone identification and letter identification – were used (Marti et
al., 2015). However, the tasks used in the present study are arguably more complicated. Thus, the current study demonstrates that with tasks which are more
complex and where both tasks tap language-related resources, temporally- generalised MVPA can reveal differences in the time courses of dual-task versus single task processing.
Regarding task 1, we found that syllable identification was carried out very
similarly in dual- and single-task contexts (see Figure 6.5). This suggests that in
a dual-task, syllable identification is not qualitatively affected by the dual-task
and is carried out broadly with the same task dynamics in a dual-task as when
carried out alone. This parallels the results of Marti and colleagues, who also
found that their task 1 tone identification task was not strongly affected when
carried out in a dual-task compared to a single task. This may be because the
processes involved in syllable identification are carried out in parallel with another task with no performance decrements. Alternatively, as participants were
instructed to prioritise task 1 over task 2, they may have allocated greater capacity
3

See Figure S6 where the task 1 classifier was tested on task 2 (i.e. trained on no task versus
single task 1 and tested on no task versus single task 2), to determine how much activity was
decodable between syllable identification and picture naming. We found that task 1 classifiers
did not generalise well to task 2, indicating that the task 1 and task 2 classifiers were decoding
different information.
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to task 1, leading to similar task performance whether in a dual-task or not. However, despite the broad similarities, there are some decoding differences in task
1 between the single and dual-task (see the green decoded activity in Figure 6.5,
which corresponds to activity only found in the single task). We also found that
RTs to syllable identification in the dual-task were significantly longer (by 75ms)
than in the single task, despite the similarity in topographic brain activation patterns along the diagonal. It may be that processes decoded only in the single task
are responsible for this behavioural difference. Further research should investigate how classification and behavioural results can be aligned.
Regarding task 2, we found that picture naming was strongly affected in a dualtask compared to a single task. Classifiers trained on single picture naming were
able to decode activity in the dual-task around the diagonal for the first 750ms
of task processing (the orange pattern around the diagonal in Figure 6.6). However, there was also reactivation of activity at a later time point in the dual-task
(the blue pattern of activity in Figure 6.6). There are three things to note about
the reactivated pattern. Firstly, the reactivation pattern is decoded from around
700ms in the dual-task (i.e., it begins at 700ms along the x axis of Figure 6.6).
The RT results show that responses to task 1 syllable identification are given
on average 792ms into the dual-task. Therefore, the timing of the reactivation
suggests that while processes involved in picture naming began with a similar
time course in the dual-task to in the single task, indicating parallel processing, some processes were later reactivated after the response to task 1 had been
given. Secondly, the reactivated pattern corresponds to decodable information
from 250ms in the single task (i.e., the pattern begins from 250ms on the y axis
of Figure 6.6). Due to this timing, it may be that the reactivated processes are
linguistic, post-perceptual, processes. This would suggest that initial perceptual
encoding of the visual and auditory stimuli occur at the onset of the trial (as is expected), but are not later reactivated. Thirdly, and most importantly, the timing
of the reactivated pattern is in line with the naming RT difference between the
single and dual-task. Participants named pictures 463ms later in the dual-task
than the single task. The illustrative dotted line in Figure 6.6 is plotted at 450ms,
as an approximate demonstration of the diagonal of this process. The fact that
the reactivated pattern aligns so closely with the behavioural difference suggests
that the reactivated activity contains linguistic processes required during picture
naming.
We also find that the reactivation of early picture naming processes begins at
the same time that later stages are still being carried out. For example, at 700ms
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in the dual-task (on the y axis of the right panel of Figure 6.4), we find significant
above chance classification of patterns from 250ms (from the x axis; the reactivated pattern) and 600ms (from the x axis; along the diagonal) in the single task.
The classification pattern both along the diagonal and in the reactivated stage is
smooth and continuous. Both of these findings support the interpretation that
picture naming processes are cascading, such that a process does not need to be
complete before later processes begin. If this were the case, we would expect a
more block-like pattern in the decoded activity (cf. King & Dehaene, 2014). We
would also expect no overlap between the parallel and reactivated stages. These
results fall in line with language production theories, which assume information cascades from one stage to another without the earlier stage needing to be
complete (Dell, 1986; W. J. M. Levelt et al., 1999).
We can speculate on why this reactivation occurs. One possibility is that when
syllable and naming processes are carried out simultaneously, naming processes
are hindered in some way such that they are not carried out in enough depth to
produce satisfactory representations, and hence reactivation of processing is required to complete the task. This implies that reactivation is due to the processes
being hindered by concurrent task 1 processing. For example, it may be that lexical processes are carried out, but the output from these processes are not satisfactory for later downstream processes, such as phonological processes. Thus,
lexical processes must be carried out again. An alternative but related possibility
is that linguistic activation processes involved in picture naming are somewhat
automatic, and begin regardless of whether there is a secondary task. However,
other linguistic processes, such as selection, require capacity which is not allocated during a dual-task in the same way as in a single task, and thus the linguistic processes must be reactivated later for naming processes to be complete.
For example, it may be that general conceptual, lexical and phonological activation of the picture name occurs in parallel with syllable activation processes, but
without capacity allocated there is no selection at these levels. Capacity is allocated once task 1 processes are complete, but selection at these levels also requires reactivation at these levels. Thus, the reactivated pattern follows a similar
time course to that seen along the diagonal. A third possibility is that during the
parallel processing stage a perceptual representation is created for task 2, but
further task 2 processing requires an event in task 1 to continue. For example,
executing the response in task 1 could be responsible for triggering processing
in task 2. This would suggest that the initial task 2 representation is ‘retrieved’
for later processing and task execution. Note that this third possibility does not
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assume that parallel processing involves any linguistic stages. However, we argue that this decoded activity must include some linguistic processes because
the decodable activity lasts until 750ms into the trial, both in the single task and
the dual-task. In the single task, participants name pictures with an average RT
of 836ms, strongly suggesting that linguistic processing occurs during the first
700ms. Further research must be carried out to determine which processes are
reactivated and why reactivation occurs.
The pattern of results found for task 2 does not fit with either of the main
dual-task theories. The response selection bottleneck theory (Pashler, 1994) predicts that post-perceptual processes in task 2 are delayed until task 1 is complete. However, we found parallel processing of syllable identification and picture naming, evidenced by successful decoding along the diagonal for both tasks
in the dual-task. The capacity-sharing theory (Navon & Miller, 2002; Tombu &
Jolicœur, 2003) predicts parallel processing with extended processing in task 1
and task 2 when the tasks overlap. We do not find evidence for this, as in task 1
and task 2 classifiers decode over a similar time window in the single task and
the dual-task (approximately 200ms). If anything, in task 2 the classifiers decode
over a qualitatively smaller time window in the dual-task compared to the single
task between 250 and 500ms, with earlier reductions in classification accuracy,
which is opposite to a prediction of extended processing. In order to account
for the data pattern under the capacity-sharing theory, we would have to posit
an extension to the theory which states that, under some circumstances, there
is parallel processing of tasks with no extension in processing time of different
stages, but there is also later reactivation of one of the tasks because of the earlier capacity constraints. However, this extension goes against at least one of the
fundamental underlying tenets of the capacity-sharing theory, namely that capacity is shared resulting in extended processing. Additionally, neither theory as
it stands can account for the later reactivation of task 2 processes. The data also
do not fit with the theory proposed by Marti et al. (2015), where they argue that
tasks compete for conscious access (or attentional resources), as is evidenced by
their data pattern. We find parallel processing within tasks that is decoded over
a similar time window. While it may be the case that task 1 and task 2 compete
for attentional resources, which results in later reactivation of task 2 processes,
there is no evidence of competition when tasks are processed in parallel.
A different theory of dual-tasking which assumes that tasks are scheduled according to condition-action rules (EPIC-SRD; D. E. Meyer & Kieras, 1997) could
account for this data pattern by assuming that naming processes are sched-
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uled to occur in parallel, but if some processes are not completed then they are
rescheduled for a later stage. Importantly, under the EPIC-SRD framework, there
are no capacity limitations underlying scheduling. Thus, task 1 and task 2 can be
scheduled to run in parallel, but if one of the tasks (here, task 2) cannot be carried out satisfactorily then this process is later reactivated. Alternatively, it could
be that some processes in task 1 and task 2 are scheduled to be carried out in
parallel, but due to task instructions other processes are not. This implies that it
is not capacity limitations which result in reactivation but strategic scheduling.
More broadly, our results suggest a complex pattern of processing in speech
planning in a dual-task. When planning speech while carrying out a concurrent linguistic task, processes in speech planning are carried out both in parallel
and more serially, after processes in the other linguistic task are concluded. This
suggests that when planning speech in dialogue, it is not the case that all speech
planning processes are conducted while listening to an interlocutor, but at least
some processes are reactivated after the listening ‘task’ is finished. Thus, while
these results suggest that at least some processes are carried out in parallel with
listening (Levinson & Torreira, 2015), this is not the full story. However, one must
consider that these results may be driven by naming being task 2 in the dual-task,
and thus the same patterns of activity may not be found if naming is prioritised.
Future research should determine whether the processing dynamics of naming
are affected by different task orders.
One criticism of our analysis technique is that it does not take differences in
timings of processes within trials into account. While the classifiers do generalise across time, the underlying assumption is that processes occur with roughly
the same time course across trials. However, this may not be the case. During a
dual-task, the sequence of processing states may vary across trials for a variety
of reasons, such as fatigue, the condition of the previous trial, or the attention
allocation to the current trial, and thus while the same task processing stages
are carried out, the timing of these stages could vary. An extension of decoding
which is temporally unconstrained has recently been proposed (Vidaurre, Myers, Stokes, Nobre, & Woolrich, 2018), which can investigate the sequential order
of processing states which may vary in their timing across trials. Further research
using this decoding approach may be able to uncover different processing dynamics in linguistic dual-tasking.
In conclusion, our results suggest that in the dual-task of syllable identification and picture naming, syllable identification is not qualitatively affected by the
dual-task, and is carried out very similarly as to when carried out alone. In con-
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trast, picture naming is heavily affected by the dual-task, where picture naming
processes are carried out in parallel with syllable identification and are reactivated approximately 450ms later. These results do not fit with the response
bottleneck or capacity sharing theories of dual-tasking (Navon & Miller, 2002;
Pashler, 1994; Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003), and instead suggest that the processing
system tries to carry out the tasks in parallel. However, for currently unknown
reasons, processes are later reactivated.
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Appendix
Table S1: Number of trials per condition by participant
Participant A
B
C
D
E
F
2
119
117
117
115
117
119
4
119
117
118
109
108
117
5
119
115
118
112
119
117
6
118
115
117
113
118
118
7
119
109
114
100
110
119
8
119
117
119
110
116
114
9
116
108
110
103
108
118
11
105
101
106
108
108
105
13
116
115
118
112
118
119
14
116
118
117
97
112
119
16
118
116
117
102
107
119
17
117
113
109
103
112
116
18
116
118
116
104
119
117
19
119
117
119
113
114
118
20
119
116
117
98
113
117
21
115
117
118
111
120
118
22
117
112
119
103
114
116
23
120
114
113
111
117
118
25
118
113
114
108
115
117
26
116
119
116
113
118
118
27
118
114
112
108
115
117
28
118
110
115
112
118
118
29
118
112
114
103
108
116
30
119
117
119
111
117
118
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Figure S1: MEG topographic plots of condition A (no task). Plots are every 100ms from 0ms to 1400ms (the title above each
image lists the time window in seconds). Axial gradiometer data are plotted.

Figure S2: MEG topographic plots of condition B (single task 1). Plots are every 100ms from 0ms to 1400ms (the title above each
image lists the time window in seconds). Axial gradiometer data are plotted.
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Figure S3: MEG topographic plots of condition C (single task 2). Plots are every 100ms from 0ms to 1400ms (the title above each
image lists the time window in seconds). Axial gradiometer data are plotted.

Figure S4: MEG topographic plots of condition D (dual-task). Plots are every 100ms from 0ms to 1400ms (the title above each
image lists the time window in seconds). Axial gradiometer data are plotted.
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Figure S5: Temporally-generalised classifier performance for classifiers trained
and tested on the same condition using data from SOA 1000ms. Left:
task 1 syllable identification (when only syllables vs noise were presented). Right: task 2 picture naming (when only nameable vs unnameable images were presented). The legend refers to AUC scores.
Areas in grey are where performance was not significantly different from chance. AUC scores above 0.5 are significantly higher than
chance, and below 0.5 significantly lower than chance. Note the
above-chance baseline decoding performance in the right figure.
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Figure S6: Temporally-generalised classifier performance for classifiers trained
on task 1 syllable identification and tested on task 2 picture naming.
The legend refers to AUC scores. Areas in grey are where performance
was not significantly different from chance. AUC scores above 0.5
are significantly higher than chance, and below 0.5 significantly lower
than chance. Note very little decoded activity, indicating that the two
classifier sets have decision boundaries at different points.

7 |

General discussion

In this thesis I sought to investigate how two linguistic tasks are carried out simultaneously, to shed light on the coordination of word planning and comprehension. Despite evidence that in a broad way speaking and listening occur in
overlap, there is little evidence testing the second by second coordination of two
linguistic tasks when they are forced to occur in parallel. By testing how people
coordinate two linguistic tasks in close temporal proximity, we contribute to understanding how speaking and listening happen at the same time.
In Chapter 2 I presented a review of relevant literature and proposed a working model of how word production and comprehension may occur in overlap.
The model makes the prediction that lexical concept and lemma selection stages
cannot occur in overlap in production and comprehension, but lexical input and
output word forms, and input and output phonemes, can be selected in parallel.
I proposed that the limitations at these stages are driven by selection processes,
not activation processes. This implies that selection processes require capacity.
In some cases the amount of capacity required is either too large for another
stage to be carried out, or the small amount of capacity allocated to the second
task is negligible in the responses measured. A figure displaying this is shown on
page 38. Some of the predictions that this model makes were tested in Chapters
3, 4, 5 and 6.
In Chapter 3 I investigated whether dual-tasking with two simple linguistic
tasks resulted in mutual interference between the tasks, compared to dual-tasking
with one linguistic and one non-linguistic task. In Experiment 1, task 1 was picture naming and task 2 was syllable or tone identification. Three SOAs between
tasks were used: 50ms, 300ms and 1800ms. I found that task 1 picture naming
RTs were longer when the secondary task was syllable identification compared
to tone identification, when the tasks overlapped (SOAs of 50ms and 300ms).
Task 2 RTs were also slower for syllable identification than tone identification at
all SOAs, despite the tones and syllables being pre-tested to ensure equal difficulty in identifying them both. This pattern of results suggested that concurrent
linguistic dual-tasking resulted in mutual interference between the tasks, addi-
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tive to normal dual-tasking interference. This result also supports one prediction
from the model in Chapter 2, namely that two linguistic tasks are processed in
parallel. If they were not, we would not expect task 1 naming RTs to be affected
by the secondary task.
However, syllables and tones vary in their acoustic complexity, as well as in
their linguistic nature. Therefore, in Experiment 2 in Chapter 3 I held the acoustic complexity of the sound constant by presenting the same sounds (sine-wave
speech versions of syllables) to all participants. One group of participants were
told the sounds were distorted syllables, and another group of participants were
told the sounds were computer-generated. I did not find any linguistic interference effects; task 1 naming RTs were the same in both groups, and identification
RTs were statistically the same size. This suggested that the linguistic interference found in Experiment 1 may have been driven by the higher acoustic complexity of syllables compared to tones. However, the large amount of variability
in the data from Experiment 2 may have masked linguistic effects.
In Chapter 4, I tested again whether linguistic interference between two linguistic tasks would be present if the acoustic complexity of the sounds was held
constant. In this experiment, participants carried out picture naming as task 1
and vowel or musical rain identification as task 2. The vowels were synthesised,
and the musical rain sounds were created from the synthesised vowels. This
resulted in equalised acoustic complexity across the sounds. Participants also
carried out a second dual-task condition of size judgement of depicted images
as task 1, and vowel or musical rain identification as task 2. Similarly to Experiment 2 in Chapter 3, I found no linguistic interference effects when participants
carried out two linguistic tasks (naming and vowel identification) compared to
one linguistic and one non-linguistic task (naming and musical rain identification). A Bayesian analysis suggested that this null result was meaningful.
Taken together, the results of Chapters 3 and 4 showed that linguistic interference measured when carrying out two linguistic tasks is not found when the
acoustic complexity of the sounds is controlled. This leads to the hypothesis that
the acoustic complexity of the sounds drives interference between two linguistic
tasks. However, this specific prediction - that acoustic complexity is responsible
for this effect - was not tested in this thesis. Future work should investigate this
issue.
In Chapter 5 I investigated lexical selection, specifically if this level is affected
when carrying out a linguistic task with another linguistic or non-linguistic task.
In Experiment 1, participants carried out syllable or tone identification as task
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1 (using the same sounds as in Chapter 3), and picture naming as task 2. Pictures were presented with categorically related or unrelated distractor words. I
investigated whether semantic interference was found in naming RTs. I found
semantic interference of the same size when task 1 was syllable identification
as when it was tone identification, and also found the same size semantic interference effect when the two tasks overlapped (SOA 0ms) and when they did
not (SOA 1000ms). This suggests that lexical selection is postponed until after
the capacity-demanding processes of the identification task are carried out, for
both syllable and tone identification as task 1. This provides support for the prediction from the model in Chapter 2, that lexical selection is carried out serially
between tasks. If lexical selection were affected by the secondary task, the size of
the semantic interference effect would depend on whether the secondary task
were linguistic or non-linguistic. This was not the case.
In Experiments 2 and 3 in Chapter 5 a task choice paradigm was used (Besner &
Care, 2003). Participants heard a syllable or a tone (as task 1) and saw a pictureword compound (as task 2). Depending on the syllable or tone heard, participants either named the picture or read the word aloud from the picture-word
compound. Previous research had found that making a choice on a non-linguistic
task could be carried out in parallel with naming processes (Piai et al., 2015).
Specifically, if lexical selection could not be carried out in parallel with choice
processes, the process of lexical selection would wait until the choice processes
were finished. In this case, semantic interference would be measured in naming RTs. However, if lexical selection were carried out in parallel with choice
processes, then any conflicts in lexical selection (which give rise to the semantic
interference effect) would be absorbed into the time taken for the choice process, and would not be measured in naming RTs. Piai et al. (2015) found, with an
SOA of 0ms, that participants could make a choice on a non-linguistic stimulus
in parallel with naming processes, as semantic interference was not measured
(Piai et al., 2015). I tested whether the same pattern of results was found with a
linguistic choice task and picture naming. However, a different pattern of results
from this previous work was found. In Experiment 2 I found semantic interference in naming RTs when the task choice stimuli were syllables at both SOAs
(0ms and 1000ms), but no semantic interference at either SOA when the task
choice stimuli were tones. In Experiment 3, I found semantic interference effects at both SOAs with both syllables and tones as task choice stimuli. Because
the results in Experiments 2 and 3 were not consistent within this study, and did
not follow the same pattern as in Piai et al. (2015), I analysed the semantic in-
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terference effect in all experiments in Chapter 5 using Bayesian t-tests. I tested
whether there was enough evidence for the presence or absence of an effect,
and found that there was not enough evidence for either conclusion in the task
choice experiments. I suggested that this was due to the variability in response
strategies that could be employed by participants in this paradigm. I expand on
this point below.
In Chapter 6, I moved from a behavioural to an MEG dual-task study. In this
experiment, participants carried out the dual linguistic task of syllable identification and picture naming. I used a novel machine learning analysis technique,
temporally-generalised multivariate pattern analysis, to decode the pattern of
activity related to syllable identification and the pattern of activity related to picture naming. I then tested whether these patterns were found when participants
were dual-tasking with the two tasks. For syllable identification (task 1), the pattern of processing decoded was very similar between the single and the dualtask, indicating that the processes involved in syllable identification were not
qualitatively affected by dual-tasking. In contrast, picture naming was strongly
affected in the dual-task. Evidence was found for both parallel processing of
naming and syllable identification, and later reactivation of naming processes. I
speculated on the reasons for reactivation. Processes could be reactivated due to
incomplete processing when the tasks were carried out in parallel, due to automatic activation of linguistic processes but capacity-demanding selection processes resulting in later reactivation, due to task 1 processes precluding task 2
processes, or due to strategic scheduling of task components in task 2. These
results do not fit with the main theories of dual-tasking, as described further
below.

Broader implications
The experiments in this thesis demonstrate that in a dual-task of two linguistic
tasks there is a complex pattern of processes which occur in parallel and processes which occur serially. The behavioural evidence suggests that certain linguistic processes can occur in parallel, such as aspects of phonological processing, but other processes, such as lexical selection, cannot. The MEG study reveals
an interesting pattern of results with two simple linguistic tasks, such that the
secondary task (here, picture naming), has processes which run in parallel and
which are later reactivated. This is not predicted by theories of dual-tasking or
the working model proposed in Chapter 2. Additionally, the behavioural exper-
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iments demonstrate that the type of dual-task given to participants affects how
they carry out the dual-task. Each of these points is discussed further below.

Overlap in planning and comprehension
Research investigating the overlap in speech planning and comprehension in
conversation has largely shown that planning and comprehension of utterances
can co-occur (Barthel et al., 2016; Bögels et al., 2015; Bögels et al., 2018; Boiteau et
al., 2014; Sjerps & Meyer, 2015), and that at least in some cases, planning occurs in
substantial overlap with comprehension. However, whether specific processes
in word planning and comprehension occur in parallel, or more serially (potentially with rapid switching), is poorly understood. The work in this thesis sought
to address this issue.
The results from all experiments demonstrate that planning and comprehension can occur in overlap, and thus that comprehension (or word planning) is
not entirely postponed until after processes in the other task are complete. Thus,
the general finding that planning and comprehension can occur concurrently is
supported by tasks testing this at a fine-grained level. The results from Chapter 6
specifically show parallel processing between the tasks. Classifiers were trained
and tested at samples corresponding to roughly every 3.3ms. Therefore, unless
there was very rapid switching between tasks on the order of a few milliseconds
or less, this suggests that processes in two linguistic tasks can be carried out in
parallel.
However, some processes, such as lexical selection, are not always carried
out in parallel (as in Chapter 5). The finding of reactivation in Chapter 6 also
shows tasks are not carried out entirely in parallel. This suggests either some
flexibility in the concurrent processing of two tasks, such that some processes
are scheduled to be serial, or that there is a structural bottleneck for some processes (i.e., that lexical selection cannot be carried out in parallel with another
capacity-demanding task). Thus, there is a complex pattern of serial and parallel
processing when two linguistic tasks are carried out concurrently.
The results additionally show that two linguistic tasks interfere with one another, resulting in longer responses to the two linguistic tasks, compared to one
linguistic and one non-linguistic task. While the precise reasons for this are unclear (see below), this shows that parallel processing does not arise without a
cost. In the experiments reported in this thesis, I enforced concurrent processing as much as possible by using dual-tasking paradigms. However, it may be
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that if participants were free to choose how to schedule the tasks, they may have
scheduled processes more serially.
Some of the results in this thesis seem at first glance to be at odds with one
another: there is behavioural evidence of serial processing in some dual-tasks,
and neuroimaging evidence of parallel processing in another dual-task (though
note the later processing reactivation, meaning these results do not support full
parallel processing). I propose that these differences arise because of the flexibility of how people are able to schedule two linguistic tasks, which may depend
on the types of task and the frequency of how often parallel processing would
need to occur (Israel & Cohen, 2011). Further research should test what factors
contribute to this flexibility, because undoubtedly there are constraints on how
flexible task scheduling can be. For example, in Chapter 2, specific constraints
on certain process are proposed, which should limit scheduling flexibility. The
results from this thesis also suggest more broadly that it is not the case that planning occurs entirely in parallel with comprehension (as may be proposed based
on Levinson & Torreira, 2015), but there is a complex pattern of serial and parallel
processes at play in the overlap of these two tasks.

Acoustic complexity within a dual-task
In Chapters 3 and 4, acoustic complexity was held constant in two experiments,
which resulted in no measurable linguistic-specific interference between two
linguistic tasks compared to one linguistic and one non-linguistic task. This suggests that acoustic complexity may play a role in driving what appears to be
linguistic-specific interference in linguistic dual-tasking, found in Experiment
1 in Chapter 3. However, as stated, acoustic complexity was not manipulated in
any experiment. Therefore, while these results predict that acoustic complexity
may underlie or contribute to linguistic interference effects, this was not tested
and thus remains speculative.
As far as I am aware, there are no picture naming studies which have manipulated the acoustic complexity of a secondary sound, or dual-task studies which
have manipulated the acoustic complexity of an auditory task. The lack of research in this area means that I am unable to speculate in an informed way on
how acoustic complexity might have an effect on picture naming. However, effects of the acoustic complexity of distracting information in serial recall tasks
have been investigated. In general, this literature has found that acoustically
complex sounds affect serial recall performance more strongly than acoustically simple sounds (e.g., Jones et al., 1992; Jones, 1995). However, the serial recall
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paradigm differs from picture naming in that 1) participants memorise lists of
words, compared to naming one picture, meaning trial length is longer, and 2)
there is less precise control over the exact presentation timing of the distracting
auditory information and the stage of word encoding. Therefore, it is hard to
say whether accounts of acoustic complexity in the serial recall paradigm would
make the same predictions for picture naming. Additionally, without testing
whether acoustic complexity has an effect in picture naming, it is premature to
speculate on any underlying acoustic complexity effects.
Note that I tried to control acoustic complexity as closely as possible, but an
entire thesis could be dedicated to how to define acoustic complexity and how
to equate sounds for complexity. The two ways used for control here - presenting the exact same sounds with different instructions, or generating two
sounds from the same underlying structure - seem sensible ways to maintain
the same level of acoustic complexity while manipulating the linguistic nature
of the sounds. However, I acknowledge that there may be other ways to control
acoustic complexity.

Integration of results with working model
The working model proposed in Chapter 2 made specific predictions, including
that word form and phoneme selection could occur in parallel in planning and
comprehension, but conceptual and lexical selection could not. The results of
Chapters 3 and 4 suggest that acoustic complexity may play a role in dual-tasking.
As suggested in Chapter 4, acoustic complexity may play a role because central attention is required for some early perceptual processes. However, it may
be that mapping an acoustically complex sound representation to a response
is more challenging than mapping a simpler sound to a representation. In both
cases it is unclear how acoustic complexity would result in this effect. This could
be disentangled in future studies, and any results would lead to refinement of the
working model.
The results of Experiment 1 in Chapter 5 suggest that lexical selection is not
carried out in parallel with capacity-demanding aspects of a secondary task. This
finding is in line with a prediction from the working model. However, further
research should investigate whether this is a structural constraint or a strongly
preferred scheduling strategy (i.e., whether it is impossible for lexical selection to
overlap or whether it can be done but is strongly preferred to be serially scheduled).
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How to integrate the results of Chapter 6 with the working model is challenging. The results from this MEG study suggest that the majority of processes in
naming (which occurred in single picture naming after 250ms) are reactivated
after initial parallel processing in the dual-task (see Figures 6.5 and 6.6). This pattern of results does not fit with the predictions from the working model. These
results instead suggest that any linguistic processes occurring in the first 700ms
of planning can be carried out in parallel with linguistic processes in comprehension; there is no structural bottleneck. However, linguistic processes are later
reactivated, and are carried out ‘serially’ as the response to task 1 has been given.
The working model makes no predictions about reactivation. Further research
should investigate the temporal dynamics of dual-tasking two linguistic tasks,
especially with different kinds of linguistic stimuli, to determine whether the
working model needs to be fundamentally overhauled.

Integration of results with dual-tasking theories
The results of the current thesis have important implications for theories of dualtasking. Results from Chapters 3, 4 and 6 show that responses to task 1 are longer
at short SOAs, suggesting some parallel processing of the two tasks. This is in
line with theories of capacity-sharing (Navon & Miller, 2002; Tombu & Jolicœur,
2003) and goes against a main prediction from the response selection bottleneck
model (Pashler, 1994). Thus, our results most strongly suggest that two linguistic
tasks interfere with one another due to some parallel processing between the
tasks.
Much research has shown that tasks are able to affect one another, resulting in
cross-talk (Alards-Tomalin et al., 2017; Eder et al., 2017; Hommel, 1998; Janczyk et
al., 2014; Janczyk, 2016; Lien et al., 2007; Logan & Schulkind, 2000; Miller, 2006;
Röttger & Haider, 2017; Stelzel & Schubert, 2011; Wickens, 2008). Most of these
studies tend to test whether congruency in input (e.g., with two stimuli presented
on the same side of the screen) or output (e.g., if two responses require the same
hand for responding) results in cross-talk. Few studies test whether overlap in
central processes results in cross-talk, partially as representations are assumed
to be amodal at a central stage. Therefore, the concept of task similarity does
not apply (Hazeltine et al., 2006). However, the results from this thesis suggest
that similarity in central stages of processing results in cross-talk, because there
was no overlap in input between tasks (auditory sounds vs visual images), or responses (button press responses vs spoken responses). Therefore, this thesis
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demonstrates that central similarity results in cross-talk, even without overlap
in input or output modalities.
Neither of the two main dual-task theories can account for the pattern of data
from Chapter 6, where I traced the temporal dynamics of two tasks in a dualtask. The data pattern is neither fully serial nor parallel. The response selection
bottleneck theory (Pashler, 1994) predicts that initial perceptual processes overlap between tasks, but central stages of processing should be delayed in task 2
until central processing is finished in task 1. However, these results show parallel processing between task 1 and task 2 from 0ms to 750ms. This is unlikely to
only be perceptual processing in task 1 and task 2. Firstly, responses are given to
the syllable after 792ms, indicating that central processes in syllable identification must occur during the parallel processing time. Secondly, in single naming,
naming occurred after 836ms, and it is thus unlikely that no linguistic processes
were carried out between 0 and 750ms (it is this time window that generalises
to the dual-task). Therefore, the parallel processing likely includes central processing in both tasks. The results also do not conform to predictions from the
capacity-sharing theory (Tombu & Jolicœur, 2003; Kahneman, 1973; Navon &
Miller, 2002; Wickens, 2008). This theory predicts that central processes run in
parallel but are extended in time. However, I did not find evidence for extended
processes when processing in parallel. Additionally, neither theory predicts later
reactivation of processes. Under the response selection bottleneck theory, late
activation would be predicted if there were no parallel processing (and hence is
not reactivation). Under the capacity sharing theory, late activation is not predicted at all. Overall, the pattern of dual-task processing with these two simple
linguistic tasks cannot be captured by these dual-task theories.
A different dual-task theory assumes no bottlenecks in processing at any stage.
The EPIC model proposed by D. E. Meyer and Kieras (1997) models tasks as composed of condition-action rules, of which an unlimited number can run in parallel. However, due to specific task requirements, such as always responding
to task 1 before task 2, an executive scheduler may strategically schedule tasks
to run in a more serial fashion, where the response to task 2 is either held in
working memory, or is not selected until the task 1 response is given (named the
EPIC-SRD model). Due to the fact that this model allows tasks to run entirely
in parallel, EPIC-SRD can account for the parallel processing found when dualtasking in the MEG task. The model can also account for reactivation of later
stages, assuming that the condition-action rules were scheduled in this way, or
that more conditions were needed to be met for an action, resulting in a later rule
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process. An alternate possibility is that the set of condition-action rules for picture naming included processes being completed twice, once in parallel with
task 1 and once after task 1 was completed, though this seems unlikely from a
parsimonious account of how tasks would be coordinated. While EPIC-SRD can
account for the pattern of data, the question of why tasks are scheduled in this
way remains unclear.
In sum, the results from all studies suggest parallel processing of at least some
stages between tasks. However, later reactivation of linguistic processes occurs,
which may also occur in the behavioural experiments in this thesis. Further
research should determine whether this pattern re-occurs with other combinations of linguistic tasks, and why such a pattern of parallel and reactivated
processing would occur. With further research we can extend or develop new
dual-tasking theories to understand how people dual-task, and specifically for
psycholinguistics, how people dual-task with linguistic tasks.

Methodological challenges & implications
In Chapter 5, I found that one of the paradigms used - the task choice paradigm did not produce stable results. I suggested that participants may vary the strategies they employ when carrying out this dual-task, but I could not determine
these strategies because only one output response was measured. This is further complicated by the fact that participants may switch strategies within the
experiment. This is consistent with other evidence that participants are able to
flexibly switch strategies in a dual-task (Lehle & Hübner, 2009), and different
participants can schedule tasks in different ways (Reissland & Manzey, 2016). For
example, some participants may prioritise making the task decision before retrieving any linguistic information about the picture or word, and others may
carry out the choice task in parallel with retrieving linguistic information. We
cannot determine which strategies were used by participants in these experiments. More research should be carried out with the task choice paradigm to
determine how participants schedule the two tasks (as discussed in more depth
in Chapter 5). However, more research should also be carried out with other
dual-task paradigms, as there could be complex interactions between tasks that
might not be measured, or might counteract an effect in the response (see also
Cook & Meyer, 2008). The work in this thesis provides important insight into the
methodological aspects of how to measure dual-tasking, especially when moving to paradigms such as the task choice paradigm which feels more ’natural’ and
ecologically valid.
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In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, participants were presented with two linguistic sounds
and two non-linguistic sounds. I pre-tested all sounds to ensure that they were
equal in difficulty for participants. This pre-test contained two parts: participants carried out a simple identification task, where they heard one sound on
each trial and responded as quickly as possible, and participants also alternated
between identification trials and picture naming trials. By including only the
identification trials I sought to determine if there was a base RT difference between the different sets of stimuli. The alternating trials allowed me to see if
there were RT differences to the sounds with a more complex task-switching
design. I reasoned that pre-testing the sounds in this way would be closer to
the way that participants would process the sounds in a dual-task. In the pretests, there were no significant differences in RTs between linguistic and nonlinguistic sounds in the identification trials, and in the alternating trials. Thus, I
concluded that any RT differences between linguistic and non-linguistic sounds
in the experiments in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 could not be attributed to difficulty.
However, this way of pre-testing the difficulty of two sounds may not have
been optimal. Despite pre-tests showing no differences in difficulty, I did find
differences in some experiments. In Experiment 1 in Chapter 5 participants were
slower to respond to syllables than tones, whereas in Experiment 1 in Chapter 3 there was no difference in RTs using the same stimuli. This suggests that
the combination of tasks may interact with difficulty, such that with an easier
combined task (syllable identification and picture naming) no difficulty effect is
measured, whereas with a harder combination (syllable identification and picture naming with distractors) a difficulty effect arises. While this may be the case,
this does not explain why there was a difference in RTs to syllables and tones in
the practice session of Experiment 1 in Chapter 5, before participants had carried out any of the harder dual-task. Additionally, I found no difficulty difference
between vowel and musical rain identification in the pre-test of the stimuli in
Chapter 4, but did find a difference in the two sessions. Altogether, this suggests
that measuring difficulty in this way is not optimal, and more research should
be conducted to determine the best way of equating difficulty across stimuli.
In Chapter 6, I carried out an MEG study using a fairly new analysis technique,
and there are limitations to this technique. The first is that the specific preprocessing stages can affect how well the classifiers can decode. For example,
with the data presented in Chapter 6 I found that with different filter settings
there was ’ringing’ in the data, resulting in harmonic-type patterns over time,
which the classifier could decode (Widmann, Schröger, & Maess, 2015). Also,
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data which were not baseline corrected resulted in above average baseline decoding in some cases. Classifiers are sensitive to small changes in the signal,
meaning that it is paramount to carefully inspect the data to ensure effects are
due to cognitive changes and not artifacts in the data. There are also a large number of researcher degrees of freedom related to classifier analysis. The technique
is not yet established enough for multiple studies to follow the same protocol.
For instance, while many studies utilising classification techniques clean their
data before analysis (e.g., Charles, King, & Dehaene, 2014; Heikel, Sassenhagen, &
Fiebach, 2018; King et al., 2014; Marti et al., 2015) some experts recommend fitting
classifiers to raw data (Grootswagers, Wardle, & Carlson, 2017). These analysis
decisions can affect the outcome. I believe more research should be carried out
using this technique to ensure a discipline standard, with detailed documentation of analysis pipelines.

Limitations in generalising to conversation & future
directions
There are of course limitations to this thesis. One is that while I aimed to test
the dual-task of speech planning and comprehension, participants were never
tested in a dialogue situation. All participants were tested individually, listening to recordings rather than natural spontaneous speech, and speaking into a
microphone rather than directed towards a person. This situation is divorced
from dialogue, and thus participants may not have responded as they would in
a typical conversation. This could affect the generalisability of the results. However, some research has shown that there is a similar pattern of overlap between
planning and comprehension, regardless of whether the speaker is live or prerecorded (Sjerps, Decuyper, & Meyer, under review). Though this study tested
overlap more broadly, and not at the fine-grained level tested in this thesis, it
is unclear why participants would drastically change their speech planning and
comprehension strategies in the lab compared to ‘in the wild’. Therefore, while
testing participants individually is a limitation, I believe that my results are not
reflective of only a ‘lab mode’ for participants.
A second limitation is that I used the PRP paradigm (Telford, 1931), where two
responses are given to two separate tasks, which are carried out together. One
could argue that while I show how aspects of production and comprehension
can be carried out in parallel or serially using the PRP paradigm, participants
may allocate capacity differently if separate overt responses are not given to both
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tasks, as in dialogue (see Navon & Miller, 2002, for criticism of the PRP paradigm).
In order to show that the PRP paradigm would not produce results generalisable
to dialogue situations, one should suggest aspects of dialogue which cannot be
covered by the PRP paradigm. One possible aspect is that during a conversation
people are motivated to listen and respond to their partner. This is not necessarily the case in a PRP experiment. A second possible aspect is that in the paradigm
two responses to two separate tasks are given, whereas in a typical conversation, people listen to their interlocutor and plan a response contingent on what
their interlocutor says without giving a separate response to their interlocutor’s
speech. Thus, this difference in stimuli-response pairings may affect processing. Note that I attempted to test contingent responding using the the task choice
paradigm, but as explained above, the results were inconclusive. A third possible
aspect is that during a conversation, people may prioritise speech planning and
comprehension to different extents, and possibly in dynamic ways. For example,
if it is more important for a person to fully understand an interlocutor, they will
prioritise listening and may avoid planning speech in overlap. However, if it is
important for a person to quickly respond, they may prioritise planning speech
over listening. These priorities may even change over the course of one conversation. In the PRP paradigm, participants are instructed to always respond to task
1 before task 2. Therefore, results from PRP experiments may only generalise out
to specific priority orders of planning and listening.
A third limitation is the choice of tasks. While picture naming is undoubtedly a linguistic task, syllable identification likely does not engage the linguistic
system to the same extent as other comprehension tasks. While syllables have
been shown to activate phonologically-related neighbouring words (e.g., Gaskell
& Marslen-Wilson, 2002; Luce & Pisoni, 1998), which must occur through use of
the linguistic system, this use of the linguistic system may be minimal. Therefore, the comprehension task tested in this thesis is not representative of comprehension in everyday life. I specifically chose to use a syllable identification
task, where monosyllabic non-words served as the syllables, to reduce interactions between different linguistic levels (such as phonological and semantic levels) when dual-tasking. Because complex interactions between tasks are possible, using simple tasks allows for a first investigation into dual-tasking with
two linguistic tasks. However, future research should make use of comprehension tasks which engage more of the comprehension system, ensuring results
are more generalisable to everyday conversation.
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There are many possible features which could be added to the working model
presented in Chapter 2. For example, there is currently no role for executive
processes in the model. It has been shown that linguistic processes interface
with executive functions (see for example Jongman et al., 2015; Shao et al., 2012,
2013; Vromans & Jongman, 2018), and thus the model must be extended to add
executive processes. It is also strongly agreed that prediction plays a large role in
language comprehension and production (e.g., Pickering & Garrod, 2009, 2013),
yet this is not currently modelled. Speech monitoring is also not addressed in
the model, despite evidence that speech monitoring occurs at different linguistic
levels (W. J. Levelt, 1993) and requires capacity (Oomen & Postma, 2002). Finally,
any model of overlap in planning and comprehension should be computational
(e.g., van Paridon, Roelofs, & Meyer, 2019) to model how levels interact and how
different subprocesses may run serially or in parallel.
The results from this thesis also pose a number of important questions for
linguistic dual-tasking that have not yet been addressed, both regarding the linguistic aspects of dual-tasking and processes relating to task coordination. Regarding linguistic variables, questions which follow from the current results include: how do the different levels of planning and comprehension affect one
another? Is interference or facilitation different if the speech being planned and
comprehended is related, either phonologically or semantically? Questions regarding general task processing coordination include: do different task priorities
change how planning and comprehension are coordinated? Is there a basic default priority in the network to prioritise one processing stream over another?
How far can people flexibly change their processing strategies (Lehle & Hübner,
2009; Reissland & Manzey, 2016)? How does task uncertainty affect linguistic
dual-task processing (Jongman & Meyer, 2017)? Future research can build on
the work in this thesis to give a fuller understand of how planning and comprehension processes are carried out in parallel.

General conclusion
In this thesis I addressed whether word planning and comprehension can be
carried out in parallel. Taken together, the results suggest that when two linguistic tasks are carried out concurrently, some processes are carried out in parallel
and some processes are delayed. There is interference between linguistic tasks
which is additive to typical dual-task interference, yet the source of this interference is currently unknown. While it may be due to the similarity in linguis-
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tic processes between tasks, it may also be due to the acoustic complexity of
the heard linguistic sound. When investigating at a neural level, the processing
stream of picture naming (as the second task) was strongly affected in a dual-task,
with both parallel and reactivated processing. These results are not predicted
by the main dual-task theories, and future research should investigate the temporal dynamics of linguistic dual-tasking more thoroughly. In sum, this thesis
contributes to our understanding of how people coordinate word planning and
comprehension with close temporal proximity, and raises further testable predictions for how people are able to communicate so quickly and with such ease
in dialogue.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

We besteden veel tijd aan praten en luisteren, maar hoe vaak we dit ook doen
en hoe makkelijk het ook lijkt, het gemak waarmee we gesprekken kunnen voeren is behoorlijk verrassend. Mensen zijn heel snel in het opvangen van geluiden die uit iemands mond komen, het herkennen van woorden in deze stroom
van geluiden en het snappen van de betekenis van deze woorden. We denken
ook na over wat we willen zeggen, zetten de betekenis van onze boodschap om
in klanken en produceren vervolgens deze klanken. Al deze ingewikkelde processen gebeuren binnen millisecondes, wat resulteert in schijnbaar moeiteloze
conversaties. Als je bedenkt wat we allemaal moeten doen om te praten en te
luisteren en hoe snel dit allemaal gaat, is het verrassend dat resultaten van sommige studies suggereren dat we deze twee dingen - denken wat we willen zeggen
terwijl we luisteren naar anderen - tegelijk kunnen. Dit zou betekenen dat we
kunnen multitasken tijdens conversaties, hoewel het ook bekend is dat multitasken erg moeilijk is. Er is dus een paradox: het is moeilijk om twee dingen
tegelijk te doen, maar kennelijk kunnen we plannen wat we willen zeggen terwijl
we luisteren naar anderen. In deze thesis onderzoek ik of mensen echt spraak
kunnen plannen terwijl ze naar spraak luisteren om te kijken of we inderdaad
op deze manier multitasken tijdens conversaties.
Om het antwoord op deze vraag te vinden, heb ik het probleem wat gereduceerd zodat ik experimenten simpel kon houden: proefpersonen benoemden
plaatjes (een manier om hen spraak te laten plannen) terwijl ze via een koptelefoon luisterden naar lettergrepen, tonen of andere geluiden (luisteren naar spraak
versus geluiden die geen spraak zijn). Het voordeel van experimenten met een
simpel ontwerp is dat ze mensen kunnen dwingen om twee simpele taaltaken
tegelijk te doen. Daardoor kunnen we precies meten of het plannen van spraak
terwijl je naar andere spraak luistert op dezelfde manier verloopt als wanneer je
naar andere geluiden luistert, of dat het makkelijker of moeilijker is.
In hoofdstuk 2 van deze thesis analyseerde ik studies die onderzochten hoe
we het plannen van of luisteren naar spraak kunnen combineren met andere
taken. Eerdere resultaten suggereren dat het lastig is om te plannen wat we
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willen zeggen terwijl we iets anders aan het doen zijn. Luisteren naar anderen
tijdens een andere taak is ook moeilijk, maar misschien niet zo moeilijk als onze
eigen spraak voorbereiden. Samengevat toont dit dus aan dat het nogal moeilijk
zou moeten zijn om spraak te plannen terwijl we luisteren naar anderen. Toch
is er, zoals ik eerder al zei, ook bewijs dat we spraak plannen terwijl we luisteren
naar onze gesprekspartner. Daarom stelde ik een model voor dat beschrijft hoe
we het plannen en het begrijpen van spraak zouden kunnen combineren. In dit
model kunnen sommige processen die deel uitmaken van plannen en begrijpen
in parallel uitgevoerd worden, maar sommige ook niet. Enkele hypotheses die
voortkwamen uit dit model werden later getest in experimenten die beschreven
worden in verschillende hoofdstukken.
In hoofstukken 3 en 4 heb ik eerst getest of mensen plaatjes kunnen benoemen terwijl ze lettergrepen of tonen horen. Daarbij werd aan proefpersonen
gevraagd om via een druk op één van twee knoppen aan te geven welke lettergreep of toon ze gehoord hadden. Resultaten toonden aan dat het langer duurt om een plaatje te benoemen terwijl je een lettergreep hoort. Dit suggereert
dat het moeilijker is om te plannen wat je wil gaan zeggen terwijl je naar spraak
luistert dan wanneer je een toon hoort. Proefpersonen drukten ook later op de
knop wanneer ze moesten beslissen welke lettergreep ze gehoord hadden dan
wanneer ze tonen moesten onderscheiden, wat zou kunnen verklaard worden
doordat het plannen van de naam van het plaatje (taal) het luisterproces verstoorde bij lettergrepen (ook taal), maar niet bij tonen. Het zou echter ook kunnen
dat we het om de een of andere reden moeilijker vinden om naar lettergrepen
te luisteren en het verschil in reactietijd dus verklaard kan worden doordat lettergrepen ’moeilijke’ geluiden zijn en tonen ’makkelijke’ geluiden. Om deze alternatieve verklaring uit te kunnen sluiten, heb ik nog twee experimenten uitgevoerd. Proefpersonen werden opnieuw gevraagd om plaatjes te benoemen,
maar deze keer hoorden ze geluiden die beter overeen kwamen in hoe ’moeilijk’
ze waren (de akoestische eigenschappen van de geluiden werden gematcht). In
hoofdstuk 3 hoorden alle proefpersonen dezelfde geluiden die speciaal voor dit
experiment gecreëerd werden. Aan de helft van de proefpersonen werd verteld
dat dit vervormde lettergrepen waren (taal), de andere helft kreeg de instructie
dat ze naar door een computer gegenereerde ruis luisterden (geen taal). Omdat
iedereen naar precies dezelfde geluiden luisterde, waren de akoestische kenmerken van geluiden in de ’taal’ en ’geen taal’ groep identiek. In het experiment beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 hoorden proefpersonen verschillende ’taal’ en
’geen taal’ geluiden, maar waren deze geluiden wel zo gemanipuleerd dat ze geli-
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jkaardige akoestische kenmerken hadden. Tegen mijn verwachtingen in, vond
ik dat als geluiden even ’moeilijk’ waren (gelijkaardige akoestische kenmerken),
proefpersonen evenveel tijd nodig hadden om het plaatje te benoemen en te
beslissen welk geluid ze hoorden. Dit zou dus betekenen dat het benoemen van
een plaatje terwijl je naar taal (lettergrepen) luistert niet moeilijk is omdat beide
taken taalgerelateerd zijn, maar omdat sommige geluiden nu eenmaal moeilijker
te verwerken zijn dan andere. Dit heeft belangrijke gevolgen voor hoe mensen
spraak plannen terwijl ze luisteren. Misschien kunnen we meer plannen terwijl
we luisteren naar woorden die makkelijker te verwerken zijn.
In hoofdstuk 5 testte ik opnieuw of mensen plaatjes konden benoemen terwijl ze naar lettergrepen of tonen luisterden. In een reeks experimenten zagen
proefpersonen plaatjes waar een woord overheen was geschreven. Het woord
konden gerelateerd zijn aan het plaatje (een plaatje van een mes met het woord
’zwaard’ bijvoorbeeld), of ongerelateerd (een plaatje van een mes met het woord ’kat’). In het eerste experiment wilde ik graag onderzoeken of mensen de
correcte naam voor het plaatje konden ’kiezen’ terwijl ze naar taal (lettergrepen)
of andere geluiden (tonen) luisterden. Het bleek niet uit te maken welke soort
geluid er werd afgespeeld. Proefpersonen waren niet in staat de correcte naam
te kiezen terwijl ze naar iets anders luisterden. In het tweede en derde experiment moesten proefpersonen telkens beslissen of ze het plaatje gingen benoemen of het woord op het plaatje gingen voorlezen, afhankelijk van welk geluid
ze hoorden. Ik heb enkel geanalyseerd hoe lang het duurde om de plaatjes te
benoemen. Ik wou weten of mensen de correcte naam voor het plaatje konden selecteren terwijl ze moesten beslissen wat de opdracht was. Als algemene
conclusie voor experiment 2 en 3 kon ik stellen dat proefpersonen dit niet konden. Er was echter variatie onder de proefpersonen. Sommigen leken het plaatje
wel correct te kunnen benoemen terwijl ze beslisten wat de taak was. Dit is een
belangrijke bevinding, aangezien dit iets zegt over de flexibiliteit in de manier
waarop mensen plannen wat ze willen ze zeggen terwijl ze naar andere spraak
luisteren.
In hoofdstuk 6 heb ik hersensignalen gemeten van proefpersonen die plaatjes benoemden terwijl ze naar lettergrepen luisterden. De resultaten toonden
niet aan dat ze dit tegelijkertijd deden, zoals eerder onderzoek voorspelde, maar
ik vond ook niet dat mensen alleen maar luisterden en daarna benoemden, of
omgekeerd, zoals te verwachten was op basis van resultaten uit deze thesis die
aantoonden dat het lastig is om het plannen van spraak te combineren met luisteren. In plaats daarvan suggereerden de resultaten dat sommige onderdelen
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van het plannen en luisteren parallel aan elkaar uitgevoerd werden, maar dat
processen die betrokken zijn bij het plannen van de naam van het plaatje later
opnieuw werden geactiveerd in de hersenen en opnieuw werden uitgevoerd.
Dit patroon van resultaten past niet binnen enige theorie over hoe we tegelijk
spraak kunnen plannen en kunnen luisteren naar spraak.
Samengevat tonen de resultaten uit deze thesis aan dat het moeilijk is om twee
dingen tegelijk te doen. Het is nog moeilijker om twee taalgerelateerde taken zoals het plannen van en het luisteren naar taal - op hetzelfde moment te doen.
Dit doet vermoeden dat we in dagelijkse conversaties niet altijd plannen wat we
willen zeggen terwijl we naar iemand anders luisteren, maar dat er veel flexibiliteit is in hoe mensen deze twee dingen cordineren. Het lijkt er dus op dat
mensen soms tegelijkertijd kunnen plannen en luisteren, maar soms ook niet.
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English summary

We spend a lot of our time talking and listening to other people. Despite how
often this happens, and how easy it feels, the ease with which we have conversations is quite surprising. Very rapidly, people take the sounds coming from
someone else’s mouth, work out where the words are, and what those words
mean. People also think about what they want to say, turn the meaning of what
they want to say into sounds, and produce those sounds. All of these complex
processes happen in milliseconds, leading to effortless conversation. Considering the amount that needs to be done to speak and listen, and how quickly it is
done, it is surprising that evidence suggests that we can do these two things thinking about what we want to say (i.e. planning our speech) while listening to
others - at the same time. This means we multitask with planning and listening
to speech. Yet, it is well-known that multitasking - doing two things at once is hard. Thus, we are left with a paradox: it is hard for people to multitask, yet
apparently we can plan what we want to say and listen to others at the same
time. In the work in this thesis I investigated whether people actually can plan
what they want to say while they listen to speech, to see whether this type of
multitasking is what we do in conversation.
In order to investigate this question, I scaled down the problem to make the
experiments very simple: people named pictures (a way to make them plan speech)
while they listened to syllables, tones, or other sounds being played through
headphones (to mimic listening to speech or non-speech). A benefit of carrying out experiments with this simple design is that we can force people to carry
out two simple language tasks at the same time. We can then precisely measure
whether planning speech while listening to speech is the same as when listening
to another sound, or whether it is easier, or harder.
In Chapter 2 in this thesis, I reviewed evidence investigating how we combine
planning speech or listening to speech with other tasks. The evidence suggests
that planning what we want to say while carrying out other tasks is challenging.
Listening to other people is also hard, yet maybe not as hard as planning our
own speech. Taken together, the findings suggest that it should be quite diffi-
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cult to plan what we want to say while we listen to other people. However, as
stated above, there is evidence that we do plan our speech while listening to our
conversation partner. Therefore, I proposed a model describing how we could
combine planning speech and comprehending speech. In this model, some processes involved in speech planning and speech comprehension can be carried
out at the same time, and some cannot. Some predictions from this model were
tested in later experiments.
In Chapters 3 and 4, I tested whether people can name pictures while they
listened to linguistic or non-linguistic sounds. In experiment 1 in Chapter 3, I
tested whether people can name pictures while they heard syllables or tones.
Participants also had to press one of two buttons depending on which syllables
or tones they heard. The results showed that it takes longer for people to name a
picture when they hear a syllable, suggesting that planning what they want to
say while listening to speech is harder than planning speech when hearing a
tone. People also took longer to respond to syllables compared to tones, which
may be because planning the picture name interfered with the listening process
with syllables, but not with tones. However, these results could be because, for
some reason, the syllables are harder sounds to listen to and process than the
tones. This implies that the syllables are ‘hard’ sounds and the tones are ‘easy’
sounds. To try to rule out this possibility, I carried out two further experiments
where again, participants named pictures, but they heard sounds which were
more closely matched to one another in their difficulty (the acoustic properties of the sounds were matched). In experiment 2 in Chapter 3, all participants
heard the same specially created sounds. One group of participants were told
the sounds were distorted syllables (language), and the other group were told
they were computer-generated noise (non-language). Because everyone heard
the exact same sounds, their acoustics were equal. In the experiment in Chapter
4, I created two computerised vowel sounds (language), and then manipulated
these vowel sounds to create two non-language sounds (called ’musical rain’).
Because the non-language sounds were generated from the vowels, the sounds
were acoustically very similar. In this experiment, all participants heard both
language and non-language sounds (like in experiment 1 of Chapter 3). Contrary
to what was expected, in experiment 2 in Chapter 3, and in the experiment in
Chapter 4, I found that if the sounds were equally difficult to process (i.e. their
acoustic properties were very similar) then it took people the same amount of
time to name the pictures and to respond to the sounds. This suggests that any
difficulties in naming pictures while listening to language sounds (like syllables)
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are not because both tasks are language-related, but because some sounds are
just harder to listen to than others. This has important implications for how people plan speech while listening, as it may be that if some words are easier for us
to listen to than others, we can plan more of what we want to say.
In Chapter 5, I again tested whether people could name pictures while listening to syllables or tones. In these experiments I showed participants pictures
with words written over the pictures. These words could be related to the pictures (like seeing a picture of a ‘knife’ and having the word ‘sword’ written across
it), or unrelated (a picture of a knife with the word ‘cat’ written across it). In the
first experiment, I was interested in finding out if people could ‘choose’ the correct name for the picture while listening to either language sounds (syllables)
or different sounds (tones). I found that it didn’t matter what kind of sound was
played; people were unable to choose the correct picture name at the same time
as listening to any sound. In the second and third experiments, people decided
whether to name the picture or read the word out loud, based on the sound they
heard. For instance, one of the syllables or tones would indicate that participants
should name the picture (e.g., ’knife’), and the other syllable or tone would indicate that participants should read the word out loud (e.g., ’sword’)’. I only looked
at how long it took people to name the pictures. I again wanted to see if people
could choose the name of the picture while deciding, based on the syllable or
tone they heard, whether they needed to name the picture or read the word out
loud. This is because a previous study suggested that people could make these
task decisions when listening to tones and naming pictures. I wanted to find out
if people could also make these decisions when listening to syllables and naming pictures, as here two language tasks are combined. I found across both the
second and third experiments (which varied slightly in their structure) that generally, people could not choose the correct name of the picture at the same time
as making the decision about this task based on the sound they heard. However, participants were very variable in how they combined preparing the name
of the picture while making these task decisions. Some people seemed able to
choose the correct picture name while making the task decision based on the
sound, whereas others could not. Importantly, this suggests that there is a lot
of flexibility in how people can combine two tasks, and this has implications for
how people combine the two tasks of planning what they want to say while they
listening to other speech.
In Chapter 6, I recorded the neural responses (brain signals) when people
named pictures while listening to syllables. The results did not suggest that peo-
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ple listen to syllables and name pictures at the same time, as predicted by previous evidence. The results also did not suggest that people only listened and then
named, or vice versa, as we predicted based on the fact that results from this
thesis show it is hard to combine planning speech while listening. Instead, the
results suggested that some parts of planning and listening were carried out in
parallel, but processes in planning the name of the picture were later reactivated
in the brain and carried out again. This pattern of results does not fit with any
theories of how we might carry out planning speech and listening to speech at
the same time.
In general, the results from this thesis show that doing two things at the same
time is hard. It is even harder to do two language things - such as planning and
listening to speech - at the same time. This suggests that in everyday conversation, we probably don’t always plan what we want to say when we are listening
to someone else speak. Instead, there is a lot of flexibility in how people coordinate planning what they want to say and listening to others, and it seems that
sometimes people can plan and listen together, and sometimes not.
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Résumé en français

Les humains passent une grande partie de leurs temps à écouter les autres.
Malgré le fait qu’on le fait fréquemment et sans difficulté apparente, le simple
fait de pouvoir discuter est franchement étonnant. On est capable, à une
vitesse surprenante, de reconnaitre les sons produit par l’appareillage vocal
d’un interlocuteur, de leurs attribuer une identité lexicale, et d’en comprendre
le sens. En même temps, on réfléchit à ce qu’on a envie de dire, on convertit nos
pensées en paroles, puis en séries de mouvements articulatoires qui produisent
enfin les sons désirés. Tous ces processus complexes ont lieu dans l’espace
de quelques millisecondes, permettant à une conversation de se dérouler de
manière fluide. Si nous nous permettons de considérer toutes ces exigences
cognitives, il devient surprenant de constater que nous sommes néanmoins
capables de tenir des discussions. Il semblerait que nous puissions simultanément songer à ce que nous allons dire en même temps que d’écouter, et
de comprendre les autres. Ceci voudrait dire que nous sommes régulièrement
obligés de nous engager à effectuer deux tâches en même temps. La recherche
à ce sujet ( multi-tasking  en anglais, une traduction fort insatisfaisante en
français serait  multi-tâche ) nous a démontré que l’exécution de multiples
processus en parallèle est difficile, et que cela encoure un certain cout pour
chacun des processus ainsi effectués. Ils se déroulent de manière plus lente
et moins précise. Ainsi sommes-nous confrontés à un paradoxe : nous avons
du mal à effectuer des taches en parallèle, mais nous sommes, apparemment,
parfaitement capable de planifier ce que nous aurions envie de dire à nos
interlocuteurs en même temps que de comprendre ce qu’ils nous disent. La
recherche présentée dans cette thèse touche à cette question – est-ce qu’on est
réellement capable de planifier ce qu’on a envie de dire pendant qu’on écoute
de la parole ? Est-ce ce genre de processus  multi-tâche  qui a lieu, lorsque
nous discutons ?
Afin d’investiguer cela, j’ai dû réduire l’échelle du problème. Les expériences
que j’ai effectuées sont plutôt simples. Les participants ont dû nommer des images (ce qui les a obligés de planifier de la parole) pendant qu’ils écoutaient des
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syllabes, des tons, ou d’autres sons, qu’ils devaient distinguer. Ainsi étaient-ils
obligés de produire de la parole et traiter un signale auditif simultanément. Ceci
m’a permis de mesurer précisément si la planification de la parole en parallèle
avec le traitement d’un son se déroule différemment en fonction de si ce son
est linguistique ou non. C’est-à-dire, est-ce que le traitement d’un son linguistique exerce une influence relativement plus importante sur notre planification
et exécution d’une tache de dénomination qu’un son non-linguistique? Estce que les ressources auxquelles nous faisons appelles pour effectuer les deux
taches sont les mêmes ? Y-a-t-il une concurrence entre le compréhension et la
production de la parole ?
Dans le deuxième chapitre de cette thèse je présente un résumé de la
littérature qui a déjà touché à ce sujet. Les données suggèrent que la planification de ce que nous aimerions dire en même temps que l’exécution d’autres
taches constituerait effectivement un défi. Par conséquent, je propose un
modèle qui décrit comment la planification de la parole et la compréhension
pourraient être effectués simultanément, malgré le fait d’éventuellement solliciter les mêmes ressources cognitives. Selon ce modèle, certains processus
impliqués dans la planification de la parole et la compréhension pourraient
avoir lieu ensemble, et d’autres non. Les prédictions de ce modèle sont testées
dans les chapitres qui suivent.
Les chapitres trois et quatre décrivent des expériences qui visent à évaluer si
les participants sont capables de nommer des images pendant qu’ils effectuent
une tâche de catégorisation syllabique (donc, linguistique) ou tonale (nonlinguistique). Les participants ont produit les noms des images plus lentement,
lorsque les épreuves contenaient des syllabes plutôt que des tons. Ceci indique que la catégorisation de syllabes empiète plus sur le domaine cognitif
linguistique que la catégorisation de tons. Les participants ont aussi répondu
plus lentement aux syllabes qu’aux tons, ce qui suggère que la catégorisation
de syllabes est plus difficile que la catégorisation des tons, ce qui pourrait
indiquer que la dénomination d’images emploie des ressources nécessitées
pour la catégorisation syllabique mais pas tonale. Cependant, cette dissociation
pourrait simplement résulter du fait que les syllabes sont acoustiquement plus
complexes et donc plus difficiles à traiter que les tons. Afin de vérifier si cet
effet provenait uniquement de la complexité acoustique j’ai ensuite comparé
deux cas de figure. Dans un premier temps j’ai effectué une expérience avec les
mêmes stimuli et la même tache, en indiquant simplement à un groupe de participants que tous les sons étaient de sons de parole, et à un autre groupe que les
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sons étaient des bruits non-linguistiques. Dans un deuxième temps, j’ai effectué
une expérience très similaire, cette fois employant des sons syllabiques et
tonales qui étaient produits de manière acoustiquement contrôlée, les rendant
plus semblables au niveau de leur complexité. Contrairement à mes attentes,
j’ai découvert que peu important la nature linguistique ou non des sons, les
participants répondent plus lentement aux images lorsqu’ils sont confrontés à
des sons plus complexes. C’est-à-dire que les plus importants ralentissements
observés lors que les participants étaient obligés de nommer des images en
écoutant des syllabes étaient probablement dû, non pas au fait que les sons
étaient linguistiques ou traités de manière linguistique (impliquant un accès
simultané aux ressources cognitives dévouées au langage), mais simplement à
leur complexité.
Dans le cinquième chapitre j’ai de nouveau demandé à des participants
d’effectuer une tâche de dénomination d’image en même temps qu’une
catégorisation auditive. Cette fois, les images qui devaient être nommées
étaient superposés d’un mot, qui était soit conceptuellement lié à l’image (par
exemple une image d’un couteau figurant le mot ‘épée’) soit pas (par exemple
une image d’un couteau figurant le mot ‘chat’). Ici les participants ont dû choisir
une réponse vocale en fonction des syllabes que leurs étaient présentés. Ils
devaient soit nommer l’image ou lire le mot à voix haute. Une précédente étude
a démontré que ce genre décision et possible si les sons présentés sont de
simples tons. Ainsi, cette expérience a permis de tester s’il le fait d’écouter des
syllabes provoque une interférence avec le choix de réponse linguistique, tandis
que faire la même chose en écoutant et catégorisant des tons n’en provoque
aucune. Il s’est avéré qu’effectivement, les participants n’ont en moyenne pas
réussi à effectuer cette tache de sélection en présence de syllabes. Ceci était
confirmé lors d’une deuxième et troisième variante de cette expérience. Si,
en moyenne les participants ne sont pas capa les d’effectuer la tâche, certains
ont néanmoins réussi, ce qui suggère que les capacités de gérer les situations
 multi-tâches  sont distribuées de manière inégale à travers la population.
Le sixième chapitre présente une étude dans laquelle j’ai enregistré les signaux
neuronaux des participants qui effectuaient la double-tache de dénomination
et de discrimination acoustique. J’ai employé une technique qui s’appelle la
magnétoencéphalographie qui est sensible aux décharges électriques produites
lorsque les assemblages de neurones du cerveau s’activent en réponse à une
tâche. Ceci permet d’examiner les patrons d’activité neuronale qui corresponde
à, par exemple, la dénomination, la sélection, ou le traitement des stimuli audi-
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tifs. Les résultats indiquent qu’au niveau cérébral, les participants ne font pas
réellement deux choses en même temps tout au long des épreuves de cette
tâche. Cependant, leurs cerveaux n’ont pas non-plus l’air d’alterner entre les
deux taches. Il semblerait plutôt que certaines parties de la planification et du
traitement acoustique ont lieux simultanément, mais que les processus de planification sont interrompus par les processus de catégorisation des sons, et repris
plus tard. Cette séquence de traitement n’est pas prédite par les modelés existants.
Globalement, les résultats présentés dans cette thèse démontrent que
l’exécution de deux taches en même temps est difficile. Et que cela est encore
plus difficile lorsque les taches, tels la dénomination et l’identification de
syllabes, sont de nature linguistique. Ceci suggère que lors d’une discussion,
nous ne planifions probablement pas ce que nous voulons dire entièrement
en parallèle avec le traitement de la parole de notre interlocuteur. Il existe des
contraintes cognitives qui nous l’empêche. Il semblerait qu’il y a beaucoup de
souplesse par rapport à la coordination des ressources cognitives lors de la
conversation – par moment nous pouvons planifier et comprendre en même
temps, mais pas sans cesse.
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